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"For there are some plants which cannot live except in wet;

and again these are distinguished f::om one another by their

fondness for different kinds of wetness; so that some grow in

marshes, others in lakes, others in rivers, others even in the

ttsea

Theophrastus (370-c. 285 B.C")
tEnquiry into Plantsl
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SLTM¡,IARY

The nature and distribution of submerged and emergent macro-

phytes in relation to salinity, to the temporary or permanent nature of

the aquatic habitats and to the tolerance of fluctuating environments

was investigated in a series of saline ecosystems in the Coorong and

Robe/Beachport areas of the south-east of South Austral-ia. A

synecological survey of the floral- relationships in a range of

saline habitats was foll-owed by an autecologicat study of. Ruppia t.,

a genus of submerged halophytes.

OnIy two genera of angiosperms occur above a salinity of

4 o/oo TDSz Rt'Lpp'ía is found in waters from 3 to 230 o,/oo TDS and

LepiLaern Drumm. ex Harvey from 3 to 50 o/oo tOS. Both occur in

permanent and ephemeral ha-bitats, in pure and mixed stands and in

the u¡derstorey of emergent salt marsh communities.

The plant associations of a salt marsh, a saline lake and a

fresh lake were compared by means of morphometric and vegetation

maps and quadrat and biomass sampling. For the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh

community twelve pì-ant associations were delimited by species

composition, and mapping of these associations shows that their

distribution is related to small increases in efevation, which total

0.5 m height above the lake l-evel- over 500 m distance from the shore.

Annual and perennial growth forms of Ruppia were observed and

the genetii or ecological bases of these growth form differences

were examined further. A systematic survey indicated the presence

of three species, two annuals, RuppiA tttbenOsa Davis and Tomlinson

and, Ruppiq. poLucØ'pa Mason, and one perennial, Rlppia mega'ca.r'pa

Mason, none of v¡hich has previously been recognised in South Àustrafia.

Both annuaÌ species have asexual perennating organs (turions) t

.structures that have not been recorded for this genus outside

Australia -



Transplantation, germination and salinity experiments were

used to examine the differences between annual and perennial growth

forms. The wide salinity tolerance of all three species v¡as con-

firmed. Under experimental conditions annual and perennial growth

forms did not alter in alternate habitats. Decrease in salinity had

a positive effect on the germination of the perennial .R. mega'carpa

whereas increase ín salinity and the wetting and drying of seeds broke

the dormancy of the annual .R. tubez'osa seeds.

Explanations advanced to exptain the ability of this species

to withsta¡d harsh and fluctuating environments were examined by

analyses of life cycles, reproductive patterns and osmoregulatory

mechanisms of the three species of. Ruppia
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GIAPÍER I. TNTRODUCTION

Studies of inland saline waters of Australi-a have centred

on their chenuícal and physical properties and faunas i autotrophs

have generally been neglected. Hussainy (L969), Yezdani (l-970),

Timms (1973) and I¡falker (1973) have consid,ered aspects of the

phytoplankton, buÈ little attention has been paid to the macrophyÈes.

yet tittoral macrophytes are of considerable inrportance in the fixation

of energy in rnany aquatic ecosystems (I{etzel 1975) . The ecological

work of Higginson (L967) in the Tuggerah Lakes of New Sout-h I'üales and

the study of the vegetation history of some Victorian lakes (Yezdani

I97O) are the principal Australian contribuÈions in this field.

,Aquatic macrophyte' or 'hydrophyte' are terms loosely applied to

any aquatic multicellular plent and cover angiosperms and macroscopic

algae and a few pteridophytes and bryophytes. The salt tolerant

hydrophytes. are termed ,halophytes'. Most aquatic plants may be

divided into three life form categories: subme::ged rooted, emergent

rooted and free floating (Scutthorpe 1967; Hutchinson 1975). These

d.ivisions are not mutually exclusive, e.g. rooted plantq¡may have

floating leaves, or environmental fluctuations may cause a plantt s life
|'

form to change from subinerged to energent.

This study concentrates particularly on the aquatic angiosperms,

a group which shorvs litt1e species diversity in either freshwater or

marine situations. Few freshwater species can tolerate saline conditions

or fluctuations of saLinitV, and among the marine angiosperms only very

few can withst.anä hypersàline or brackish waters. Vlhite estuaries have

satinity gradients in which species from freshwater and marine origins

can be studied, a range of saline lakes, such as that provicled by the

series selected in the south-east of south Austral-ia (Figure 1.1),
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provides an ideal opportunity to study salinity tolerance and

fluctuatíons on a wider scale.

The nature and distribution of su.bmerged and emergent macrophytes

in relation to tfieir tolerance of .fl-uctuating enví,ronnents and salinity

are investigated in this study. Particular attention is given to the

submerged genus Ruppia r'.

such a study provides information on the role of macrophytes in

salíne lal<es, and on the responses of plants to salirrity in undisÈurbed

and agriculturally nrodified situations. An understanding of the

diversity, distribution and interrelationships of halophytes in a

range of saline ecosystems subject to wíde environrnental fluctuations

will provide a basis for more effective assessment of such ecosystems'

The need for research on the response ar¡d, toLerance of plants to

salinity has been heightened by continued exploitation of soit and

water resources. Drainage and cultivation have resulted in increased

salinities on existing agricultural land and have led to expansion of

marginal agriculture into naturally saline areas. TL¡us physiological

work on structurar and functionar adaptations for salinity tolerance is

necessary as well as ecological work on the interrelationships of

halophytes within their biotic and physical environnents. concomitantly,

research on the variability in salinity tolerance found in wild and

cultivated species may elucidate the roles of genetic and environmental

components in conferring such tolerances (Chapman 1960' L974¡

Poljakoff-Mayber and Gale (f975) '

Studiesonsalinitystressandtoferanceofterrestrialand

salt marsh (semi-aquatic) halophytes have been reviewed by

poljakoff-Mayber and Gale L91l¡). An understanding of the physiological

effects of salinity fluctuations on fully aquatic halophytes aids

research on the breeding anrl maj-ntena.nce of sall- tolerant plants'



Manipulation of potentially economic plants may thus be e>çlored

in saline environments. Extrapolation from information on individual

species and specífic ecosystems can serve as an indícation of

toler:ances and adaptations of other organisms and environllents.

The series of saline ecosystems selected has been studied from

two viewpoints: synecotogical and autecological (sensu Dansereau L957) -

First, studies of the whofe communities provide a general description

for each ecosystem by determining species composition and distribution

and the empirical biotic relationships and environmental interactions.

Second, an investigation of the genus Ruppía, a single element within

the total ecosystem enabl-es the examination of one biotic component

in varying environments.

The synecological study permits an overview of each sal-ine ecosystemr

and allows direct comparisons. However, the delimitation of boundaries

of the physical and biotic factors involved. is subjective, rather than

objective, and consequently the trends observed are qualitative, or at

best, semí-quantitative. Other limitations are imposed by problems of

sampling such complex and variable ecosystems-

The auteco]-ogical study enables precise and quantitative study

of the parameters which appeared, from the synecological study, to be

important factors in determining the plant-ecosystem relationships'

e.g. Iife cycles, reproductíve patterns, dormancy and salinity tolerance.

The necessity for considering the total ecosystem, as well as

its individual parts, is reinforced as individual factors seldom act

in isol-ation although they may have a major infl-uence in a particular

system. Examination of the nature of a range of sal-ine comrnunitÍes,

cornbined with detailed stuclies of the vascular hydrophyte Ruppi.a,

maximized the advantages of these two approaches while minimizing the

disadvantages.
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CHAPTER 2 PFEVIOUS STUDTES

Although littLe comparative worl< on the macrophytes of salt

lakes has been published, a survey of research on saline ecosystems,

vascular hydrophytes and the aquatic biology of the south-east of

South Australia provides a background to this study.

2.L Saline ecosystems

High salinities and wide fLuctuations in several- environmental

parameters cause bÍological stress; low biotic diversity results

(Vüilliams L97O, 1978). The virtual absence of macrophytes in saline

waters (I¡üilliams 1969) , the shall-ow completely mixed nature of salt

Iakes (Cole 1968; Scudder 1969) and. the ionic similarity of Australian

salt lakes to sea water (cf. Wifliams and Buckney 1976b), nean that

such ecosystems are suitable locations for the study of the concepts

of ecological energetics (Vtilliams 1969) and maturity (serßu Margalef

1968, Vnrilliams 1970) . Bayly a¡d !ùilliams (1973) and f,lilliams (1978)

have summarized the physical, chemical and biological work done in

Australia.

Lake ecosystems in Australía span a ful-I range of salinity from

fresh water to saturated salt solutions; most are shallow (<5 m) and

many aïe part of endorheic drainage systems, with great fluctuatÍons

of water leveL, salinity and temperature. Many of the salt lakes are

ephemeral, with an annual dry season of up to nine npnths, while others

(e.g. Lake Eyre) may exist for many years ej-ther as dry salt pans or

as semi-permanent fakes. Permanent lakes of high salinity are less

comron, but have been described. from Victoria a¡d South Australia

(Bayly and Vlilliams 1966 ' L973; Williams 1978).

Seasonal salinity fl.uctuations are generatly greater in lakes

of higher mean salinity. Salini'ty maxima tend t-o vary frcm year to



yea-r, particularly in temporary lakes where marked water level changes

followed by complete drying and deposition of a salt crust are

involved. As these lakes refill, salinity increases until the water

Ievel is above the salt crust, and then decreases until evaporation

exceeds precipitation (.Hussain!¡ 1969) -

Salinity fluctuations are greatest in ephemeral-, h1'persaline

shallow lake svsterns whereas fluctuations in permanent saline lakes are

comparatively s:nall and salinity maxima less extreme (Bayly and l,lilliams

1973).

Surface water temperatures are highest in shallow hvpersaline

lakes, and where maxima may exceed 4OoC, diurnal and seasonal fluctuations

of over 2OoC may occur" Deeper bodies of water may have seasonal

temperature variations of up to l-5oc, but diurnal differences aIe

usually less extreme than in shallow water. ShaIIow lakes show no

persistent thermal stratification, whereas the permanent deeper lakes

often stratify in summer and are isothermal in winter (I{itliams 1978).

Considerable turbulence and cornplete mixingr are conmon features of

Australian saline 1akes, arrd are most pronounced in the shallow, temporary

tvaters which are exposed to stirring b1z wind and have easily suspended

sediments. Wind induced. turbiditl' at times resultsin Secchi disc

readingrs of less than 0.1 metre. Only one saline meromictic lake has

been reported in Australia, lrIest Basin Lake in western Victoria (Timms

l-972).

Australian saline lakes charactêristically have high pH values

and show a marked ionic homog-eneity with a g'eneral pattern of ionic

dominance Na > Mg ) Ca > K: CI t So4 > Hco3 + cO3. Most lakes are NaCl

dominated with the same order of ionic doninance as sea water, and ionic

proportions remain constant in lakes over wide salinity and geographical

ranges (Wil.liams arrd Buckney 1976a,b). A small group of carbonate

dominant lakes in Victoria is an exception (Bayly )-969¡ Walker 1973¡

l,till-iams 1978).



The availability of nutrients, carbon dioxide and oxygen may

affect primary productivity. The solubílity of oxygen in water

decreases with increasing salt content (Kinne and Kinne 1962) ¡

Èherefore the degree of mixing and the deptì and surface area of

Iakes wí1l largely determine oxygen concentration ancl hence the

distribution and abundance of the biota at high salinities. High

Ieve1s of dissolved carbon dioxide are often inverseJ-y relaLed to the

oxygen concentration (Bayly and Vüil-Iiams 1973) and whereas a high

carbon dioxide level may lirnit the fauna, it can result in enhanced

photosynthesis. In a range of sal-ine ecosystems, plant nutrient

concentrations (phosphate and nitrate) have been found to be high

compared with those of freshwater systems (Jenkin 1932¡ Hutchinson

1957¡ Talling and Talling 1965; Hussainy 1969; Milbrink I977).

Thus while oxygen concentration and temperature may lirnit the biota

in saline situations, the avail-ability of carbon dioxíde, phosphate

and nitrate is not Iikely to lirnit plant growth-

tur inverse relationship between biotic diversity and salinity

has been demonstrated for the fauna of the salt lakes of western

Victoria. Endemic species predominated a¡rd some otherwise cosmopolitan

salt lake specíes were not recorded (!,]il]iams l-978). Initial

investigations of l-akes in the south-east of South Australia (including

some of those considered in this study) were made by Bayly and Vililliams

(1966) and were fofl_owed by studies of the fauna by Bayly (1970).

permanent lakes examined in mo::e detail inctuded a carbonate-bicarbonate

dominated lake, Lake V'Terowrap (rnaximum 57 parts per thousand total

dissotved solutes (o/oo TDS)) (I^lalker lgl 3), and three cleeper maar lakes

covering a wide salinity ratìge, l,akes Purrumbete (fresh), Bullerrmerri

(maximum 9o,Zoo fOS) and Gnotuk (maximum 600/00 TDS) (Timms 19'r.3, 1976).

Detailed stuclies of the ecology and physiolcgy of Parartemía zietziana

Sayce (Crustacea: Anostraca) occurring in shallow l-akes have been
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provided by Geddes (1973I ancl l4archant 0976). Studies of other

ani¡nal species are summaïised by Bayly and lrlilliams G973) and

Williarns (I979).

Data on secondary production in salt lakes have suggested high

standing crops (Vlilliams 1964). Paterson and lfatker (L974) estimated

secondary production in a low salinity lake a¡rd Marchant and williams

(Lg77) in hypersaline systems: the former found a low primarv to

secondaïy production ratio, the latter demonstrated a high effici-ency

of conversion. Marchant and williams suggested that inprrt of

allochthonous material may be the major energy source. llowever,

primary production in each case was estimated from phytoplankton

production onl¡¡, and no estimates of macrophytic or periphytic production

were made for these ecosystems. Data from the saline Borax Laket

california, show that periphyton production may be particularly

important. even when macrophyte production is low (wetzel L964) -

In Australia, studies of botanical diversity and primary

production have been undertaken larqely as adjuncts to the work

mentioned previously. Phytoplankton production is reported to be high

at low salinities and conversely low in high salinities (Hammer L97O¡

Hammer et aL. l,973i Vùalker L973i Marchant and Vflill"iams 1977) ' a

result which is inconsistent with the high nutrient levels of saline

lakes. The estimates of Hammer et aL. (1973) were made fr.on short

term experiments and those of Walker (1973) were made on a carbonate-

bicarbonate lake, ionically atypical for Australia, Yet a type of lake

known to be hiqhly productive elsewhere (Walker L975). Hussaìny's

(1969) estj:nates of planktonic chforo,ohyll a showed little correlation

with safinity. wetzel (1964) included phytoplankton, periphyton and

macrophytes in his study and suggested that the non-pÌanktonic communities

may be an Írnportant conponent of the biomass" As yet, periphyton and

macrophytes have not been consiclered in detail in Australian salt l-akes'
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In the peïmanent \zictorian salt lakes stud.ied, the macrophytic

species recorded include Ruppia marLtí.ma L. , LepiLaena pteissiù (r,ehm. )

F. Muell. , Potamogeton pectinatus t. and Entev'omotpha sp. (WiIIis L964¡

Yezdani L97O¡ Timms; Ig73). Yezdani (1970) recorded Ruppia as the

npst hafotolerant species in salinities up to 560,/oo TDS. TLre

emergent semi-aquatic halophytes occurring in the eulittoral zone of

lakes have been considered only briefly; Vüillis (1964) gave a species

list for the l-akes of the basaltic plains of western Victoria. No

information is available on the role of the allochthonous sources of

nutrients provided by annual flooding or by connecÈion of these

peripheral ha-bitats with the lakes.

2.2 Vascular hydrophytes

The major studies on'hydrophytes in marine, freshwater or inl-and

saline waters in which the geographical distribution, species composition

and other aspects of macrophyte biolog'y were considered have been

col-lated by Arber (1920), sculthorpe (1967) and Hutchinson (1975).

The ecology of emergent halophytes in salt marshes has been extensively

reviewed by Chapman (1960, 1974), Waisel (L972) and Reimol-d and Queen

(1974) .

Arber's (1920) early work on water plants described adaptations

to the submerged environment. Photosynthetic adaptations, ttre development

of heterophylly in different environmental- conditions, and respiratory

adaptations, such as l-acunae and aerenchyma, were discussed nþre recently

by sculthorpe (1967) and Hutchinson (1975). In addition, aspects of

the life h-istory, incJ-uding mechanisms of sexual reproduction, seed

dormancy and germination and asexual reproduction by rhizomes and

perennating organs, were emphasised by these authors'

Factors infiuencing the differential distribution of plants within

and between lakes have been studied principally in fresh wate::s in the
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northern hemisphere (cf. Pearsall I92O, 1926¡ Spence L967). The

vertical and horizontal distribution of species v¡ithin ecosystems has

been attributed variously to the effects of substrate, turbulence'

depth, light penetration and other associated environmental Parameters

as discussed extensively by Hutchinson (1975).

A series of workers in Wisconsin, U.S-4. (Denniston 1922¡

Rickett irg2|, L924¡ Wilson 1935, 1937, L94L¡ Potzger and van Engel

L942i Swindale and Curtis 1957), and. in the Netherlands (den Hartog

and Segal 1964), used phytosociologícal and quantitative analyses to

study the interrelationships between plants and environmental facÈors

in hydrophyte communities. Difficulties in defining coflununities

along gradients using such approaches were outlined by Whittaker (1962|.

Modified techniques have been applied n¡cre recently to the analyses of

semi-aquatic and. salt marsh vegetation (Howard-Wílliams !912' L975¡

Howard-WillÍams and vùalker 1'974; Lee L977) .

Halophytes of saline and brackish inland rvaters are poorly

documented, as previous work has been concerned mainly with ¡narine and

estuarine angiosperms. The only genus common to inland saline waters

and some estuaries is Ruppia. This is a cosmopolitan taxon with

sarinity torerance up to looo/oo TDS (vÍood and Baas Becking 1937),

but it does not require specifically waters of marine origin (den Hartog

and Segal 1964). Recent European studies of Ruppía communities in a

variety of ì solated or marine-connected ponds on the Camargue and on

Corsica (France) and on Texel (The Netherlands) have described the

distribution and community structure in relation to salinity and salinity

fluctuations (Verhoeven 1975, L978, L919¡ Verhoeven and van Vierssen

1978a,b).

Studies of angiosperms in Australj-an inlarrd and coastal waters

are not extensive. Ferguson Vqood (1959a,b) described L]ne ZOSteTa and

Ruppía communities of Lake t4acquarj-e, New South Vlales. Higginson (1965,
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Lg6':-J followed. with a more detail.ed account of submerged angiosperms

in the marine connected Tuggerah lakes systemt he considered both the

plants and the chemical and physical environment, particularly the

sediments. Congdon (l-9771 and Congdon and McComb (1979a, 1979b in

press), reported on stuclies of the Blackwood River Estuary in Vlestern

Australía, concentrating on the productivity and liqht dependence of

Ruppía. Work on Australian inland salt lakes is even less extensive-

yezdani (1970) presented a species list in his study of the vegetation

history of a series of hyoersafine and slightly to moderately saline

lakes in western Victoria. He reported' Ruppía sp. as the only submerged

angiosperm occurring throughout the salinity range from fresh to

600/oo TDS and as the only submerged species recorded over 30o7oo TDS.

Species of. LepiLaena Dru¡1m. ex Harvey occurred up to 3Oo/oo TDS,

MyniophyLLun eLatinoides Gaudich. and, Myt'i,ophyLlun u erI'ucosum Lind1.

up to 9o¡oo TDS and Potønogeton peet¿natus anð. MyriophyLlum rm,teLLeri

Sond. up to 3o,/oo T:DS. The most salt tolerant emergent and semi-aquatic

species were TrigLochin stTiatwn Ruiz e Pavon, Suaeda austv'aLis (R.Br.l

Moq., SaLicor.nia. austl.aLas¿ca (laog) Eichl. (1963) lpossibly refers to

Say,coreornia quinquefLora (Bunge ex Ung-Steinb. ) Scottl and' CotuLa

eoronopifoLia t. which were reported in root-water salinities of up to

6Oorloo tOS. Ruppia sp. and, LepíLaena sp. have been reported at

salinities above that of sea \¡Iater (35o/oo TDS) in the Coorong, South

Australia (Lucas and womersley J.971; trrlomersley in Noye 1974)- and. a new

species of Ruppia, R. tuberosa Davis & Tomlinson, has been described

from a salinity of over lOoor/oo TDS in Western Australia (Davis and

Tomlinson L974).

Research into the physiology of plant salt tolerance in both

aguatic and terrestrial environments is relevant to the study of aquatic

halophytes. The early work in the field was sulTìmarised by Bernstein

and Hayward (1958) and Vlaisel- (1972), whereas Reimold and Queen (1974) ,
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Stroganov (I974), Flowers (1975), Poljakoff-l4ayber and Gale (1975)

and Flowers, Troke and Yeo (1977) have reviewed more recent work.

Studies of water regulation in halophytes has mainl-y concerned salt

marsh and terrestrial (crop) species; little attention has yet been

paid to submerged aquatic plants.

Halophytes rmrst maintain turgor wíthout inhibition of cellular

processes by accumulation of excess ions. Chloride, sodium and

potassium ions are abrrndant in most saline environments and. hence

much of the research into halophytes has concerned the maintenance

of turgor and the exclusion or accumulation of these ions (Cram 1976¡

Hellebust 1976¡ Flowers, Troke and Yeo L977). Extensive work on

the salt marsh species Suaedn naritina(L.) Dum. has contributed to the

knowledge of salt tolerance of this species. Plants growing in the

field were a-ble to tolerate higher concentrations of sodium chloride

than those in sand culture (Flowers 1972; Yeo 1975; Ernst 1978) -

In UittO callus tissue cultures (Hedenströn and Breckle 1974, and

subcellular cytoplasmic enzynes (Ernst 1978) tolerated lower concentrations

of sodium chlorj-de than the whol-e plant. This suggests the presence

of regulatory mechanisms which maintain the salt concentration in the

cytoplasm at levels suitable for meÈabolic activity. Jefferies (L973)

presented data to support this for Tt"Lglochin maT¿t¿ma. L. Exclusion

of inorganic ions from the cytoplasm by maintenance of osmotic pressure

with organic solutes has been suggested as a mechanism for salt tolerance

(see HelleþusÈ 1976¡ Flowers, Troke and Yeo L977¡ Ernst 1978).

proline levels in some halophytes were found to increase in plants grown

at increasing leve1s of salinity (Stewart and Lee 1974¡ Calvalieri and

Huang L979) and data suggest that betaine accumulates in several salt

resistant species (Storey and Wyn Jones L977) -

Most studies of aquatic pri-mary productivity estimate phytoplanktonic

and photosyntheti.c bacterial production and assume that macrophyte
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production forms a relatively insignificar¡t proporÈion of total

production by photosynthesis. l{etzeI (f964) commented that, while

this assumption is generally valid for marine areas and many deep

Iakes, the benthic macrophytes are important in marshes an,il in many

rivers, ponds and shallow lake systems. The assessment of macrophytic

production is difficult and methods need to be developed further.

Biomass and productivity estimation are generally based on Èhe

levels of chlorophylt, oxygen evolution and Crn accumulations. The

limitations of these techniques are surunarized and òiscussed by Wetzel

(1964) and Vol-lenweider (L974) .

In one of the first productivity studies to cover aII photosynthetic

components, Wetzel (L964) used Crn techniques to provide an estimate of

total annual mean primary production of 1057.3 mg c/m2/day (385.9 g/m2/yr)

in Borax Lake, California with 7? produced by macrophytes' 24e" by

phytoplankton and 69% by periphyton. The only macrophyte present was

Ruppía marttima.

Other estimates of productivity of rembers of this genus, based

on biomass measurements indicate wide variability with season, type of

ecosystem and species; Verhoeven (1978) recorded a winter maximum

standing crop of 8.5 g/m2 and a sunmer maximum of 131.9 g/mz for

Ruppia eírz,hosa (petagna) Grande, in shallow brackish waters on Texel,

the Netherlands, whereas Congdon and McComb (1979b, in press) recorded

minimum and maximum values of 81 and 503 g/mz fot Ruppía sp. in the

Blackwood River Estuary in ÏIestern Australia.

Variability is also reported in the growth forms of Ruppía.

The taxonomic status of forms within the genus requires clarification

as a consequence; Austrafian material has been referred previously

to R" maritima. or R. spíralis r,. ex Dum. (or more correctly -R. civ't'hosa) .

The taxonomic status of the genus is considered in Ctrapter 8.
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2.3 fnl-and aquatic ecosystems of south-eastern South Australia

A series of lakes occuïs between stranded beach dune ridges

along the south-eastern coast of the State (see Fign:re 2.I) - These

dunes are composed of unconsolidated Tertiary and Quaternary sands

and lithified dune l-imestones. The interdune depressions are poorly

drained naturally as they are on spongy peaÈs and grey black clays

overlying limestone, or on sandy soils overlying clay (M. witliams 1974).

1IL¡e Robe/Beachport lakes a¡rd the Coorong (a series of lagoons, with a

single marine connection and associated salt pan lakes to the south)

have formed in the interdunal hollow behind the most recently emerged

dunes of the Robe and lioakwine series. The fresh water seeps and

volcanic crater lakes of the Mount Gambier region are the only other

major l-akes in the south-eastern part of the State.

The dune systems parallel Èhe existing shoreline and were

stranded by Pleistocene sea-level oscillations (Tindale L959¡ Sprigg

1959). The lagoonal deposits in the interdunal depressions subsequently

were modified by gentle regional upwarping (Hossfeld 1950; Sprigg L952).

The land has a slight south-east to north-west tilt with

natural drainage westwards to a dune ridge and then to the north-east

with a natural outflow into Salt Creek and the Coorong (Figure 2.1).

Underground drainage is continuous: it is below surface in summer,

but reaches the surface in winter. Permanent springs are present in

sorne low-Iying areas. Large aïeas of these wetl-ands have been artificially

ctrained in the last 100 years in order to improve their agricultural

potential (see M. !,lilliarns L974¡ Jones 1978) . The Coorong and the

Robe,/Beachport lake ecosystems, although not directly subjected to

drainage, have been affected indirectly by charrges in groundwater levels.

precipitation in the area increases southwarcls (rigure 2.2)

grading from 450 tnm pey cylnum at the mouth of the River Murray to 500 mm

at Salt Creek on the South Lagoon of the Coorong, 625 mm at Robe and
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BOO mm around Mount Gambier. HoweVeI, evaporation generally exceeds

precipitation throughout the area and the clirnate is classified as

mesothermal (for classification see .fätzold 1961) with a marked summer

drought. Precipitation occurs on an average of 138 days per year

(at Policemans Point on the Coorong) with a marked winter peak and a

dry summer (Meteorological Bureau data). Air temperatures show

seasonal extremes from below freezinq to above 4OoC-

Sea level oscilLat-ions and the assocíated geological history of

the Coorong \^/ere described by von der Borch (L962, Ch. 2 in Ncye L974)

from studies of sediment cores from the area. lle postulated' thaÈ a

sea 1evel similar Èo the present existed l-20,000 years ago and formed

the landward Coorong shore. A subsequent retreat followed by a rise

in sea level 80,OO0 years ago resulted in the formation of the

younghusband peninsul-ai a further retreat and rise of waters inundated

the Coorong with oceanic water. Further isolaLion of the Coorong

occurred with the build-up of the Younghusband Peninsula as a barrier;

the lagoonal- area became increasingly hypersaline and cut-off lagoons

became sequentially stranded from the souÈh. The most recent sediments

of these restricted and hypersaline habitats are organic-rich calcite

and aragonite (CaCOr) muds wi.th a sparse fauna (von der Borch 1965).

Current ecological conditions are important in the geomorphological

evolution of these lakes. Salinity changes may control the vegetation

which traps sediments on lagoon shores (Bird 1967). $Ihere low

salínities occur, reed-swanìp communities often predominater rr'hile salt

marshes usually become established ín more saline situations.

!{ater leveIs of the ephemeral lagoons are controlled largeIy

by evaporation and while this influences the level of the Coorong proper'

fluctuations also occur with varying wind. condjtions, seiche movements,

tidal inffuences and the opening of the barrage at- the mouth of the
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Rj-ver Murrayt such changes may exceed one metre. Input of water

is from rainfalt, backflow from the River Murray and the sea, and

from freshwater seeps on the sides of dunes, where fresh water lies

above saline water in the aquifer (Noye 1974). SaIt Creek has not

functioned as an input channel since the drainage schemes $¡ere

insti-gated.

Hydrological studíes of the coorongi (Noye 1970) showed a

salinity gradient which íncreases southwards. In winter the North

Lagoon may be diluted with water from the River l4urray" The permanently

,hypersaline South Lagoon which is often isolated from the North Lagoon

in summerr ßây increase in salinity to over 9oo/oo TDS. Seasonal

fluctuations in salinity from nearly fresh to six times sea water are

recorded for the series of ephemeral takes to the South. These pans

no\^¡ appear to be cut off from tfre Coorong proper by shifting dunes.

The Robe,/Beachport lake series I ies between the Vüoakwine and Robe

ranges, two dunes of aeolian calcarenite which are probably marine in

origin, having been isolated from the sea by coastal dune emergence

(Hossfeld 1950; Sprigg 1952¡ Bird 1967I. Lakes EIíza, St. Clair

and Robe (and the associated smaller coastal lakes) are shallow with

natural catclunent areas in the surrounding dunes. They are often

hypersaline and show ffuctuations in salinity and l^/ater level-;

Lake St. Clair and Lake Eliza are stíghtly beÌow sea leve1 (,lack l'92L) -

The d.eeper hypersaline Lake George which now receives water from the

man-made Drain M, is connected to the sea by an artificial channel

(Jones 1978). Several- smal-l, fresh, brackish or saline permanent

lakes lie between these larger lakes and the sea.

Evaporation causes the shallow closed lakes to become hypersaline

and to form salt pans intermittently. The salts are thought to be

of marine origin and date from residual sea water as a result of lowered

ocean levels and dune emergence (Eayty and Vlill-iams L966) - An
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alternative explanation is that the sal-ts are derived from seawater

by atmospheric precipitation (Jack L92I). Bayly and V'Iilliams (1966)

reported a strong paralle1 in the ionic composition of these lakes

and seawater (see Table 2.1). However, the calcium concentration

of these lakes is higher than in other inland saline situations with

atmospherically deríved. salts, a.rtd, as calcium is not readily

transported atmospherically (Bayly 1964), it appears that the marine

origin is more tikely (Bayly and l,lilliams 1966) . The calcareous

dunes may be an aLternative cal-cium source (Hossfeld 1950).

Whil-e wide seasonal fluctuatj-ons in salinity are reported for

these lakes (Bayly and tüilliams l-966; Bayly 1970) there is no evidence

to suggest that the relative ionic proportions change throughout the

year.

The faunal composition of the Robe/Beachport lakes was cursorily

examined by Bayly and WilLiams (1966) and Bayly (1970). Most of the

organisms in the coastal lakes of the south-east are non-marine in

origin, and thus are classed as athalassic (Bay1y and Williams 1973).

Bay1y (1970) suggested that most marine forms are incapable of

sustaining afid perpeÈuating themselves in closed systems and, where

present, are generally short l-ived. Thus the dominant faunal groups

are of freshwater lineage (insects, amphipods, calanoid and cyclopoid

copepods, ostracods and rotifers) i a smal-t group of these is of marine

or brackish descent (harpacticoid co,oepods and the cyclopoid copepod

HaLicycLops atnbiguus Kiefer) (l3ayly and williams 1966) .

Bay1y (l-970) noted the absence of Anostraca from the area, but

Paray,temia sp. has been recorded recently from several localities ín

the Coorong area (Geddes and Brock in Gil-bertson and Foale 1917,

Geddes pers. comm.).

Records of animals of terrestrial or semi-terrestrial origin,

no\4/ secondarily adapted to satine aquatic habitats, are also notev/orthy'



TABLE 2.I. Mean proportions of major ions in seawater and in waters of
saline lakes of South Australia. AII values are given as
eguivalent percentage of total cations or anions.

*Gnitting the single saturated water.

tcalculated from Jack (-l-92I, p.74J .

samples taken lAay 27, L92O.
Mean data for four lakes:

Data from Bayly and Williams C1976) and Williams and Buckney (1976b).
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e.g. the isopod. HaLoniscus seaz.Leí cnitton and possibly the gastropod

CoæieLLa striata Reeve (Bayl.y and Viill-iams 1966) . lltre hypotlesis

currently accepted is that this gastropod has evolved from marine

Ìittoral + semi-terrestrial + athalassic saline supra-littoral ->

athalassic sal-ine habitats with no freshwater intermediate (eayly and

Viitliams 1966).

The onty species of fish recorded, TaeníometnbTq.s nrLcv'ostorm'æ

Gunther, in the marine family Atherinidae, is euryhaline (Bayly and

V'fitliams 1966¡ Lui 1969); the i-dentity of this species has been

doubted (Bayly 1970).

The aquatic floras of these lakes have not been catalogn:ed.

The terrestrial vegetation from the south-east of South Australia has

been cLassified into plant alliances (Specht L972) and described in

these terms by Specht, Roe and Broughton (L974), and Jones (1978).

The vegetation of the southern Coorong region has been considered

recently by Alcock and Symon. and Mowling and Taylor (in Gilbertson

and Foa1e L977).

Thirteen plant al_liances covering the natural grassland,s,

heath swamplands and forests of the area are recognized for the wetlands

of the South-East (Specht et aL. L974). Ttre dominant vegetation

surrounding saline lakes in the Little Dip Conservation Park and

Beachport areas is low open forest or scrub of the MelaLeuca haLmaütz'oTwn

F. Muell. ex Miq. alliance, with an understorey of herbs. Some of the

fresher lakes are surrounded by Iow open EueaLyptt'ts oÙatt Labill.

alliances with wet heath understorey. Closed associations of

Leptosper.rnm pLtbescens Lamk. and. Leptospentum iurtLperirwm Sm. and

MeLaleuea spp. dominate in some coastal areas, and heath alLiances of

species of lûeLaLeuea, Hakea., Xanl;horrhea, Bønksia, LeptosperTnL¿m a¡ð'

Casuaï,¿na are also typícal. Closed grasslandr/sedgeland. communities

of Phz,agmLtr¿s ct1,Lstr.aLis (Cav.) Trin ex Steud., Typha, Scitpus and MachqeTina
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surround sv¡amps and coastal flats, and GaLtniA tussocks often occupy

the slightly elevated flats nearby.

salt marshes and aquatic plant communities have not been

considered extensively and further studies are needed. Osborn and

Vüood (Lg23) conmented on edaphic and climatic factors in relation to

aridity and the halophytic nature of the vegetation in succession from

mangroves to salt marsh. The on1.y early study including an aquatic

ptant list was that of Eardley (1943). Crocker (19441 considere<1 only

terrestrial plants in his discuss.i-ons of soil and vegetation relationships

in the south-east. A species list for the northern coorong was given

by L. Vliltiams and Cleland (1960) and vegetation relationships of the

dunes between Robe and Naracoorte were analysed by welbourn and' Lange

(196g). However, wetland vegetation was not considered in either study'

In discussing the submerged plant life of the coorong, womersley

(in Noye Lg74) summarised the short-term studies of Delroy, Macrow and

Sorrel (1965) and Lucas and Womersley (1971) . Ruppía, the principal

angiosperm, r¡7as reported to be a:r important bird food; ducks fed on

tubers, rhizomes and seeds when available, and swans ate the leaves as

well (Delroy et aL. L965; Verhoeven 1978). Both Rtqpia and LepLLa'ena,

the only other angiosperm recorded, are more coÍlmon in ephemeral lakes

than in the Coorong itself . Iannprotha¡rmiun papuLoswn (Waltr') ¡'Cr'

(characeae) has also been recorded as a bird food in this area

(Detroy et aL, 1965). other atgae include CLadophora and Enteromorpha

(of freshwater lineage) and the marine green aLga AcetabuLaría penicuLus

(R.Br.) Solms-Laubach (Womersley in Noye I974)'

Little work has been done on the plants of ephemeral or permanent

lakes of the south-east. The only report is the pretiminary survey

of Geddes and Brock (in Gilbertson and Foale L977) on the occurrence of

RuppiA in the ephemeral lagoons south of the permanent Coorong basins'
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TABLE 3.1. Main sampling sites; names, numbers, areasf clnracteristics and locations. Numbers, names or their
abbreviations will be used for reference in the text. Names marked * have been assigned for the
purpose of this stud,y as names have not been given for these sites on published maps. P = permanent'
E : ephemeral. Characteristics of lakes not sampled. regularly are to be fQund in Appendix f.

Coorongr Series
*I Pipeclay Lake

a FIax Point

Mikes lake*3

*4 Blue-Green Algal Pool

Brine Strrìmp r,ake*5

Robe,/Beachpo rt Series

6 Lake Robe

*7

*8

*9

Fresh Dip Lake

Littl-e oip rake

Lake Eliza Salt U,arsh

*10

*11

T2

ErringÈons Hole Lake

Lake Eliza Cut-Off

Beachport Salt Lake

No lake Name

(PL)

(re¡

(¡tL)

(BGAP)

(sL)

(rR)

(FDL)

(LDL)

(LESM)

(EH)

(LEC)

(B,zp SL)

Abbreviation

5

<2.5

<2.5

100

250

2.5

2.5

5

28

¿.>

Approx.
area çna)

E

P

E

shallow saline-
hlpersaline

hypersaline

brackish-saline

E

E

brackish
shallow saline-
hypersaline

P shallow saline

P

P

E

P

P

P

fresh
saline
seasonally inundated
salt marsh

brackish
hypersaline

hypersaline

Characteristics

laracoorte
sheet
268539

Santo
sheet

780C00

266539

21 2529

7 t 4984

827897

280507

28250L

Tilley Swamp

shee+-
9r7658

938600

Penola
sheet

2A4409

Robe
sheet
9408I3

286404

286404

286404

Beachport
sheet

9477 58

9547 54

9557 55

28640L

287 402

304377

956730

9627 40

114510

Grid Reference
I:250"000 1:50'000

series series

10

108

1t
I7

Bayly (1970)
Lake No.
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Algal PooJ- (P].ate 3.3) were taken in winter. The dry craqked mud

surface shown in Plate 3.4 is characteristic of these lakes in their

d.ry season. A saline permanent lake, Little Dip Lake and a fresh

permanent lake, Fresh Dip Lake are sho\'dn ín Plates 3.5 and 3.6

respective ly.

The ternary diagrams (Figure 3.5) show the ranges of several

environmental parameters (nean salinity, degree of permanence, depth

and seasonal salinity fluctuation) in the lakes selected for stud'y.

Data from which these diagrams are constructed are pTesented in

Ctrapter 5. The aquatic phases of the sites selected vary in duration

from five to twelve months. Maximum salinities range from 3 to l8oo,/oo

TÐS, and the sítes have absolute seasonal salinity fluctuations varying

from less Lhan 2o/oo TDS in the fresh lake to over lOOo/oo TDS in the

hypersaline sites. Depth fluctuations are most significant to

submerged plants when the morphometry of the basin is such that small

changes in depth expose or subÍÞrge large areas of the eulittoral plant

habitats

3.2 Salinity terminologY

The terminology appl-ied to saline waters in this sÈudy is related

to the classification of brackish a¡d saline waters according to the

Venice system adopted at the Symposium on the Classification of

Brackish lrTaters (Venice 1958).

The Venice cl-assification is too strict to apply to many of the

variable v/aters since salinity fluctuations, in I of the 12 ecosystems

considered, span at least Èwo of the major categories, and another

spans the (mixo)polyhaline and (mixo)mesohaline groupings. This leaves

only three sites, two hypersaline and one oligohaline, that fit

discretely into these categories (compare Table 3.2 with Table 5.I).

¡he arbitrary boundary of 3a/oo TDS bet\^teen fresh and saline waters
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TABII1 3.2. A comparison between the classification of water sa1-inity used
in this study and the Ve¡ice classification (Venice 1958) -

HyperþaIine

Euhaline

Mixohaline

llixoeuhaline

(l'lixo) polyhaline

(Mixo) mesohaline

(t'lixo) oliqohaline

Limnetic

>40

30-40

0.5-30

>30 <adjacent
euryhaline
sea

18-30

5-18

o.5-5

<0. 5

>40

30-40

25-30

15-25

3-15

<3

Hypersaline

Saline

Moderately saline

S1ightly saline

Brackish

Fresh

Termsialinity o/oo
TDSsalinity o/oo

TDSTerms

Venice classificationClassification used
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(Vüil-liams f966) is a useful division for the purposes of this study.

Salinities above sea water (:5o7oo tot, are referred to as hlpersaline;

those between 3o/oo TDS and 3so/oo TDS as saline, with the terms

brackish and slightly or moderately saline used to nrodify these.

3.3 Details of sites

The general characteristics of the twelve main study sites are

outLined in Table 3.1. Details for other sites examined are presented

in Appendi.x f. Names, numbers and name abbreviations have been given

to each site; where names were unavailable from published maps the

lakes have been named arbitrarily (Tab1e 3.1). The lake numbers and

name abbreviation (in brackets after lake names in this section) are

used to refer to these sites throughout the text.

Pipeclay Lake (I, PL), Plate 3.1: temporary hypersaline

shallow lagoon with large salinity and eulittoral zone water level

fluctuations, approximately 1.0 x 0.4 km, located 5 km east of the

South Lagoon of the Coorong in the Coorong National Park just south of

SaIt Creek. The surface is a white dolomitic mud,stone of dolomite,

magrnesite, aragonite and calcite (von der Borch 1965, lrlarren pers. cotnm.

1978). The lake refilLs annually following winter rains and evaporates

to a dry, cracked pipeclay pan by late spring, Ieaving a central salt

crust. Salinities from l-3 to over 2OOo/oo TDS were recorded with

wide seasonal- and short term fluctuations.

Salinity is often l-ow in side-pools imrnediately after rain,

while extremely high salinj-ties may be recorded in pools in areas where

salt crusts have formed. Floral and faunal remains and propagules may

be found stranded in the pipeclay or salt crust. Ilalophytic plants

border the lake and give way to mall-ee scrub vegetation.
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FIax Point (2, FP): permanent, hypersaline, large eulittoral

zone fluctuations, Iocated on the SouÈh Lagoon of the Coorong in the

Coorong National Park. An extensive eulittoral zone, exposed

seasonally by evaporative and wind-induced water l-evel- fluctuations,

eìxtends to 150 m. Rotting mats of detritus, characteristic of the

Coorong, mark previous water levels. These mats are comprised of

C''Ladophora, Latnprothatrmium, AcetobuLania anð' Ruppía together with

faunal remains (e.g. Iarge mats of cast skinsof Ephydridae). Algae

and angiosperms were found growing in the Coorong waters in the

sulphide-rich substrate of skeletal grainstone composed of calcite and

aragonite, but beds of these macrophytes were neither dense nor

extensive at this site. Salinities ranging from 37 to 9oo,/oo ToS

reflected seasonal evaporation and precipitation with a minimal

influence from the North Lagoon marine-estuarine connection. The

surrounding vegetation was halophytic and wind-stunted and showed an

eastward succession to mallee scrub as exposure decreased-

Mikes Lake (3, ML): temporary, brackish to saline pool,

dimensions approximately 0.5 x 0.1-4 km, separated from the eastern

Coorong shore of the South Lagoon by less than I km. Like Pipeclay

Lake, this site refitls after winter rains and remains wet during

winter and earJ,y spring. Salinity fluctuated from L2 Lo 3:o,/oo fOS

and the maximum depth was 0.3 m over the study period. During its

aquatic phase, rich floral and faunal growth occurred; macrophytic

algae including Enteromorpha and, Lanrprothanrrtium ana the angiosperms

Ruppia and, LepíLa.ena. grew through a mat of blue-green algae- The

fauna was clominated by copepods' ostracod.s and amphipods. In the

dry phase, the dolomitic mudstone substrate was covered by a dried

(rather than decayed (cf. FIax Point) ) organic layer of plant and

animal debris stranded as the water level retreated; a mat of blue-green

algae is usualfy the main component and leaves a blaclc sulphíde-rich
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organic layer in the sediment below. A mallee vegetation dominated

by MeLaLeuca hø,lmaturontn, Leucopogon paluifLorus (Andr.) Lindl. with

salt tolerant shrubs forming an understorey, lines the shore.

Blue-Green AIgaJ- Pool (4, BGAP), Plate 3.3: ternporary brackish

roadside ditch, approximate dimensions 0"1 x O.5 km, located behind

the coastal dune system south of the permanent Coorong waters. In its

annual aquatic phase from July to October, it reached depths of up to

0.6 m. A protific ephemeral biota consisting largeJ.y of blue-g:leen

algrae, macrophytic algae, Ruppia, LepiLaertn anð. various animals was

present. !'lhen the pool dried, a detrital crust with seeds, plant

propagules, and presumablV resistant stages of some animals, was left

on the surface. The extreme spring and summer temperatures caused

rapid evaporation resultinq in drying and desiccation rather than decay

of these organic components (çf. Mikes Lake, FIax Point). Salinities

from I to 35orloo TDS were recorded, with most macronhyte growth

occurring when salinities were less tinan 2Oo/oo TDS. The organically-

rich substrate of this roadside pool is a skeletal wackestone of calcite

and aragonite which contrasts with the saline organically-poor skel-etal

wackestone of the salt pan less than 20 m away on the other side of the road.

Brine Shrimp Lake (5, BL), Plate 3-2: Iarge, temporary,

hypersaline, shall-ow (to 0.1 m) turbid lagoon, approximately 5 x 0.5 km

in dimensions. It is one of the ephemeral lagoons which \^Iere part of

the Coorong water body at tjmes of higher sea level and has a flat and

shallow morphometry which shows similarities to Pipeclay Lake. An

extensive salt crust forms over the skeletal wackestone base in the dry

season. Salinities recorded ranged from 13 to 15Oo/oo TDS but are

probably much higher just prior to drying. Plant and ani:nal growth

was limited to the annual, four-month aquatic phase of the lake-

Desiccated propagules stranded in the salt crust, or in the cracked

and dried clay pan in summer, regenerate in the foll-owing wet season.
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The surrounding tïees and sTrrubs have been cleared, Ieaving the lake

periphery covered with halophytic species intermingled wit'h introduced

grasses. The area has been grazed in recent years'

Lake Robe (6, LR): large, .permanent, hygersaline, shallow (to

1,0 m) Iake approximately 5 x 1 km in dimensions . This lake, located

south of Robe, is wind mixed and has a milky appearance from the easily

suspended sedjments of the calcite mudstone pan. Outcrops of ancient

marine shell deposits form beaches around the 1ake. Evaporation causes

satinity to rise over summer and the l-ake is then diluted b¡¡ late autumn

and winter rainsz 2Oo/oo TDS and J'Z60/oo TDS were the extremes recorded-

Although submerged macrophytes \¡/ere not prolif.ic, Ruppia, Lepilaenã, and

Lønpt,Othønnium grew in sparse patches. Stands of these macrophytes were

more abundant in an ephemeral side pool which was connected to Lake Robe

in winter. It is -oossible that this pool is innoculated annually with

fauna and flora from the permanent lake. However, it is also likely

that desiccated propagules withstand the drying, and germinate in the

following season. A halophytic understorey surrounded by

MeLaLeuea haLmaturorwn encloses the lake.

Fresh Di Lake (7, FDL), Plate 3-6: permanent, fresh (to

slightly brackish) lake, maximum depth 4.5 m, dimensions approximately

O.4 x 0.22 km, situated between Lake Eliza and the Robe coastal dune,

just north of the Little Dip road in the Litt1e Dip Conservation Park-

Its western shore is formed by an unstabilized dune while the other

shores are bounded by reed beds which beg'in a succession to EucaLyptus

or MeLalanca associations. No extensive eulittoral zone was present

and. most aïeas under 1 m were colonized by emergent reeds. The substrate

Ís a skeletal grainstone with a high percentage of organic material and

sand. Salinity and depth fluctuations were minimal with salinity

values from 2.1 to 3.3 o/oo TDS recorded. The variety of submerged

macrophytes is greater t-han in the saline sites. The lake is fecl by
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fresh water run-off frcrn the surrounding dunes and vegetation, and

possibly frcrn fresh water seeps at the base of the dune.

Litt1e Dip Lake (.8, rÐL) , Plate 3-5: permanent saline lake,

maximurn depth 3-5 m, dJmensions approximately 0.25 x O.22 l<m, located

to the south of the Little Dip Road'in the Litt1e Dip Conservation Park.

Like Fresh Dip Lake. it is located between the paralle1 dunes to the

west of Lal<e Eliza but it does not border the coastal dune. The lake,

enclosed by MeLaLeuea. and Leueopogoin scrub, has reeds at the waterrs

edge in deeper areas and a beach of low halophytic herbs on the south-

eastern síde. The general basin depth was 2 m and large shallower

areäs occurred on the periphery. The salinity fluctuated from 18 to

39o/oo TDS parallelling seasonal depth ftuctuations. An eulittoral zone

is consequently exposed seasonally on the south-eastern and eastern

shores. A macrophytic flora of large Ruppia clumps and charophytes

cover the permanent basin, while mixed carpets of Ruppia, charophytes

anð. LepiLaeTtÃ. recoloníze the eulittoral zone annuatty. TI-e substrate

is a calcitic mudstone similar to that of Lake Robe. This lake is

of cornparable size to the nearby Fresh Dip Lake and. is subject to

sjmilar environmental conditj-ons, Èhus providing a situatíon in which

the effects of salinity on the nature and composition of hydrophytes

can be contrasted.

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh (9, LESM), Plates 5.1 to 5.10: ephemerally

wet sal-t marsh extending over 0.5 Isn from the western shore of Lake

Eliza towards Litt1e Dip and Fresh Dip Lakes in the litt1e Dip

Conser:vation Park. Lake Eliza, a large hllpersaline lake lying below

sea leveI, acts as a collecting basin for ground water draining from

the east (.see Figure 2.I). A complex of halophytic plants form

various associations within the salt marsh community. This vegetation

gives way intermittently to a series of shaLlow pools which are either

ephemeral and dry seasonally or are permanent, possibly fed by springs
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from the $¡ater table. The seasonally inundated salt marsh vegetation

stabilizes a deep (over 2 m) layer of soft calcitic mud; the upper

surfaces of this are anaerobic and sulphide-rich. Both submerged

and emergent macro.phytes were studied at this site. Some of the

submerged macrophyte species, found as dominants at other sites,

occurred in isolated pools or as ephemeral members of the wet underlayers

of the salt marsh community. Water level and salinities fluctuated

seasonally; the sal-t marsh was inundated by 0.03 - 0.1- m of water in

winter and most areas except the pe-rmanent pools dried in summer.

Erringtons Hole Lake (f0, EH),: permanent, bracl<ish 1ake,

dimensions approximately 0.3 x 0.1-5 lcn, focated behind the beach dune

of the Robe system to the south of the Littl-e Dip Conservation Park-

The lakef comprising three basíns, is filling graduallv as the mobile

dune moves eastwards. The-northern basin was colonized by MeLaLeuca,

Leptospez'mum and marsh species; the middle basin had dense peripheral

vegetatíon with large areas of Phragm'i.tes austt'alís and. reeds extending

into the water; PtLyagmites and reeds also had colonized a central

island of the deeper southern basin. This basin was bordered by

MeLaLeuca, Leptospertm)m and reeds on the eastern shore and was bound

to the west by a beach formed from the moving sand-spit. A sharp

break in slope occurs where the sand dune meets the 9reY, sulphide-rich

skeletal grainstone muds of the lake bottom; a band of Ruppia clumps

grows along this break in slope. Salinities from 5 to ZOo¡oo TDS

\¡/ere recorded and a general increase in salinity and drop in water level-

hrere noted over the sampling period. The lake is fed by run-off ancl

possibly fron fresh water seepage at the base of the dune.

Lake Eliza Cut-Off (11, LEC): a permanent' hypersaline lake'

depth over I m, Iocated to the south-west of Lake Eliza. The salinity

fluctuated from 44 to 1160/oo loS. The l-ake is surrounded by dense

Leptosperrrum, MeLaLeuce anð. Olearia scrub wiLln P\u'agmites austra.Lis and
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reeds lining the water's edge" No submerged macrophytes were recorded

during the study period.

Beachport Salt Lake (I2 ,B/pSL)-'. permanent, hypersaline Ìake,

approxirnate dimensions 0.2 x O. 15 km. This site, locaÈed behind the

coastal dune at Beachport, has a shallow beach area to the south and a

deeper basin on the northern siCe. Seasonal depth fluctuations of up

to 0.5 m expose a eulittoral zone on the southern beach in summer.

The northern basin is over 2 m deep. The substrate is a halite-gypsuln

evaporite formed bv evaporation under extreme'l y þpersaline condiLions.

sarinities ranging from 57 to 115o,/oo TDS were recorded''

3.4 The major study area: Little Dip Conservation Park

The interrelationships of hydrophytes in the plant associations

of various habitats \^rere examined extensively in the three ecosllstems

provided by Fresh Dip Lake, Litt]e Dip Lake and the Lake Eliza SaIt

Marsh, all in close proximitl'to one another, and thus under similar

macro-envíronmental c ond iti ons.

A variety of macrophytes occurs in Fresh Dip Lake, but species

diversity decreases in the saLine Litt1e Dip Lake. A complex

community of emergent halophytes occupies niches on the Lake Eliza

SaIt Marsh with various combinations of plant species forming

associations on the marsh and ín the permanent or tenporary pooIs.

The submerged hydrophytes Ruppia, Lepilaertn and. Iønprol:hamnium occur

in alI three ecosystems in different associations: as mono- or

co-domínants in the lakes and pooJ.s, or as sparse occurrences in the

understorey of complex halophytic stands. Thus, as well as comparison d

species composition and diversitV between ecosystems, an opportunity

to consider the life strategíes of these genera in a variety of niches

and habitats is provided.
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CFIAPTER 4 METHODS

4.L General sampling methods

Field sampling and observations took place at intervals of

one to four months from May 1975 to lùovember 1978 (Tabl-e 4.L). Changes

in the aquatic vegetation and physical pararneters were recorded and

water samples were coLlected for salinity estimation. Other parameters

were examined less regularly.

The general site descriptions presented in Chapter 3 are based,

on qualitative observations supported by quantitative rneasurements of

biotíc and non-biotic factors. Permanence was recorded as the number

of months a lake basin contained water, excluding brief periods when

water remained on the surface after rain. Initial depths, and

subsequpnt changes in water l-evels, \¡/ere measured. from depth poles or

estimated where exact determination was not possible. the mean maximum

depth of the Coorong at FIax Point is approximately 1.5 metres (IJoye

I974). Vertical water Ievel fluctuations r¡/ere calculated fron this

reference depth and from the minimum level at the end of suruner; wind

and seiche movements made exact determination of seasonal fluctuations

difficult. The extent of the eulittoral zone is a k¡iologically

important indicator of water leve1 fl-uctuation.

Climatic data on precipitation, air temperature and humidity

were extracted from Meteorological Bureau records for Policemans Point,

Robe and Beachport from 1973 to l-978; rainfall d.ata have been exanuined

for correl-ation with lake salinity and depth.

Salinity estimates were made from measurements of conductivity,

from which total dissolved solutes (TDS) in parts per thousancl (o/oo)

were calculated. Water samples were coll-ected. in clean plastic

scre\¡/-topped bottles and analysed in the laboratory. Initially samples

from various depths r¡/ere tesbed, but as the g::eatest variation l:eLween
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samples from one site was less than 5? of the mea¡¡ salinity value

(insignificant when compared with seasonaL fLuctuations), subsequettt

samples were taken at half the depth, aÈ a site where littoral

influences and sheltering were minimal. Conductance (K) was measured

in mitlisiemens using a CDM3 Conductivíty Meter and readings were

corrected for temperature (Kr5oç). A good correlation between specific

conducÈance and concentration of total dissol-ved solutes is obtained

below l5O millisiemens for a wide range of Australian saline waters

(Willianrs 1966). This relat.ionship is descrÍbed by the equation

cK = T where K is the conductivity, T the total dissolved solutes ard

c Ís a coefficient determined by the ionic composition, salinity and

temperature (Edmondson 1956; Anderson 1958). The coefficient c is
3.4 K-

given by c = zt8 
+ o'bbb for a wid.e range of Australian saline \Á/aters

106 [:.a rr, + o.ooJr
dominated by sodium chloride (viilliams 1966), and thus T =L-;# + o'bbJK

whereK18=#.ThemajorSourceofunre1iabi1ityof

conductivity as an estimate of total- d.issolved solutes for sal-ine lakes

over 5Ooloo i" ionic variability (Hem 1959). This is of little

relevance in most Australian saline waters as their ionic proportions

are comparatively stable (Bayly and Wil-Iiams 1966; VÙilliams 1966;

Williams and Buckney l-976a,b) .

Satinity is largely a measure of the inorganic solutes presenti

the measurement of total dissol-ved solutes includes organic and

inorganic solutes. The relationship of inorganic solutes to total

dissolved solutes was calculated for a series of Victorian and South

Australian l-akes by ftiltiams (1966). He found the average ratio of

inorganic to total dissolved sofutes to be 0.91 with 509" of values

falling between O.B7 and 0.93 and 100s" between 0.84 and 0.99-

Buckney an<1 T!1er (L976) estimated salinities for Tasmanian saline

waters from the equation log S = O.92I Ioø Kr, - 0.047, but this

equation is only applicabJ-e to fresh and brackish waters.

l
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In this study, conductivity was used to calculate total

dissolved solutes (Vlilliams 1966), and these values were used as

estimates of salinity. No estimate of the dissolved organic solutes

has been made. The data are presented either as K25oC in millisiemens

or as total dissolved solutes in parts per thousand (TDS o/oo). 
Some

readings are above 150 miLlisiemens, the maximum at which the

conductivity/TDs relationship is reputed to be reliab1e. These high

readings are unimportant in terms of the fl-oral components of the

ecosystems as macroscopic plants onJ-y oceasional-ly occur above this

salinity. Satinity recorded as >150 miltisiemens was therefore

considered suf ficient.

v'Iater and air temperatures vrere measured with a mercury in glass

thermometer graded from 0-50 degrees Celsius. In october 1976, a

diurnal temperature profile for Littl-e Dip Lake \À/as recorded at 0.25 metre

in water of 0.5 metre depth at a distance 10 metres from shore. As

routine visits to sites were brief and at irregular times of day, no

regnrlar temperature monitoring could be rrndertaken. The relationships

of air temperature to water temperature, for various seasons and sites

can be related to the mean daily minimum and maximum air temperatures.

Dissolved oxygen \^ras measured in several of the lakes in October

L976. Measirrements were made with a YSI Model 5lB oxygen meter. Spot

readings rvere taken at the bottom and on the surface within the plant

communities. A 24 hour oxygen profile was taken for Little Dip Lake

as previously described for the temperature profile. This was used as

a reference for comparison of spot readings.

Ifater level fluctuations were reasured by reference to standards.

Meta1 depth poles \^rere installed at most sites in July 1975 and

measurements made from the top of the pole to the water surface; this

avoided discrepancies in readings due to movement of Èhe soft bottom

muds. Some estimation and recalcul-ation of these data were necessary
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as poles vrere positioned at the time of the highest water level for

the entire study and. water in some sites has not reached these l-evels

again. Some poles were therefore replaced at the inner edge of the

eulittoral zone and recalibrated with the o1d markers. Several poles

disappeared during the study and. other wooden depth poles had their

tops shot of f by vandals. Ho\^¡ever' a reasonabJ-y reliable record of

water level fluctuation was obtained. Additíonally, the presence

or absence of vTater in a lake basin was noted at every visit and the

horizontal area of exposed lake basin estimated. This was recorded

as horizontal distance from high water mark to the existing l-ake level.

Sediment samples \^¡ere analysed on a Siemen's Type S X-ray

Diffractometer (J. Warren, Flinders University) and mineral composition,

percentage of organic matter and substrate type vtere recorded.

Substrate salinities were mèasured at various sites but were found

not, to differ greatly from the satinities of the overlying waters.

Some pH readings were taken in the laboratory on a Metrohm

Herisau E488 pH meter (equipment was not available for field trips).

AI1 readings fell between 7.5 and 9.0. This agrees with reported

val-ues for similar lakes (idilliams and Buckney 1976a) .

Líght penetration was measured using a Secchi disc or a quantum

metre (Li-cor LI-185 Quantum,/Radiometer/Photometer) . These ínstruments

(particularly the quantum meter) were not available for alL field trips.

As changes'in light penetration may be short-term, spot readings are

of limited use for seasonal comparisons within l.akes; however, they

may be useful for comparisons between l-akes.

Collectíons of aquatic and terrestrial plants (with reproductive

parts if present) were pressed. and mounted for identífication. Aquatic,

and some semi-aquatic, halophytic species required special treatnent:

submerged aquatic plants were floated dírectly onto mounting sheets and

oven-dried to minimize disintegration of fragile material by excessive
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handling; semi-succulent halophytes \^/ere frozen or boiled briefly

before pressing and oven-drying. Specimens of aquatic angiosperms

and algae were also preserved in 4% formaldehlzde or 70% alcohol;

wet rather than dry preserved material is more suitable for dissection,

drawing and measurenent. Preservation in formaldehyde minimized

shrinkage and decreased fragility. Identifications were made using

the works of Black (L943-L951), Eichler (1965), Wood Q-972), Aston (l-973)

and Jessop (1978). Determination of the identity of some species and

confirmation of the identity of others were made with assistance from

The State Herbarium of South Austra-lia. Plant lists and the occurrence

of submerged aquatic species in relation to depth and salinity are

tabulateil for each site (Table 5.6, Figure 5.5).

4.2 Particular sampling methods for three localities in the Little

Dip Conservation Park: Little Dip Lake, Fresh Dip Lake and

Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh

Observations of three ecosystems in the Litt1e Díp Conservation

Park, namely Little Dip Lake, Fresh Díp Lake and Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh,

$¡ere more frequent and intensive than at other study sítes, and it is

therefore appropriate to describe separately the methods specific to

these localities. Application of these methods provided a comprehensive

description of these areas.

Morphometric maps were prepared using automatic and dumpy levels,

a theodolite, siting staff , depth staff and dinghy. Itleasurements were

made in April 1976 (autumn) and November 1977 (spring) - Hydrographic

charts of Little Dip lake and Fresh Dip Lake were constructed by first

plottjng the surface outline. Measurements were then made at intervals

along a series of transects from a base point; spot readings between

transects were taken and inter:polabed; depths r¡/ere measured wíth either

a depth staff or graduated line ancl weight. Contours were plotted from
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these data. The rncrphometric survey of the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh

was made by recording heights atong a transect line from the Èerresl-rial

vegetation near the road to the \dater line.

These surveys were referenced to each other and to a locaIl.y

established temporary bench mark which was referenced to sea level at

Little Dip Beach 2.00 p.m. (Central Summer Time) on November 20th, 1977.

It was not possible to refer the survey to a permanent bench mark.

Plant tists vrere compiled as indicated in Section 4.I

Qualitative estimates were made of the relative abundance of aquatic

or semi-aquatic species in each association. For Littl-e Dip Lake and

Fresh Dip Lake the nature of the vegetation and the water depth were

recorded along several linear transects to give a representative sample

of vegetation changes with depth and aspect. Spot record.ings were

made between transect l-ines. ¡'or the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh vegetation,

changes with height and distance from the lake shore were recorded

along a linear transect through the salt marsh and along sectional

profiles taken peryendicular to the initial survey line through the

various plant associations. Species present, growth forms and the

relative abundance of plants were recorded. Seasonal and inter-habitat

comparisons of the ecosystems were made from these data.

Vegetation maps \^Iere compiled by superimposing vegetation data

on morphometric maps. Vegetation-depth profiles were constructed for

the conditions in Little Dip r,ake in April 1976 and November 1977, in

Fresh Dip Lake in November L977 and in Lake Efiza SaIt Marsh in April 1976.

Species association and conmunity composition were analysed from

samples taken from the three ecosystems. Th.ese samples al-so allorved

qualitative estimates of species cover and density to be made.

Examination of the biomass and life cycle of Ruppia popr:Iations was

made for comparison between the ecosystems.
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Vegetation data for Fresh Dip Lake and Little Dip Lake were

obtained using several sampling methods: Ekman grab samples were

analysed for species association in deeper areas and a Tvärnr-inne

enclosed quantitative sampler (Figure 4.1) and a galvanized steel frame

(0.5 x 0.5 m) were used to col-IecÈ quadrat data at random (FDL) and

along transects (LDL) to a water depth of one metre. Samples \^/ere

either preserved in formalin (+z¡ or tyozen to prevent decay before

processing in the laboratory.

The netal quadrat frame yiel-ded comparative samples from various

Ruppia populations but was unre1iable as an estimate of standing crop.

Ihis was because material inside the frame was harvested with a spade

or by hand and the amount of root material collected depended largely

on the thickness and age of the rhizome mat and on the depth from which

it was feasible to extract material. Sampling became extrenely

difficult in depths greater than 0.5 m. The enclosed quantitative

sampler (0.185 m in diameter Tvärminne design, Figure 4.I) had the

advantage of enclosing the entire sample (hydrophytes' sediments,

fauna and water) while the sample was extracted. A bag could be

attached to the sampler and this enabletl sampling in talLer vegetation.

The bottom metal plate cut the vegetation at the reguired substratum

l-evel (0.01, 0.05 or 0.08 m). A metal spade with the sarÊ curvature

as the cylinder was used to loosen the vegetation from inside the

sampler. 'In dense submerged vegetation with strong rhizomes or root

mats, the cutting plate was not always efficient and material was then

extracted by hand wj-th the aid of a shovel. This apparatus provided

more reliable sampl-es for estimate of biomass, but operating diffÍculties

were again encountered in deeper water

Biomass samples were sorted and wet and dry weights obtained

for each taxon. The Ruppia material from selected samples was further



Figure 4"I The Tvärminne sampler: díameter 18.5 cm (Finnísh
IBP-PM GrouP, 1969).



sorted inÈo roots, rhizomes, leaves and reproductive material for

analysis of the tife strategies of the two forms of Ruppia found

(see Chapter 9).

Samples from the shallow euLittoral zone were taken with the

Tvär¡ninne sampler to O.Ol m, a depth which ín this case included al-l

rhizomes and roots. In deeper water samples also were taken to 0.01 m

below the sediment surface even though this depth did not include aII

underground parts. Although samples without underground parts are

inadequate for accurate estimates of total biomass, they are useful

for comparisons within and between lakes. However, the assumption

that above-ground parts are proportional to beLow-ground parts depends

on plant age and growth form as well as on the species involved.

Sorne difficulty was experienced in sorting dead and decaying matter

and categorizing undergrounð material into species. Doubtful material

was dried, weighed and recorded separately.

In the examination of the semi-aquatic plant community of the

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh, phytosociological methods were empJ-oyed even

though such method.s are often more applicabl-e to terrestrial than

aquatic conditions. Ho\^rever the rationale behind their use is just

as applicable to an investigation of submerged plant communities.

Most phytosociological analyses are based on the assumption tl'rat,

the vegetation can be broken into discrete units which in turn can be

structured into a classificatíon. As this classification is arbitrary

and natural vegetation forms a continuum (Whittaker L962), the

disti.nguishing of discrete vegetation units as selected homogeneous

areas is artificial, but neverthel-ess often useful. This approach

was applied to the complex salt marsh community of Lake Eliza

The terms tcommunityt and 'associationt are used here in the

sense of the Braun-Blanquet- system of the Zurich-Montpellier school of

phytosociology (see Becker 1957) . Arr 'associatio¡r' is the fundamental



unit of vegetation, distinguished by a characteristic floristic

composition. The plant 'community' of a particular habitat is the

total assemblage of species cornpeting for J-ight' space, nutrients

and other environmental factors. Thus, the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh

is a community which can be analysed in terms of various plant

associations. Definitions and anal-yses of plant associations should

refl-ect the characteristics of the vegetation (e.g. species composition,

abundance, dominance etc.) while retaining information that reflects

the totality of the community and its temporal changes in habitat.

The size of a quadrat used for phytosociological sampling niust

be appropriate to the vegetation being studied and will depend. on

growth form and homogeneity of the vegetation. Because large variation

in growth form is found within each salt marsh association, an optimal

quadrat size for a smalL species such as Truglochin stz''Latun wil-I be

too sma1l to detect larger plants such as Sarcocornia quinquefLoz'a.

If a larger quadrat size is used, the frequency of the smaller species

will be tOO% and distibutional cha¡rges of these species wiJ-I go undetected.

The optimal quadrat size for examination of vegetation associations

also depend.s on the homogeneity of the area. Commonly it can be

estimated as an area slightly exceeding the 'minimal area' as calculated

by pJ-otting species nurnber against quadrat area (?oore 1955) (see

Figure 4.2a), or as defined by Shimwell (1971, quoted in Ctrapman L976) z

"the smallest area which provides enough environmental space for a

partícular stand (association) to develop its true characteristics of

species complement and Stïuctu¡s t'. From the series of species-âreâ

curves for the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh associations (Figure 4.2b) the

minimal area was estimated as 0.O25 m2 or less, except for the

Suaedn-Ililsoni'a-Sav'cocorn'La Assocíation where it was o-1 m2.

The number of quadrats required depends on the purposes of

sampling: for biomass, density and cover estl-mates the total area
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No. Dinens&¡ns

The nested guadrat design used for sampling series
of quadrats with areas from O.O5 m2 to 1.o m2.

Area metres)

A
B
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D
E
F
G
H
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J
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O.1O x 1.OO
O.2O x O.2O
O.25 x O'25
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o'25 x 1.OO
o.50 x 1.oo

o.o1
o.o4
o.0625
o-25
1.oo
oo25
o.o5
o.10
o.125
o.25
o.50

Figure 4.3



sampled is the important parameter ¡ for freguency sampling' the

actuaL number of quadrats is mor:e important. The minimum nuriber of

quadrats, or area to be sampled,was calcui-ated from a plot of cumulative

mean or variance of species number: against the number of quadrats by

determining the position on the curve where fluctuations levelled out.

Alternatively, a selected percentage of the total area may be sampled.

However, a balance between accuracy and feasibility must be considered;

the number of samples that wouLd be required for reliable biomass

estirnation on Lake El-iza Salt Marsh, could not be justified in terms

of vegetation destruction.

Fl-o::istic measures used in the phytosociological analyses

include frequency, cover and density. The importance of a species

in an association can be estimated from changes in the frequency of

occurrence of both dominant 'and minor species. Frequency was scored

by presence or absence of a species in a quadrat. However, this

measure depends on the use of a suitable quadrat size and the presence

of identifiable material. The problems of dealing with dead material

and the difficulty of defining and distinguishing single plants are

eliminated with this method. As already discussed, the optimal

guadrat size is not enpirically the same for a1l- species, but must be

the same for any one species in alÌ associatíons (Hyder et aL. 1965).

The larger species SarcocorrLía, Suaedn or Jurtcusr IIIêy require a larger

quadrat size than h,iglochin or Ruppia. In comparisons of species

composition between different vegetatíon types, where optimal quadrat

sizes for species differ, this technique may be of limited use (t{alker

1970) .

Cover is a¡ estimate of the proportion of ground occupied by the

peryendicular projection of the individuals of a species (Greig-Srnith

1964). This has been estimated visually for associatj-ons on the saft

marsh¡ records have been made using the percentage cover classes of
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Braun-Blanquet (1932) (Table 4.2) .

The measurement of cover by line intercept (see Walker I97O),

wheel point (Tidmarsh and Havenga 1955) or variable plot (Hyder and

Sneva 1960) methods was considered, but the irregularities of growth

form, the amount of dead material- and the scale of sampling required,

made measurement unsatisfactory.

Estimation of density (number per unit area (Greig-Snrith 1964) )

was difficul-t because of the problems in distinguishing a unit of

area relevant to all species. Bias is introduced by different growth

forms (bushes, clumps, tufts or single till-ers) and when individual"s

cannot be distinguished because of vegetative growth. Subjective

estimates of density \^/ere made h/here considered relevant but, in

general-, this parameter was not measured.

In the actual sampling programme on the Lal<e Eliza Salt Marsh

an area l-50 m wid.e and spanning 500 m from the low water line to the

terrestrial associations near the road was selected as representative

of the salt marsh community. Vüithin this, homogeneous areas \^/ere

detimíted as plant associations on the basis of their similarity of

floristic composition. These associations were then sampled intensively

to generate quantitative data to test the initial subjective

delimitation. Multiple series of quadrats were taken in each association.

Each initi-al quadrat was thrown at random and a series of four quadrats

taken systematically around this point. A quadrat falling in the

transition zone between associations h¡as excluded and the quadrat

rethrown. Transition from one association to another was examined.

using data from quadrats placed sequentially at intervals along a

transect line running through an association. Presence or absence of

species u¡as recorded in quadrats of from O.O5 to I.O m2 \^/íthin a r¡ested

quadrat (see Figure 4.3) . This protocol was designed to determine

optimum quadrat size and shape for associaticns ancl indivi<lual species.



TABIIE 4.2. Cover classification of Braun-Blanquet (1932).
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and to calculate the percentage of quadrats in an association for

which each species was recorded. Estimation of the percentage area

of quadrats occupied by vegetation and a description of the growth

form of each species was made using the larger quadrats (0.5 m and

I.0 m sides).

In September L975, several quadrats (O-5 m2) were selected at

random in each major association: these quadrats were harvested to

ground level- and samples \¡/ere f.rozen prior to sorting and weighing

in the laboratory. One quadrat from each association sampled was

analysed for total biomass including the below-ground parts (root and

rhizome mats). In Aprit 1976 this sampling procedure was repeated

using the series of nested quadrats (Figure 4.3) .

One square metre of vegetation in total was sampled for each

of the three major associations. Pooled results are presented as

biomass per square retre. Surface water samples were coll-ected for

conductivity determination in each association. Biomass samples were

sorted into species in the laboratory and wet and dry weights (tOSoC¡

obtained. Again, underground parts caused problems in both harvesting

and sorting, as it was difficult to harvest alf root materíal in a

given quadrat and impossible to remove it while attached to recognizable

plant parts. The best sol-ution to the problem of identification of

these parts was to use a predetermined ratio of above-ground to below-

ground parts for each species and to apportion the underground biomass

appropriately. Data showing this ratio are presented for one association

in Table 4.3. fn this sample more than 50% of plant material was

below the ground surface. The dífference between 69% fot wet weight

and 57% for dry weight may refJ-ect water held by roots and soíI noÈ

removed in sorting. Similar large ratios of beLcw-ground to above-ground

parts occurred in atl associations and these ratj-os varied. with species.

Major differences need closer examination if the total biomass of an area



TABLE 4.3.

Total sample (T)

parts (A)

low-ground parts (B)

Ratio A : B

Relationship of above-ground and below-ground parts for
plant Àssociation fX from r¡ke Eliza Salt l"taràh
(biomass g¡mz ín September Ig75) -

o.75o-44

1896 100

8l2 43

1084 57

l-6692 100

5104 31

l_1588 69

,2g/m gT

Association IX
(lÌ iI s onia - Sctt, c o c or ni,a.) ![et Weight

,2
9/m 8T

Dry Weíght
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is to be considered. The estabtishment of a ratio of above-ground

to below-ground parts for each species by harvesting a representative

sample of whole individual-s of each species may facilitate this.

Sampling within an association was carried out using a number

of quadrat sizes and the data pooJ-ed to give above-ground bíomass per

square metre. Sub-sampling in the laboratory verified the unretiability

of estimates by such methods. The use of both small guadrat sizes

in the fíe1d, and sub-sampling in the laboratory, introduced considerabLe

bias; species frequencies vrere highly variab¡Ie for species with clumped

or tufted growth forms, whereas frequencies usually remainecl constant

for smaller, uniformly distributed species. Thus routine sub-sampling

v,¡as not feasibl-e. Ðata from one association are presented. in Tab1e 4.4.

Variation in species biomass r,vas expected to decrease with the

Iarger quadrat si,ze, and while this was so for several smal-l uniformly

distributed species (SamoLus, SeLLieya and't'/iLsonia) and for the

miscel-laneous unidentified material, other species di,C not fo1low this

trend. Of the larger species, Suaeda has a bushy growth form,

JUncuS grows in clumps and. SancOcorn¿A, although distributed evenly

in some associations/ grows in patches in associations containing many

species ¡ PuccinelLia, .Tniglochin, Cladophora and I'atnprothantrrLum are

small and patchily distributed throughout tlre quadrats. The erratíc

and high variability in biomass for all these species r^Ias possibly due

to sampling bias caused by the non-homogeneous distribution of plants

resulting from growth form or a combinatíon of low frequency and small

growth form.

Similar resul-ts were obtained for other associations, indicating

that biomass estimates must be made from mauy more samples if they and,

noïe particularly, species frequency estimates are to be reliable.

The large sample areas required for effective stucly of primary production

and the detection of vegetation changes in response to environnent,al



TABLE 4.4.

S ar c o c or nia quirque f L or a

Suaeda austra.Lis

PuccinelLía stz'ictn

?t,ìglochin stt'iatum

À19ae (CLadophora,
Lørnpnothønnium)

SamoLus repens

SeLLiera z'adíeans

Jurrcus kraussii

WiLsonia backhousei

Unidentified parts

Variation of biomass within a sample: Association VII
(J uncu s - Suae da - S øn o Lu s ) .

total harvested = 1 m2 in 4 x 0.25 m2 plots

total sorted = 0.84 m2
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change/ \^Iere not justified in terms of the destruction of the salt

marsh or the time avaiLable for this study.

Transplantation and recolonization experiments were conducted

in sites where quadrats had been þarvested previously. Areas in

tjne WíLsonia-Say,eoeomí.a Association and in the Suaedn-Juneus-SaÍnoLus

Association \¡/ere permanently marked for subsequent observation.

T\,tro adjacent quadrats were set out in September 1975; one harvested

to surface level only, and the other to a depth of 0-15 m- These

quadrats intere examined every four months for recolonization and

seasonal changes.

A quadrat from the Suaeda-Jurtcus-SanoLus Association which

surrour¡ds a sterile pool was transplanted into a sterile permanent

pool in September L975, and. \^¡as observed seasonally for changes in

species abundance, composition and for evidence of growth.

4.3 Comparison of species composition and vegetation associations

of the three ecosystems

vegetation associations within Little Dip Lake, Fresh Dip Lake

and Lake Eliza Salt Marsh were compared and,where possiblerthe

distribution and species composition of particular associations within

each ecosystem were refated to the variation in environmental parameters.

Species of the genera RtLppi.a and. LepiLaenl, aTe colrulþn to the

three ecosystems. Both are submerged hydrophytes that occur in different

associations of the three systems. Their growth form, occurrence,

relatíve abundance and species association were examined from different

habitats in each ecosystem.and comparisons from quadrat presence,/absence,

biomass and tife cycle data were made.

A series of samples taken with the Tvärminne biomass sampler in

these assocíations was used to compare the growth forms and relationshj"ps

of Ruppia
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CIIAPTER 5. SYNECOLOGICAL RESULTS: DATA AND INTERPRETATION

5.1 A1I sites

1. General descrÍptions

The salinity, permanence, water ¡novements and dimensions of

study sites are indicated in Table 5.1. Maximum annual salinity

ranged within a lake from I .2o/oo TDS in Fresh Dip Lake to zLTo/oo TDS

in Pipeclay Lakei correspondingly extreme maximum salinities

(3.3o/oo TDS and 230o,/oo TDS) occurred in Èhese lakes. rn general,

the less saline taJces have small-er annual salinity ranges than do

Iakes of higher overall salinity.

Of the ephemeral lakes, three are hypersaline and two saline

(ef. Table 3.2). The permanent lakes, which range from fresh to

hypersaline, showed marked differences (1-100 netres) in the horizontal

extent of the eulittoral zone e:çosed when vertical water fluctuations

were lowest. The ephemeral habitats created by the temporary lakes

and the eulittoral zones of permanent lakes are control-led largely by

the interaction of catchment topography, lake morphometry and climatic

parameters.

2. Environmental data

Climatic data are'presented for Policemans Point (Coorong) and

Robe (Table 5.2). As the Robe weather station is subject to significant

marine influences, data from this station may not be representative of

all sites in the region. Nevertheless they provide a general idea of

the north-south precipitation gradient and overall climatic conditions

for the region.

The climate is characterised by a marked sumlner and early

autumn drought followed by winter and early spring rains, vüith mild

winter temperatures. Diurnaf temperature ranges can be wide, with



TABLE 5.1. Characteristics of the study sites, lqay 1975 - November L978: salinity, permanence' vTater

movements and dimensions.
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TABLE 5.2 Cl-imatíc data for Policemans Point and Robe.
Source: South Australian Meteorological Bureau
(50 year averages).
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64% January

752 June
58% January
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73 (August)
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I0. I
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Annual averaqe precipitation tmm)

Raindays (mean number)

llighest monthly rainfal-1 (-mm)
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Mean annual daily maximum temp. (oc)
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Smallest monthly temperature range

LargesÈ monthly temperature range

Humidity 9. 00 a .m.
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air temperatures ranging from below freezing to 15-2ooc daily in

winter, and from 12->40oc in summer. Monthty temperature raÌìges

(Table 5.2) indicate differences between mean monthly maxima and

minima.

Monthly precipitation records for Policemans Point, Robe and

Beachport from L974 to 1978 (rígure 5.1) show the extent of deviation

from average conditions. Rainfall- was above average ín L974 and 1975,

below average in 1976 and 1977, and above average in 1978. The study

sites have thus been strrdied in wet and dry years.

The rainfall is extremely variable and unreliable with wide

monthly fluctuations. Precipitation and evaporation largely determine

salinity and depth fluctuations (compare Figure 5.1 and Figures 5.2,

5.3 and 5.5).

Salinities (TDS o/oð are graphed. for the Robe/Beachport lakes

(Figure 5.2) and for the Coorong take series (Figure 5.3). The

readings of conductivity at 25oC (K25) and estimates of total dissolved

solutes calculated, from these are presented in Appendix fI. Wide

variation between lakes and fluctuation within lakes are apparent.

llt¡e tendency for the Coorong series to be ephemeral (except for the

hypersal-ine FLax Point), and the Rober/Beachport series to be permanent

(except the Lake El-iza Salt Marsh) probably reflects the higher rainfall

of the southern series and differences in lake basin origins.

The ephemeral Coor:ong lakes are always dry from the end of

December to March, and some have been dry from October to June.

Sites I and 5 are hypersaline lakes, while lakes 3 and 4 are brackish

to moderately saline. fhe Robe/Beachport permanent lakes range fr:om

fresh (site 7) through brackish (site 10) to saline (sites I and 9)

and hypersaline (sites 6, l-1 and l-2).
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Data on the chenr-ical composition of lakes in these series

have been extracted from the literature and are summarised in

Appendi.x III. The homogeneity of the d,ata strongly suggests that

biotic and abiotic differences between lakes are not d.ue to major

differences in ionic pro,oortions.

Data on depth and salinity fluctuations and on the vegetation

for each site are presented in Figure 5.5. The correlation of rainfall

with these parameters ind.icates that precipitation and evaporation are

generally the determinants of the rate of depth decrease and salinity

increase. However, groundwater input from both saline and freslr

aquifers may help to regulate the levels of the Coorong, Fresh Dip

Lake, and the permanent pools on the Lal<e Sliza Salt Marsh; wind

action and seiches also affect \dater level in the Coorong.

An oxygen profile was recorded for Little Dip Lake over a 32-hour

period in mid-october 1976. The results, coverted to ? saturation

values at the appropriate salinity, altítude and temperature, are

plotted in Figure 5.4. This profile was recorded in an area without

dense macrophytic vegetation, but within I0 metres of low (10-30 mm)

beds of Larnpnothatrmíun papulosutn. Dissol-ved oxygen was above IOO%

saturation during daylight hours after an initial post-dawn lag.

Oxygen concentration decreased from midday to a minimum saturation leveI

of 50% at dawn. The drop in oxygen levels during daylight hours may loe

a result of increased dispersal of oxygen throughout the lake by

turbulence.

Spot readings were taken in various communities of Little Dip

Lake and other lakes (ta¡le 5.3). fn Little Dip Lake, near-saturation

levels were recor<1ed outside the vegetation beds between 1000 and

1100 hours. In 0.5 m deep water, oxygen saturatj.on values varied from

93% to 104% from the bottom to the surface. Within I'epilaena

cyLindtocarpa,-domLnated. cornmunities I oxygen leveIs were greater than
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Table 5.3 Spot readings of oxygen and temperature (18 October 1976)
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IOO% saturation over the 0.I5 m depth. In adjacent waters of the

same depth, oxygen concentration varied from 85-93e" in a Lanprothanntiwn-

dominated area, and from 77-92% in an ephemeral Ruppia and. LepLLaena.-

dominated area. Oxygen concentrations in perenniaL Ruppùa cIumPS

in 0.6 m of \^rater in Little Dip Lake varied from 62-74%. This

variation may reflect differences in the metabolic activities of the

various communities. In October, the perennl'al- Ruppiø clumps had

not yet begun their active growth phase, whilst planÈs of the eul.ittoral

zone (LepiLaena, Rt,tppia and, Lønprothørmitt¡n) were already producing

f lowers or fruiting bod.íes.

Tn the plant communities of Fresh Dip LaJ<e (Myt'iophylLum and

Potønogeton), a¡d the ephemeral Blue-Green Algal Pool and Mikes Lake

(Lepilaenø and Ruppia) | o{fgen saturation values were at least 98% at

aJ-I depths. The lower values for Brineshrimp Lake may reflect the

paucity of photosynthetic actívity in this shallow, turbid, wind-stirred

Iake (Table 5.3). From these data it appears that oxygen is noÈ

liniting in these systems.

A 32-hour water temperature profile for Little Dip Lake,

recorded at 0,25 m depth in 0.5 m of water, reflects changes in water

temperature with diurnal fluctuations in air temperature (Table 5-4).

Changes in surface water temperature in response to air temperature

would be expected to be more rapid than changes at depth. In the

shallower lakes the water temperatures follow air temperatures closely,

and readings above 4ooc were recorded in sumrner-

Tem-oerature differences from surface to bottom (0.6 m) were at

Írost 0.5oC (Table 5.3). These are less than temperature variations

recorded in different plant associations in the same locality. lÑo

temperature records hlere made in the deeper areas of lcrkes.

Light penetration uras estimated for aII sites with. a Secchi

disc: results varied with the lake and climatic conditions. The
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shallolv, ephemeral lakes with easily-suspended sediments often had

Secchi readings of less than 0.05 m. FIax Point had extremefy

variable readings related to prevailíng conditions rather than

seasonal trends. The Secchi disc was still visible at maximum depth

in Mikes Lake (0.10 m) and Blue-Green Algal Pool. (0.20 m) even when

the water was pigmented by decaying plants. BotJ: Little Dip Lake and

Fresh Dip Lake, the deeper sites. gave Secchi readings aÈ maximum depths

(3.5 a¡d 4.5 m respectively) in }lovember, L977. Although reaclings

were not taken regularly at these depths, light penetration dífl. not

appear to be limiting in these locations or in other sites in the Roberz

Beachport series.

Readings of photosynthetically active radiation (ean¡, made with

a quantum meter for various areas in two Locations, indicate considerable

light attenuation by depth and vegetation. Light readings and. the

percentage of the surface light remaining at each position are presented

in Table 5.4. The percentages of surface tight have been calculated in

preference to extinctj-on coefficients as the latter are unreliable in

$¡ater less than one metre in depth (lVetzel 1975).

The high light and temperature conditions in shallow unshaded

areas may facilitate early germination and growth of plants in the

ephemeral lakes and in the eulittoral zones of permanent locations.

Later in the season the higher light intensities and temperatures of

these sites may lead to senescence of vegetation before the salt-pans

dry completely

The attenuation of light by existing vegetation mats could reduce

esta-blj.shment of seedlings; whereas parts of established plants which

are nearer the surface may photosynthesize and translocate their products

to roots or rhizomes, seedlings may not have sufficient light to

photosynthesize a¡d establish themselves.



Table 5.4 Light readings (microeinsteins) and light
penetration with clepth and macrophyte shading
in Beachport Salt Lake and Little Díp Lake in
.Tanuary 1978 (summer)
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Sedinents from each site were analysed: depositional environments,

part-icle and sediment types, and the percentages of various minerals

were determined for each sample. The results are presented. in Table 5.5.

Boi:h pipeclay and Mikes Lake lie gn dolomitic mudstones precipitated

in a hlpersaline environment within the basin. The dominance of

mÍcritic aggregates, which reacìiIy break down on contact with water,

probably accounts for the turbid appearance of these fakes. Lake Robe,

Little Dip Lake (eulittoral zone) and the pools of the Lake Eliza Salt

Marsh also have high proportions of weakly-cemented micritic aggregates.

The ealcite Mudstones found. in these sites were aII deposited und.er

brackish to saline conditions with little allochthonous input. The

Lake E1iza SaIt Marsh sediment has tubular, encrusted angÍosperm fibres

which also occur in the sample from the eulittoral zone of Little Dip

Lake. These tubular crusts could form by aerial drying of the

angiosperm fragments in eulittoral zones and temporary habitats.

Both permanent and eul-ittoral sampÌes from Little Dip Lake

comprise micrj-tic aggregates mixed with shell and organic fractions.

The Calcitic l^lackestone sed.iments of the permanent habitat dif fered

from the eulittoral sedinrents in having a higher proporti.on of un-broken

s¡ell-s and organic natter. flo allochthonous deposits occur in l,ittle

Dip Lake.

Skel.etal Grainstone is the sediment type of the three locations

most influenced by the coasLal dune. Fl-ax Point is composed of 90s"

sancì (both skeletal fragments and quartz); marine shells, whole and

fragmented, are also prevalent. Most of the sediment has been

transported to this site, probably from the surrounding dunes. Fresh

Dip Ld<e and Erringtons HoIe Lake have large proportions of skeletal

sand grains, again probabl.y of dunal origin. AIt three depositional

environments are brackish to saline in origin even tirough the fatter

two ar:e presently fresh or brackish.



Tabl_e 5.5 Anarysis of sediments from each site (x-ray diffractometer): depositionar environment particre and sediment

types and mineral comPosiÈion (t)

Laker/depositional
environment

Pipeclay Lake
restricted, hypersaline

Flax Point
brackish, saline

Mikes Lake
hypersaline

Blue-Green Algal Pool
hypersaline

Brineshrimp Lake
hypersaline

Lake Robe
brackish, saline

Fresh DiP Lake
brackish' saline

Little DiP Lake
(eulittoral zone)
brackish, saline

Little DiP Lake
(Permanent)

. brackish, hlpersaline
Lake Eliza Salt Marsh(poo1)

brackish, saline
Erringtons HoIe Lake

brackish, saline
is"
I

achport SalÈ Lake
hypersaline

Micritic
aggregates

t

30- 35

85-90

L5-20
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70-80

60-70
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<3

<10

5

5
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<5

<2

r0-l
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sheIIs

t
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I
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t
Gvp

t

IN
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sand
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vang
lls
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B

70-75

r0-15

30-40
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40-45

85

<5

Mineralogy

calcíte-dolomite
with minor hali
calcite
aragonite
dolonite

calcite
aragonite
calcite and ar
onite calcareni
sand
calcite

calcite aragoni

calcitic aggre-
gates coarse
sand
calcite
aragonite

halite gypsun

calcite

calcite

Sediment tyPe

Dolonitic Mudstone

Skeleta1 Grainstone

Dolomític Mudstone

Skeletal Wackestone

Skeletal Wackestone

Calcitic Mudstone

Skeletal Grainstone

Calcitic Mudstone

Calcitic Wackestone

Calcitic l"ludstone

Skeletal Grainstone

HaIite-gypsum
Evaporite



The southern Coorong locations, Bl-ue-Green Al.gal Pool and

Brineshrimp Lake, have formed on Skeletal Wackestone deposited under

hypersaline conditions. These sediments consist of dol-omite a¡d

aragonite micritic aggregates deposited within the lakes, together

with cal-carenite transported from surrounding dunes. The high levels

of organic matter and. shelL fragments in Blue-Green Algal- PooI r:eflect

the less saline and more productive nature of this lake.

Beachport Salt Lake is the only location with halite-gypsum

evaporite sediments, formed by the evaporation of lake waÈer which

deposited first gypsum, then hatite. The deposition of gypsum in

preference to calcium carbonate (normally deposited first) may indicate

deposition under extremely hypersaline conditions (usuatly >I8oo/oo TDs).

Sand grains, possibly wincl-transported from nearby dunes are also

part of this sediment.

In summary, the Coorong lagoonal lakes have formed on Dolomitic

Mudstone or Skeletal Vlackestone, whereas Cal-citic Mudstone and Wackestone

aïe more coÍìrnon in the southern region. Skeletal Grainstone is the

sediment-type of the dune-influenced sites. The only uniquely

hypersatine sediment is the Halite-gypsum Evaporite of Beachport SaIt Lake.

3. Vegetati.on data

species lists, divided into three habitaÈ groupings for each

site, are presented in Table 5.6. Plants were identified only to genus

or family when fruiting material was not available. Subrrerged aquatic

plants were recorded on each field trip. Lists of the emergent aquatic

and salt marsh plants of the flats around lakes, and the common species

of the surrounding terrestrial vegetation are included for background

informatio¡: the lists of emergent macrophytes are comprehensive only

for Lake El-iza SaIt Marsh ancl Brineshrimp Lake. The Lake Efiza Salt

Marsh is the only site for which the emergent community is considered



Table 5.6

1. PIPECLAY LAKE

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:

LepiLaenn cyLindroearpa
Ruppia tutbez:osa

Emerqent aguatic and salt marsh
spec].es

Acq.enn anserinifoLia
Braehycome eæiLís
CentroLepis poLygyna
Cotula uuLgaris
Dí sti chLi s di stichophy LLa
Gahnia fdLun
Hemiclu,oa pentandra
Hy dro c o ty L e me &L cagino i de s
Juneus lsaussií
Myosotis austraLis
SamoLus repens
S az,e o eornia quinque fL ora
Seneeio gLossanthus
Sporobolus uirginícus
Suaeda austraLis
Íhy,eLkeLdia &iffusa
Tz"L gL o chín rm,Ler onatum
WíLsonia huniLis

Common terrestrial species

Acacia pyenantha
A. sophoz,ae
AtripLeæ paLudosa
CLematís mienophgLLø

xÛehiun Lycopsís
EueaLyptus diu et,si fo Lía
E. faseieuLosa
Leucopo g on pqrÐ¿ fLorus

* Ly eiwn feno ci s sirm.tm
IhuehLer¿b e ekia adpr e s s a
)Learia a.æiLLarís
Tetragonia anrpLeæi coma

Plant lists for each study site
a. submerged aquatic species
b. emergent aquatic and salt marsh species
c. conmon terrestrial species

* marks introduced species
collection numbers and authorities for all plant
names are listed in Appendix IV

2. FLAX POTNT, COORONG

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:

Rttppia l;uberosa

Macro-aIgae:

Ac etabuLaria p eniculus
Lanpro thanmium p apuL o s um

CLadophora sp.

Common salt marsh and terrestrial
species (rocky peninsula and back from
beach)

Acaenn anserinLfoLía
Az,throcnerrum
CakiLe maz,itima
Carpobrotus z'ossiL
CotuLa uuLgaris
DLaneLLa repoLuta
Euphorbia paraLias
Frankenia sp.
Hordeum mav,inum
IfuehL enb eckia adpr e s s a
S ar co e ornia quirque fLor'ø
SporoboLus uirgínicus
S tackhous ia spathuLata
T etz,agonia arnpl eæicoma



Table 5.6 continued

3. MTKES I,AKE

Submerqed aguatic species
Angiosperms:

LepíLaerø cy Lirdro canpa
Ruppia tuberosa

Macro-a1gae:

Lattrp r o thatnnium p apuL o s wn
CLadophora sp.
Enteromorpha sp.

Micro-a1gae:

CaLothriæ sp.
HydrocoLeum sp.
Nostoc sp.
Vauchenia sp.

5. BRTNESHR]MP LAKE

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:

LepiLaerø. eg Lindro carpa
Ruppia tuberosa

Emergent aquatic and salt marsh species

Agropyron scabrum
xAnagaLLis aruensis
* Az,ernrLa s erpy LLífoLía
*Auenn satiua
Av,throenetrcum sp.
Bnachycome eæiLis
B. gon'íocarpa

*Brormæ r,ubens
x BupL euz"um s emi conrpo s itun
Centrolepis poLygyna
Cotula .uuLgaz,is
Cypetws Laeuigatus

*Echì.um Lgcopsis
Frankenia paucífLora
Gohnia fiLun
GaLiwn rmtraLe
HemichToa pentandra
Hydz,ocotyLe pilífera
Juneus bufoníus

xlØeLev,ía phleoídes
xParaphoLís incuv'ua
Poa fan

*PoLypogon maritírmts
Pomaderz,i s pani cuLo s a
PuecineLLia stï'ieta
PuLternea prostrata
SamoLus vepens
S ar c o c otmí a quirque fL o z'a
Scírpus antarctíeus
S. nodosus
Sebaea aLbidíflora
S. ouata
S eL eno tha¡rmus s quamatus
Senecío gLossanthus

*sonehus oLeraceus
Stipa teretifoLia
Iní g L o chín c entr o c avpum
T. rm,tcronatum

*VuLpia nTAur'os
Wilsonía backhousei

tic and salt marsh
species

Arthrocnemum sp.
Juncus kt'aussii
SamoLus repens
S av, c o c orni a quín4ue fL or a
Sporob o Lus uiz,gíni cus
Suaeda austraLis
WiLsonia backhouseí

Common terrestrial species

Aeacia pycnnntha
A. sophorae
CLqnatis microphyLLa
EucaLyptt ts díu ers ifoLía
E. faseículosa
Leuc opo g on parui flovus
Me L aL euc a tw,Lma ü.Lr o num
Arnyema meLaLeucae

4. BLUE-GREEN ALGAL POOL

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:
LepiLaena cy Linãz' oc arpa
Ruppia poLycarpa
Macro-algae:
Lønpro thatrwuium p apuL o sun
Micro-algae:
Calothriæ sp.
HydrocoLeum sp.
Nostoc sp.
Vaucher'ía sp.

Emergent aguatic and salt marsh
specl.es
Arthv,ocnetnutn sp.
CotuLa uuLgaris
S av, co c ov,rrLa quin4ue fLora
Suaeda australis
IheLkeLdía diffitsa
FlíLsoní.a backhousei

Common terrestrial species
Acacia pycrmnt'lm
A. sophorae
L euc op o g on paru í fL orLß
M e L aL euc a haLma tur o z'um

IfuehL enb e ekia adptl e s s a
T etraq oniq ampL eæi coma

t



Table 5.6 continued

6. II\KE ROBE

Submerged agtr.a.tic species
Angíosperms:

LepiLaena cy Lindno c az.pa
Ruppia poLycarpa
Ã. h,¿berosa
Macro-algae:
L ønpr o tløtnnium p apuL o s um
CLadophora sp.

Emergent acruatic and sal-t marsh
specfes

Aythrocnetrr?,on sp.
SamoLus repens
S ar co c o y,nia quinqu e fL or a
SeLLiera radicans
WiLsonia backhousei

Common terrestrial species

Me LaL euc a haLmat;uy, o ntm
T e trag onía ampl, eæi corna

7. FRESH DTP LAKE

EtpryIggq_gquatic species
Angiosperms:

LepiLaena cy Línánoc arp a
My r iophy LLun pn opirquutn
Potamo g eton p e c tinatus
Ruppia poLycarpa
Macro-algae:
Chara uulgaris
CLadophora sp.

Emerqent aquatic and sal-t marsh
species

Gahnía trifida
Lepidosperma canes cens
L. Longít;udinaLe
Machaerirm. juneea
Scinpus rndosus

Common terrestrial species

Acaciq. pycnantha
A, sophorae
Cassytha sp.
CLernatis mícrophyLLa
EueaLgptus diu ersifoLia
Euphorbia panaLias
Lep to sp errm,rm pub e s c ens
Le uc op o g on p ayu i fL oru s
It(e LaL euc a haLmat;ur o rum
ìh,¿ehL enb e ckia adpr e s s a
S tackhousi a sp athuLata
I e tr.ag oni a arnp L e rL c oma

8. LITTLE DTP LAKE

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:

L epi L ct erut c y Línãr. o c arp a
Ruppia mega.carpa.
R. ktberosa
Macro-aÌgae:
Lanpr o 1;hanmium p apuL o s um
CLadopho:r,q sp.

Emergent aquatic and salt marsh specr-es

Ay,1;hz,ocnemwn sp.
Gahnia fiLun
Hemichy,oa pentandra
Juncus ktaussií
SamoLus repens
S az' c o c o rni a quinque fL oz, a
SelLiez,a radicans
rlilsonia backhousei

Common ter:restrial species

Acaeia pyenantha
A. sophorae
CLematis microphyTLa
Euealyptus diuersifoLia
Leueopo gon pqrui fLoÍus
M eL aL euca halmatuy, o y,um

Tetnagonia ampLeæicoma



Table 5.6 continued

9. LAKE ELIZA SALT MARSH

Submerqed aquatic species
Angiosperms:

LepiLaenn ey Lindro carp a
Ruppia megdcarpa
R. tubez.osa
Macro-algae:
Lantpn o thanmium papuL o sum
CLadophora sp.
Ç[zanophyta

Emergent aquatic and salt marsh
specr-_e-s_

Agnostís aerm,tLa
hnyema meLaLeucae
Aythv,ocnemun sP-

*Bz.c;rnLs dLandnts
CotuLa uu.Lgaz.is
Frankewia paucífLora
Gahnia fíLun
G. trifidn
HenrLchroa pentandra
Hordeum marinum
Juneus kraussii
Leptocarpus bz,oumii
Machaev,irn juncea
htecineLLia stv"Lc ba
Rhago&La baceata
SamoLus vepeTva
S ar e o c o rni a quin4u e f-L or a
Sciz,pus inunÅatus
SeLLiera radicans

xsenecio oulgarís
* S erv,afaLeus hoz,deaeeus
Suaeda austxaLis
IrL g L o ehin rmter ortn tum
I. striatun
l{iLsonia backhousei

Common terrestrial species

Acaeía sophorae
M e L aL eue a haLmatur o rum
M, LaneeoLata
T etz, ag oní a atnpL e rL c ona

10. ERRTNGTONS HOLE LAKE

Sul¡i-nerqed aguatic species
Angiosperms:

Ruppía npgacqv'pa
Macro-algae:
Lønpro l;hørmium p apuL o s um

Emergen t aquatic and salt marsh
species

CotuLa uuLgarLs
Lepídospez'ma gLadiatun
Maehaerína tetragona
M. juneea
SanoLus repens
Scitpus nod.osus

Common terrestrial species

Acacia sophorae
A, pycnantha
Aeaena anserinifoLia
CLematis microphyLLa
Euphorbía paraLias
Lepto sp errrum pub e s e eræ
Leucopo g on parui fLorus
MelaLeuca sp.
)Learia asiLLar'ís
Senecio Lautus
T etz,ag onia atnpL eæLc oma

11. I,AKE ELIZA CUT-OFF

Submerged aguatic species
none observed

Emergen t aguatic and salt marsh
species

Juncus kraussii
Phz,agmites austraLis
Scitpus maritirruLs
,S. nodosus

Common terrestrial species

Aeacia pycnantha
A. sophorae
Lepto sp errm,tm pub e s c ens
Leuc op o g on p aru i fL o rus
MeL aL euca haLmatur ov'um

L2. BEACHPORT SALT LAKE

Submerged aquatic species
Angiosperms:
Rttppia tuberosa

Comrnon terrestrial sPecies

DLaneLLa z'euoLuta
L epto sp errm,rn pub e s c ens

*Lycium ferocissirmnt
M eL aL eu ca lLaLmatu.r' orum
lhuehL enb eckia adpn e s s a
)Leav,ia a.æiLLaris
S e v, c o c: oz,ni a quirque fL or a
SeaueoLa sp.
T e tn ag on'L a anrp L e æi c oma
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further. Introduced species are marked with an asterisk. A full

Iist of plant collections are records (including authorities for afl

names) is p::esented in Appendix IV.

The occurrence and reproductive state of submerged hydrophytes

in relation to seasonal changes of depth and salinity in each lake are

shown in Figure 5.5. Data for both afgae and angiosperms are presented,

although accurate information on the reproductive tjmes of the alg'ae were

not always availabl-e- Generic names are used except when two forms of

Ruppía frorn ephemeral and permanent habitats are distinguished as

Forms E and P respectively, and when algae could be identified only to

family. This elj:ninated discrepancies caused by difficulties i-n the

ídentification of species rvhen reproductive stages v/ere unavailable.

The monocotyledons Ruppía, LepiLaerLa and, Pota.mogeton pec'l;irntus are

extremely similar in vegetative form and hence, where possible, comparison

of the 1975 collections with material- collected subsequently was made

to validate initial identifications.

Ruppia anð. LepíLa.eir'ta were the only two genera of angiosperms found

over wide salinity and depth ranges. The only location which had neither

genus was Lake Eliza Cutoff; at that focation no submerged angiosperms

or macrophytic algae were recorded. Rrppía occurred in atl other sites.

and. LepiLa.ern ín all but Flax Point, Erringtons Hole Lake and Beachport

Salt Lake" Fresh Dip Lake was the only location where other submerged

angiosperms (Myt,iophyLLum pz' opínquum and Potamogeton peetírløtus) we::e

present (Figure 5.5) "

Macro,ohytic aJ-gae of the Characeae (Lamprottnmníwn or CLnrd were

present in all but three hypersaline sites (Pipeclay Lake, Brineshrjmp

Lal<e and Beachport Salt Lake) and in the brackish dune-lake (Erringtons

HoLe). The absence of macrophytic algae in the three hlpersaline sites

may be attributed t<¡ maxi¡num salinity levels above the tolerance lj¡nits

for these species, while their absence in Erringtons Hole is possibly
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due to the drifting of sand into po'tential habitat-s. Insufficient

sampling of the deeper areas of Erringtons llole may also account for

the apparent absence. Fresh Dip Lake, which is simil-ar to Erringtons

Hol-e Lake in sediment type and morpholog:ical chraracters, had dense beds

of charophytes covering the deeper areas of its basin. CLadophora, a

green filamentous alga, \^/as also absent front these three hypersaline

sites, and from Blue-Green A1gal Pool, but was present in other

localities. AcetabuLarta penicuLus, generally a marine species, was

recorded at FIax Point. Another gïeen alga, Enteromorpha, was

recorded in Mikes Lake adjacent to the Coorong. Blue-green algae were

recorded where dorninant, but have not been identified. Phytoplankton

occurrence has not been recorded,

The growth of hydrophytes in e*ohemeral- l-akes is related to depth

and salinity. rn all ephenieral sites the basins fiÌl quickly after

winter rains and seed germination is ra_pid (t'igure 5.5). The

d.ecrease in depth and increase in sali.nity later in summer resuft in

plant senescence or stranding on the salt crust. Both Rupoia and,

LepíLaena have dormant seeds which can withstand the harsh desiccatj.ng

(turions) on the rhizomes. In the most hypersaline sites (PipecJ-ay,

Brineshrimp and Beachport Salt Lal<e) , Ruppia dicl not flower ín aII

years Gf . Figure 5.5), and .olant growth in the subsequent gr:owing

seasors was from turions. Prol-ific seeds and turions were produced

by the Ruppia populations in 1978. The roles of these forms of

reproduction are exanrined further in Chapter 9. LepíLaena flowers

at the same time as, or earlíer than, Ruppia, attd nroduces prolific

numbers of seeds. Pl-ant remains, including seecls and turions, \Á/ere

extensive in the salt and mud crusts left in summer.

The eutittoraf zone of permanent sites pr:ovides seasonal, rvet

habitats in which these plants act as annuals. The extensive eulittoral
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zones of Little Dip Lake and. Lake Robe support prolific mixed stands

of Ruppía and. Iepilaena during the 4-6 month wet phase. An ephemeral

side pool connected to Lake Robe in spring supports a more dense

macrophytic Arowth than the permanent 1ake. Similarly, the eul-ittoral

zone of Little Dip Lake is more prol.ific, in its short growing season,

than the permanent Rttppía bed.s.

Íhe permanent sites of Fl-ax Point and Beachport Salt Lake provi,de

similar temporary habitats for Ruppia, buL LepiLaena is absent - Ruppia

beds at FIax Point were rarely extensive, and plant growth was not

perennial even in the permanent areas. On the permanently wet beach

of Beachport Salt Lake Rt/ppia, aiea back in summer, leaving a brown root

stock around rvhich turions germinated in the following season.

Increases in salinity or temperature may have caused this browning and

die-back. Fresh Dip Lake shows the same phenomenon wíth Ruppia beds,

which, although still covered with water, die back in summer after

flowering. However, turions were noÈ observed in these beds;

propagation must be by rhizome growEh or from seeds at this site.

Little Dip Lake:,. Erringtons Hole Lake and Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh

differ from all- other locafities in having a robust form o1. Ruppia

present perennially. 'tlni-s Ruppia (Form P) grows in clumps in deeper

water in the first two locations, and on the edges of a permanent pool

in the salt marsh. It occur:s in Little Dip Lake surrounded by

Lønprothamníum buE, unlike the annual form, díd not occur wíl-h LepiLaenn.

The <lelicate Form E occurs in temporary habitats, whereas Ruppid Form P

grows ín permanent v¡ater of both Little Dip Lake and Lake Eliza Salt

Marsh. The two forms appear disjunct with respect to flowering times.
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5.2 Little Dip Conservation park

1. Little Dip take and Fresh Dip Lake

Contour maps which plot the lake basin morphometry for Little Dip

Lake (!'igure 5.6) and. Fresh Dip Lake (Figure 5.lo) are usecl as l¡ases

for the consideration of the general environmental and vegetation data

presented in section 5.r. Littte Dip Lake (Figure 5.6) has a maximum

depth of 3.3 metres and a general basin depth of between 0.5 and r.5

metres, depend.ing on fluctuations in water level. The shatlow beach

on the south-eastern shore is a significant temporary ha-bitaÈ since a

rarge ar:ea a.bove the 0.25 m contour is exposed in summer. Fresh Dip

Lake (Figure 5.10) is a deeper l-ake with a maximum depth of 4.5 metres

with a general basin depth between 1 and 4.25 metres.

Vegetation maps, constructed for Little Dip Lake, can be

superimposed on the map of.lake morphometry (Figure 5.6) . Vegetation

was mapped in April l-976 (rigure 5.8) and in November 1977 (rigure 5.7)

to illustrate vegetational change with season. Beds of the charophyte

Lønpz'othatrn'tiutn papuLosurn \rere record.ed at all depths of the lake basin

but their distribution was discontinuous. A band åf pur.rrn iar Ruppia

(Form P) occurred. between 0.5 a¡rd r.0 metre contours. cLadnphora sp.

occurred sporadicarly, and was often trapped in the perennial Ruppia

beds. The northern' western and southern shores were bordered by the

reed beds composed mainry of Gøhnía filun and. Juneus kryaussii. The

spring vegetation (Figure 5.7) folrowed the same basic pattern,. but an

ephemeral community of Ruppía (Form e) and, LepiLaena cylínd.tocarpa

occurred on the south-eastern beach together with a low carpet of the

charophyte. Vegetation changes with depth are illu.strated on profile

diagrams (Figure 5.9).

The distribution of vegetation in Fresh Dip Lake is shown in

Figure 5.11. The lake basin was covered with chara uuLgar,ís and was

bordered (except for the western dune shore) by dense reed beds of



Figure 5.6 Little Dip Lake: morphometric map

Figure 5.7 Little Dip Lake: vegetation map for september - November
L977

Figure 5.8 Little Dip Lake: vegetation map for Apri1 1976
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Gahnia tnífida, Lepidospermq. canescens, Lepidospeîma. Longitudina,Le,

MacVnerivn iuncea and Sciz'pus nDdosus. IlyriophyLLun propin4uum

occurred around the interface of reeds and open water. PatAmOgetOn

pectinatus occurred sporadically with the Myz'iophyLLun. Ruppía was

abundant along the dune interface and occurred in patches with

MytiophyLlum elsewhere in the lake. Lepi\aern cyLinãrocqrpa. \ras

found in small localized areas together wrtln CLadophora sp-

Profile diagrams of vegetation change with depth (Figure 5.J-2)

slrows that aII species except Chav'a uuLgaris v¡ere concent-rated in the

shallower regions.

Plant associations wíthin Little Dip Lake and Fresh Dip Lake

were analysed by quadrat and biomass sampling. Species frequency was

estimabed as the percentage of quadrats in which a species occurred and

cover was estimated as the percentage of a quadrat occupied by a species;
.)

thirty 0.25 m- quadrats were examined in each association. Biomass

estimates are for one square metre of vegetation only, harvested in

4 x O.25 m2 blocks from the densest area of eacin RuLppzia domínated

association. Data are presented in Table 5.7.

Ruppia Form E and LepiLa,ena, cALírdvoca-v'pd. were dominants in

terms of frequency, cover and biomass in the eulittoral zone of Little

Dip Lake (fabte 5.7). Ruppia Form P is the dominant species in terms

of cover and biomass in the permanent FUppíA lnabitat, but because of

its clumped growth form and discontinuous distribution it was only

recorded in 50e" of the quadrats examined. Similarly, the frequency

values of ktmprotVnmnium paryLosum across the lake basin indícate its

patchy distribution.

The bed of Fresh Dip Lake is covereð. by Ctnra uuLganis¡ this

species has both 100e" frequency and a complete cover estimate (Tabl-e 5.7).

Ruppia occurs only occasionally in this u.o"r=aum (Figure 5.11).

However on the dune,/water interface Ruppia occurs wjt-ln Myr'íophyLLun



Figure 5.10 Fresh Dip Lake: morphometric map

Figure 5.11 Fresh Dip Lake: vegetation map for November L977
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Talcle 5.7 Frequency, cover and biomass for submerged species
ín plant associations in Littte Dip Lake and Fresh
Dip Lake in Novemlcer l977 (growing season)
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and, Potdmogeton.and is locally dominant, having 60å frequency score

and high cover estimate. Elsewinete Ruppie. occuts only occasionally

along the reed,/water interface (Table 5.1).

The total plant biomass of the eulittoral zone of Little Dip

Lake is only 2.9% of that in the perennial Ruppia association, and the

biomass of Ruppia Form E is only I.2% of that of Ruppia Form P. The

biomass d-ifferences between annual and perennial forms may have been

exaggerated because November is towards the end of the annual growing

season. In I'resh Dip l,ake the annuaL Ruppia Form E population was

growi.ng in 1 metre of water, a comparable depth to the perennial RUpplA

habitat of Little Dip Lake. The biomass of Ruppía Form E in Fresh Dip

Lake is 43 tirnes greater tlnan Ruppía Eorm E from Litt1e Dip Lake and is

half of the biomass of the perennial Rupp¿a Form P from Little Dip Lake.

lfater depth and salinity could account for these differences. Further

analysis of the variation in biomas s of Ruppia assoclations is

discussed in Section 9.4.

2. Lake Eliza Salt Marsh: vegetation survey

Delimitation of associations

Tçelve plant associations are described for the study area on

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh; delimitation was on the basis of floristic

composition an<1 visual homogeneity withín associaÈions- The

characteristic species composition of each association is outlined in

Tab1e 5.8 and P1ates 5.1 to 5.10 íllustrate the associations. These

photographs were taken in August 1978 during the annual wet phase of

the marsh.

Association I, the true littoral area of Lake Eliza, is distinguished

by its paucity of veget,ation. Associations II, III and IV have

Say,eocornia qttinc]uefLora and At'tLaocnetrum sp. as dominants, but are

distinguished by the associated species: an herbaceous J-ayer of





Plates 5.1 to 5.10 Lake E1iza SaIt Marsh Associations

Plate 5.1 Associations I Lake Eliza, II Az,thyoenermtm-Sareoeorniq,-
PuecíneLLia and tY Satcoeornia-Suaeda..
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plate 5.2 Association III Sqv'eocoz'nia-Arthz'ocnetrTum





Paate 5.5 Sulphur bacteria
in a sterile Pool.

P]-ate 5.6 RuppLa Form P
growing on the
interface between
a sterile pool (V)
and a Ruppía
pool (vI).



Plate 5.7

Plate 5-B

Ruppia Form E in
a Ruppia pooL (vr)
with a Sarcoeoz,n'ia
succession towards
its periphery.

LepiLaena, cyLíndtoearp
in the underlayers
of the ï,liLsonia-
Sarcocorn'La
Association (IX).
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PuccineLLia st?icta, Senec'Lo uuLgaz,ís , CotuLa uulgar.is , Agnostis

aerntLa and, TnigLochin stz,tatum characterize Association II; the

bushy Suaeda austnalis distínguishes Associat-ion IV (plate 5.1-);

bare substrate occlrrs between t]ne At't7.u'ocnetTlL4m and. Say,cocoy'nia Ln

Association III (Plate 5.2)..

Pool-s isolated frorn the surrounding vegetation are of two dístinct

types: the 'steril-e' pools (.Association V) are permanent and d.evoid of

vegetation; lJne Ruppia pools [Association VI) are ephemeral and co.¿ered

with amat of Ruppia Form E in the wet season (plates 5.3,5.5,5.6,5.7).

The spring-fed sterile pooIs, which are often situated in the tops of

mounds of the Jur¡cus-Samolz¿s-Suaed¿ Association (VII), are sometimes

colonized. by a surface mat of sulphur bacteria (pl_ate 5.5). The

Juncus-SønoLus-Suaeda Association (VrI)- forms a sharp interface with

the poor (Prate 5,3) in contrast to the gradual- succession from the

Sareocornia-Arthz,ocrptTtutn (Association III) into the Ruppia pools

(Association Vr) (Plate 5.7). Ruppia pools rely on precipitation and

as this is exceeded by evaporation they remain as cracked and. d.ry salt

pans for over six months of the year. The annual Ruppia (Form tr)

comp.letes its life cycle in the short wet period, while the robust

perennial, Ruppia (Fcrm P), si¡nilar to that found in the deeper areas

of Little Dip Lake was found growing on the permanent wet interface

between a sterile and a Ruppia pool (plates 5.3 and 5.6) .

The progression from the pool area to the terrestrial vegetation

is shown in Plate 5.4. Tlne Juncus-SønoLus-suaeda Association (vrI)

surrounding the sterile pools gives hray to a Suaeda-þliLsonia-Say,eocorni.a

Association (VIII) with a lower growth form and wíth Suaeda austraLis

as the visual dominant. Adjacent to this is the l-ow úliLsonia-Saz.cocor-n.i-a

Association (rX, Plate 5.4). The submerg-ed macrophvtes Pa.ppí.a (Form E),

LepiLaerø. cyLindt'ocarpa anð, Lanprothanmium papuLosum are found in the

trnderlayers of Lhis associat-ion: pfate 5.8 shows LepiLaena in the
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water below the emergent s-oecies WiLsonía backhouseri and. Say.aocoz,nla

quinquefLonai prate 5.9 shows a charoohyte-firled pool that occurs

in Association IX in the v¡et season.

Associations X, XI and XfI are focated. on slightly hígher ground

inland from Association IX (plate 5.lO). The l-usln Samolt¿s-SelLiera_

Suaeda Association (X) gives way to the Ì,IeLaLeuca-SamoLus Association

(xr) with the SeLLíeTa-Gahnía Association (xIr) on the hì-gher areas.

Figure 5.13 shows the rel-ative positions of the associal-ions.

The vegetation mao, superimnosed on a mor.phometric map of the

salt marsh (Figure 5.13), incorporates survey data collected in April

1976 and vegetation data collected for associations from 1975 to I978.

The precision of mapoing is high in the area 30 metres either side of

the survey line, but decreases with d.istance from this transect where

data have been interpolated from field observations.

The profile diagram (included in Figure 5.13) gives an indicatiorr

of vegetation change with height above the rake l-evel. A rise of up to

0.5 m above the l-ake l-evel (a.f.I.) occurs over the 5OO metre transect.

All twelve associati-ons are seasonally inundated with water and are.

considered as part of the eul-ittoral area of the r,ake Eliza basin.

Plant associati-ons tend to follow the heigl,t contou::s. The

only associations occurring below 0.1 m a.l.r. are the Lake Eriza

Association (T) and the ,9arcocoynia-Anthz,ocnetnum Association (ff ).

Associati-on II rvith its annual'herbaceous understorey occurs in a band

between 0.1- rn ancl 0.2 m a.1.1. and in isolated patches to an efevation

of 0.25 m. The occurrence of Association IV is also related to height.

lhe Suaeda aust?alis which distinguishes rV from Associations rI and rf1

tends to occur in areas higher than the surrounding Att/nocnemtlm and,

saz'coeorniø based associations. rt occurs in a narrow band. 0"-l_ and

0-2 m a.I.Ì. neai: the lal..e shore, and in patches bet-rveen 0.2 a¡c1 0.4 ¡r

a-I-1. The l-imited occurrence of this associatiorl ol1 el-evaterl rnounds



Figure 5. 13 The Lake ELLza salt Marsh: a map of vegetation associations

and height contours a'd a profire diagram of height and

vegètation changes wj.th distance from the lake shore.

Erratum in key - for PuecineLLø read puceínelLiq,.
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can be seen by comparison of the areas on the vegetaÈion map with

the profile diagrarn-

The distr-ibution of permanent sterile pools (V) and the ephemeral

Ruppia pools (vr) with respect to elevation and the surroundi.ng

associations is noteworthy as the permanent pools occur at levels above

those of the ephemeral poo1s. The permanent pools are generally located

above the 0.4 m contour and occur in the centre of localized mor¡nds

covered with the Juncus-SønoLus-SeLLiera Associat-ion (Vrr) that occurs

between 0.35 and 0.45 m a.1.1. Ruppia pools (VI) are more widespread,

occurring between 0.3 and 0.5 m a.1..1. surrounded by Lhe Sarcocorn¿a.

based Av,throcneïwm-Saîcocovnia (rrr) and WiLsonia-Sareocorníe (rx)

associations.

t]ne Suaeda-1,lilsonia-Sarcocornia Association (Vrrr) anð. [tiLsonía-

Sarcocornula Association (rX)' focated between 0.4 and 0.5 rrt a.I'I- are

also approximateJ-y distributed in relation to elevation; Association VIII

(with Suaeda austy,aLis) occurs on the mounds,and Association IX in the

hoLlows. The Samolus-SeLLieta-Suaeda Association (X) is restricted

to areas between 0.45 and 0.5 n a.l-.1. with theMeLaLeuca-SamoLus (xI)

anð. Gahnia-SelLíez.a (xII) associations occupying areas above 0.5 m a.1.1.

A summary of the data generated by exarnination of quadrats for

species frequency is presented for September 1975 (ta¡te 5.9). Data

for spring, rather than autumn, are graphed as they show species

association during the growing season, and thus include the annuals.

These data substantiate the associations and groupings outlined

in the initial descriptions and mappì.ng. However it should be noted

that visual dominants, by rvhich associations were characteriz,ed, are

not always the frequency d.ominants. T'he comparative importance of

species witir small g::owth form is appar:ent from these data.

As sholn in Table 5.9 some species are uni.que to particular

associations, while others qenerally occur throughout the community
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with different species frequencies in the various associations. The

common occurrence of species in narticular groupings of associations

indicates that associations can also be grouped. Among the twelve

associat-ions, two such groups related in a general way to height above

the lake level are <listinguished: Associations II, III and IV form

one natural group and Associations VII, VIII, IX and X form another-

The Lake ELiza littoraf zone (I) and the Ruppio pools (VI) have Ruppia

Ì-orm E in common, but tine Ruppia pool is distinguished by the presence

of LepíLaena anð, locafized patches of the perennial- Ruppia Form P and

Saz.coeornLa. Associations XI and XII boÈh have terrestrial species

together rvith a reduced nutnber of sal-t marsh species. The sterile

pool (V) is unique in its lack of flora, except for sulphur bacteria

and Ruppíd Form P on the edge of one pool.

The first grouping, Associations II, IlI and IV, have Sav'cOcOTnia

quínquefLorat ArtLuocrlermtm sp., PuccineLLia stz'icta and bfue-green algae

as common elements (Table 5.9). Sarcoeorni-a. lnas an 80-100% rcresence

score in atl three associations, while Av'throcvLetuwn has 80-I00% freouency

in II and TV and 60-80% in III. Blue-green algae occur with a frequency

of less than 202 on mud surfaces devoid of other vegetation.

Ar,thnocnenrum and blue-green algae do not occur elsewhere on Lhe marsh.

Pt¿ccineLLia has a frequency of 100% in Association II where it is the

visually dominant species of the annual herbaceous layer. Lower

frequencies are recorded for Associations III and IV. The annual

herbaceous understorey of Association II comprises specì-es unique to

this assoc.iation; CotuLa uulgaris, Senecio uuLgaris and Agrostis aerm't'[.a

are recorded with high freouencies in the growing season. TrigLoehin

stniatun is also conmon in II , but j-s absent in ITI and IV. Suaeeb.

austyaLis occurs occasional-1y in Association II, but .is a co-dominant

(wi,th 1O0g¿ frec{.uency) w:-'c]n Sarcocol?n'La and Arthz'ocnernufl in

Association IV.
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The second grouping of associations (VfI, VIII, IX and X) have

six species in conìmon (Table 5.9) , Only one of these, SAreOeorn'La

quirqueflora, occurs throughout the previous group. TrigLoehin striatum

has frequencies between 75 a¡d lOO% for aII four associations-

CLadophoz.ø sp. occurs only in this grouping; it has frequencies of

SO%-1OO% in Associations VII. VIIÍ and X, and 60%-80% in Association IX,

but it did not generally form dense mats (cf. Little Dip Lake).

WiLsoni,a backhousel occurs in 40% of quadrats in Association VII and

has 100% frequency ín Associations VIII ' IX and X. This species forms

the basís of the understorey of these three associations yet it does

not occur outside this grouping of associations. SamoLus repens and

SeLLierq, r,q&Leans occur similarty in the four associations- Both have

frequencies of 100% in A,ssocíations VII and X and 20% in Association IX-

SamoLus has a lOOø" frequency in Associatíon VIII where SeLLíera occurs

in 60s" of quadrats.

Suaedø austraLis occurs in Associations VII, VIII and X but not in

fX. It is a dominant with IO0ø" frequency in Association VIII and has

2OZ-4O% occurrence in the other two associations. Ruppía Form E and

LepiLaena cyLindrocaTpt occ'rtr as occasional submerged aquatics in the

wet underlayers of Association vII. Both of these species and

Lanrprothatrmiwn papuLosum ane found in similar habitats in 40%-60% of

the quadrats of Association IX. The charophyte also occurs in Association

X but not elsewhere on the marsh. Juncus krAussii is found with

Gahnia fiLun in Association VII and also occurs with low frequency in

Association VIII. The grass PuccínelLia strícta, which was a dominant

in the first grouping of associations, occurs with 20%-40% frequency in

VII and VIÎL Frankenia paucifLoTd \^/as reco¡:ded infrequently.

MeLa\euca haLmatut otum, Tetz,agonicL ampLeticoma and Arnyema

meLqLeucae are unl.que to Association XI where they occur with SamoLus repens

and, SeLLíera yãdicons. Association XrI alone contains Gahnia tTifída

which co-exists wLL:n Gahnia fiLum and, SeLLiera Y'ad'Lcans.
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Relationships of individual species vary ín different associations

of this large community. Ruppia Form E anð' LepíLaena' cALindrocarpa occur

as co-dominants in the Ruppía pools yet are occasionally recorded in the

underlayers of more compfex communities. Sareoconnid quùquefLona is

the one species coÍtmon to all major associations befow 0.5 m a.I.I.

SUaedA aUstrALis occurs ín both groupings of associations, generally

growing on higher elevations. As discussed, other species may be unique

to a particular association or localized to a grouping of associatíons'

spring and autumn data on species in each association are

ta.burated from 0.25 m2 quadrat data (Table 5.10b and c). Trends in

freguency can be extracted, from this table for each association. As

anticipated, a general paucity of annual specíes was recorded in autumn;

plant parts from previous seasons contríbuted the few records of annuals'

In autumn no RUppiA Form E oqcurred in Lake Eliza or in any association

excepL V:Ji Ruppía Form E was germinating in L:ne Ruppia pools (Vf). The

frequenclz of the per:ennial RttppiA Form P remained constant i¡'r both

seasons. Algal frequencies (CLadophora and' LampnothatrwrLum) were al-so

reduced in April. The higher frequency of the perennial species

TrigLochín striatum in autumn in some associations, may be due to its

spread into vacant níches, Ieft by annual species'

A comparison of data in Figures S.toa and 5.10b shows the

significant effect of quadrat size in the determination of frequencies

for each species. For example, a small quadrat may detect fine

differences in the smaller species, whereas it may give an inadequate

representation of the species with larger growth form (see Chapter 4) '

The growi:h form and interaction of a species with other members

of the same species may influence the reliability of quadrat estimates'

As a measure of this, sociability of species within associatj-ons was

estimated (Table 5. tla) . Species such as Ruppia Form E , SaTeocov'Ytid''



Table 5-lO The effect of quaitrat size à¡Id seasona1ity on species
frequency in P1a¡t associations of the Lake Eliza SaIt Èlarsh

a. species frequency in 0.I sq n quadrats in sPring (sePt 1975)
b. species frequenry in o.25 sq m quadrats in spring (SePt 19?5)-
c- species freguency in 0.25 sq D quadrats in auttun (ÀPril 1976)
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lab1e 5-I1 cover and sociability estiDates for species in plant
associations of the Lake Eliza SêJ-t ¡farsh

a. sociability
b. Cover
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Irlue-green algae , LepíLaerta, SanoL?,¿.s and WiLsonia have different

social¡ility ratings in different associations. They may occur singly

or in tufts where they are not dominant, or may form carpets or Pure

stands- The quadrat sampling methods employed were not designed to

detect such differences.

cover estimates, made by visual estimation of the percenÈage

of a quadrat occupied by any one species/are presented in Table 5.llb.

The total cover for one association often totals more than I00% because

species overlap one another. cover gives an indication of the density

of the association and reflects the growth forms. It may also be

related to sociability for some small- species which have their highest

cover percentages when they are in pure stands or carpetsr e.9.

SamoLus repens, tliLsonía backhousei.

Biomass data are srmmarized in Table 5.L2. As a limited number

of samples was taken, the reliability of these estimates is low (see

chapter 4). However, comparison of biomass from particular associations

can be made and the distribution of plant matter between species

within associaÈions can be examined. Figures for dry w4'ght g/m2

and percentage of total dry weight are presented for above ground parts

sampled in september 1975 and April 1976. Some general trends were

detected. The smallest mean total dry weight (g/^2) was obtained for

the monospecific stand of Ruppía (Association vI); the considerable drop

in biomass from September (499 g/m2) to Apri L (32 S/^2) reflected the

ephemeral nature of the pool and its vegetation. Rttppía was germinating

ín this pool in April 1976 soon after it had been inundated by rainwater'

In Septembet L975 the total biomass per square metre was slightly

less in assocíations near the shore than in landward associations' In

general, the order of magnitude of biomass estimates for associations

was AssociaEion VI<II<III=VII<IX (samples in Associations I-V were not

taken in april Lg76, so season confirmation of this trend cannot be made) '
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InaprílthebiomassofAssociationVflwasgreaterthanthatoflX

orXanditwasalsogreaterthantheSeptembervalueforAssociation

VII. This may be attributed mainly to t}re values for Say,cocor,nia

which were 2 .2% of the total in septenber and 37s" in April; the

Lg75-76 growth had noÈ occurred by'september but probably contributed

totheAprilmeasure¡nent.AssociationlXhadasmallerbiomassin

Aprilrperhapsattributedtoageneraldecreaseinallspecies'The

higher biomass of Association X may reflect a general increase in

biomass of species at higher elevations'

Ifdataforsampleswithandwithoutrootsarecomparedfor

Association IX (see Tab1e 5'12) the contribution of below ground' material

canbeestimated.Approximately5Os"ofthemateriafharvestedwas

below the surface. 52sb of WiLsonia backhousei and 77g¿ of Sarcocov'wLa

quinquefLora are above the marsh surface'

Table5.13givesthebreakdownofbiomassforAssociationsVll,
).

IX and X. Wet weights, dry weights (g/^"), dry weight:wet weight (%)

and dry weight:total weight (%) are presented for each assocíation'

Dryweightofroots,unidentifiablematerialanddeadpartsandthe

percentagesofthesearealsoirrcluded.Table5.14presentssimilar

data itemized for individual species for a sample of two associations'

Ifthissamplíngprogranmewastobecontinued,indicesofaboveground:

belowgroundpartsanddryweight:wet'weightcouldbeusedtomake

estimates more accurate.

Transplantationandrecolonizationtrialsweresetupin

september 1975 and April 1976 when biomass was harvested' The harvested

plots were observed at intervals of four months. Material from within

)
a o.25 m- quadrat harvested from Association vII was transplanted into a

sterile poor as a trial to investigate the paucity of vegetation in

thishabitat.ResultsaresunìmarizedinTa]rles5.t5and5.16.



Table 5.13 The relationship of dry weight of plant parts

(g/m2 losoc) to wet weight of prant parts in
associations(VII, ÍX, X)in epriL L976
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Table 5, 14 The relationship of dry weight (ow g/mz 1O5oc) to
wet weight (W¡I g/Íí ) for individual species in
two associations (VII and IX).
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Table 5.16 Regeneration and recolonization of vegetation in cleared quadrats

from plant assocíations of the Lake Eliza salt l"larsh coruuunity
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Growth of some of the transplanted vegetatíon resumed within

twelve months and. SamoLt¿s and TriglocLtin became the dominant species'

These species ffowered in the third year after transplant (Plate 5'3'

Figure 5.I5). The underlayers of Ruppi,a' LepiLaerm and Larnprothatrmiun

gr¿dually declined; SaycOcoy'nia, Suaeda, Juncus anð, lliLsonì'a dLd' noL

show growth until Èhe thírd year. This evidence suggests that plant

growth is possibte in the sterile pools. This micro-environment may

be inhibitory to colonizati.on by aquatic species and may not be conducive

to plant propagation from seed or perennating organs even though

vegetative growth, once established, can be maintained. Alternatívely

the regrowth of the transplant may have been dependent on the transfer

of an island of sediments with the plants. The vegetative spread of

Rrypía Form P along the interface between sterile a¡rd Rttppia pools

also suggests that this environment is amena.ble to colonization' The

reason why the plants of the association bordering the pools (VII) do

not encroach these pools needs further investigation.

Recolonization following harvesting \¡Ias slower in the ploÈs

harvested completely than in those harvested to root level only

(Table 5.15). Aquatic submerged species were usually the colonízets'

LønpyOthatrmiUm, normally absent from Association VII ' was one of the

colonizing species in this association: this species may play a role in

primary succession on the marsh. Regeneration from roOt and rhizome mats

began two wet seasons after harvesting. Thus regeneration after damage'

although s1ow, seems Possible.
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CHAPTER 6. DÌSCUSSION OF SYNECOLOGICAL RESULTS

The presence or absence of hydropl-ryte species in the study

habitats was influenced by fluctuations in salinity as well as by

vTater level and maximum salinity: other environmental parameters had

a greater effect on plant distríbution within each ecosystem than on

ptant occurrence. The ephemeral or permanent nature of each habitat,

which is determined by vrater feveL fl.uctuations and lake-basin

morphometry, had a major effect on the species of hydrophytes present-

The occurlence of submerged macrophytes in relation to salinity

a¡¿ the ephemerality of the aquatic ha-bitats is surrunarized in Figure

6.I. In brackish, saline and hypersaline waters the diversity of

submerged macrophytes was lo\¡r: above a salinity of. 4 o,/oo TDS only

two genera of angiosperms, Ruppia and LepiLq,ens.' were present and

the algae were limitecl to Lampr.othatrmium, Entet'omorpha and' CLadnphora

and in one ecosystem AcetabuLar,¿a. Only Ruppía, LepiLaena and

Latnpyothanmíum toferated ranges of salinity from less than 4 o¡oo

TDS to over 60 o/oo fOS, and onLy .Rttppia grew actively in waters

over IOO o,/oo 
TDS . Ruppia was recorded in waters up to 230 o,/oo .¡OS

in another salt pan in the south-east of South Australia, although

at thís salinity the plants v/ere obviously under physiologtical sÈress'

AIt but one of these taxa are halophytic members of mainly

freshv¡ater ptant groups. The occurrence of the marine ACetAbuLari'a

penicuLus suggests that plants of both marine and freshwater origin

can occur in these salt lake ecosystems.

In general a greater species diversity was found for emergent

macrophytes than for submerged macrophytes; reeds of various species

occurred around both fresh a¡d saline permanent lakes, and a variety

of species fgrmed emergent salt marsh communities on the edges of

ephemeral salt pans and on the shallow beach areas of permanent

saline lakes.
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Thesubmergedplantcommunitiesofpermanentaquaticecosystems

are less variabte than those of ephemeral lakes and eulittoral zones

as the environmental conditions are more constant and perennial

species can establish themselves. As submerged species must recolonize

ephemeral haj¡itats ín each wet prt."" species with annual tife cycles

are favoured. Ruppia, LepiLaena and Larnprotha¡rm'ium were the only

submerged macrophytes which exhibited annual life cycles and could thus

occur in ephemeral salt pans or the eulittoral zones of permanent

lakes.

Aquaticangiospe.rmscanwithstandthedryanddesiccating

conditions of ephemeraf ha-bitats as dormant seeds'. RLtppia and'

LepiLaena both produce prolific numbers of seeds which lie dormant

on the salt crust over suÍìmer. Most vegetative parts of plants cannot

withstand desiccation in these harsh environments. However, in

Australian ephemeral ecosystems, RUppía often produces swollen turions

at the junction of leaf bases and rhizomes. These perennating organs

become detached from the parent-plant, remain viajrle in the salt crust

duringthedryphaseandgerminatewhenthelakesrefill.This

contrasts with reports of the behaviour of members of this genus in

ephemeral ha-bitats in Europe where propagation is solely from seed as

no vegetative parts survive drying (verhoeven 1979). The structure

and function of the perennating organs of. Ruppia are considered

in Chapter 9. The charophyte Lønprothørmiun papuLosl,0n sutvives

desiccation by forming resistant oospores which remain in the salt

a]ld mud crust until suitable conditions for germination occur'

The present submerged and emergent vegetation found in the

Iakes studied, may reflect previous v¡ater regimes within the lakes'

Information about the environmental. cond,itions under which sediments

were deposited is provided by the analysis of lake sediments (Ta-ble 5'5)'

Deposition of sedinients of the ephemeral lakes of the Coorong and some
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of the hypersaline Robe-Beachport lakes took place under highly saline

conditions indicating a long history of hypersaline conditions.

However, FIax Point on the coorong (now hypersaline) and mosÈ of the

permanent sites of the Robe-Beachport series have sediments which were

deposited under brackish to saline conditions. The least saline

1ake, Fresh Dip Lake, hTas probably saline aË some stage. The saline

Little Dip Lake may have had a fresh water phase in íts history as

evidenced by shells of freshwater species of ostracods found in the

sediments (de Deckker pers. comm. LgTg). These changes possibly were

caused by movemenÈs of the water table which altered the relative

position of fresh and saline aquifers with respect to the lake basins'

water table levels have direct or indirect effects on the water

regimes of the saline permanent Little Dip Lake, the fresh permanent

Fresh Dip Lake and the hypersatine Lake ELíza and its peripheral salt

marsh. lrlhen surveyed in November 19'77 aLL three ecosystems \^rere

within 0.5 m altitude of each other and all were withín 0.5 m altitude

of the sea level. Fresh Dip Lake is fed by rain which percolates

through the surrounding dunes and it probably atso fills by seepage

from a freshwater lens entering on the south wesLern dune shore'

Lake Eliza is just below sea level at most times of the year and the

ground water table meets the marsh surface in permanent pools which

appear to be spring fed. Large areas of the marsh are sta-bilized

by vegetation or covered by an impermeable layer that forms the Lake

ELj:za salt pan. However even when the surface is cracked and dry in

surnmer, the underlying sediments are fluid indicating that the water

table is not far below the marsh surface'

comparisons of the vegetation associations of fresh and saline

permanent lakes, and of permanent and temporary lakes can be made by

conside::ation of the Fresh Dip Lake. Little Dip Lake and Lake Eliza
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Salt Marsh ecosystems- Many of r-he submerged and emergent specles

are conmorr to the various permanent and temporary aquatic habitats

even though they occur in different associations'

Theleastsa].inelake,FreshDipLake,hasagreaterdiversity

of both sr-ùtmerged ancl emergent plants than the permanent saline Little

Dip Lake" The basins of both lal<es are covered by beds of charophytes:

the fresh lake has a dense low becl of ChAya OuLgaris and Latrrpyothatrmiun

pApuLosUm whereas the saline lake has a less dense cover of L. papuLosryl

alone. Símilarly there are more angiosperm species in the fresh lake

than in the salíne lake . ItfyriophyLLun pr'opinquwl and Potamogeton

pectirrctttts are the dominant fresh-lake-submerged angiosperms with

isolated patches of Ruppía sp. and LepiLaeTlø sp. Ruppia is locally

dominant along the dune face. Five species of reeds (LepidosperTna

cdflascclr|5 L' LongitudínaLer, Machaetína iuncea, Gahnia txifid.a, anð'

Scínpus nod.Osus) comprise the emergent aquatic plant association which

typically gives way to stands of the terrestriaL Leptospenmum

pubescens followed by a EucaLyptus diuet'sífoLia association' In

contrast, the saline Little Dip Lake is bordered by only two emergent

reeds, Juncus kraussíi and Gahnia fiLwn,and only one species of

submerged angiospermra perennial form of Ruppia (Form P), occurs in the

permanent areas of the lake-

on the south eastern shore of Little Dip Lake, a shallow

beach area forms an extensive eulittoraL zone in which three submerged

aquatic species, Ruppia (Form n), LepiLaern cgLindrocatpa and

Lønptothatrmiun papuLosum gro\it annually. All complete their life

cycles in the few months in which their habitats are wet. Higher

upthebeachanarrowbandofemergentsaltmarshspeciesgivesway

to the MelaLeuca haLmatWo\um association which typically surrounds

saline aquatic ecosystems j-n the area' The salt marsh species

in general order of ilominance with distance fron the permanent vtater
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include Arthrocnemum sp. , Sa.z.cocornia quinqtLefLora, WiLsonia

backhouseí, samoLus repens and seLliez,a yadíeans. These salt marsh

species afso occur in the salt marsh conntrunity adjacent to Lake Eliza'

Ingeneral,thesaltmarshcormtunityofLakeElizatypifies

Australian sal-t marsh communities:' the primary zono-tì on based on

ArthZ,Ocnemttm and SAy,cOcOtmia is co'nmon to coastal a¡rd inland salt

takes as weII as to mangroves and desert salt pans- The complex of

species associations delineated on this marsh provides further

evidence to suggest that the species plesent occur in different species

combinatíons and frequencies in Ïesponse to both the general environ-

mental conditions and to specific micro-environmental factors, in this

case height above the water table'

Thecomplexityofthisemergentsaltmarshcommunity,which

has twelve plant associations, contrasts with the relatively simple

association of species in the other aquatic ecosystems studied.

within this community the diversity of species in each emergent plant

association increased with elevation (a rise of 0.5 m over a distance

of 5OO m). The species occurrence of submerged anil emergent species

with height and distance from the lake shore is summarized' in Figure

6-2. Submerged aquatic species Ruppía, LepiLaena and' Lanrprothanmiun

occurred in pools on the marsh or in the seasonally wet understorey

of emergent associations. Most emergent and submerged species

occurred in more than one association, in each case in different

freguencies and associated with different species. The ubiquitous

SArcocormiA quinquefLona was a member of eight associations' Suaedn'

austraLís, A:rtht ocnemum sp., Tt igLochín stTíatum, lliLsonia baekhousei,

PuccíneLLia stTicta, SeLLiera radicans and SamoLu.s Yepens aLL

occurred in several assocíations and were conmon to similar salt

marsh areas in the region (cf. Little Dip Lake) and elsewhere in

Australia (Wood L937 ¡ Clarke and l{annon L967) '
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Previous work on Australian coastal saline marsh communities

has been confined to the southern coastal areas as these habitats are

replaced by mangroves elsewhere (chapman 1974). Studies of the salt

marsh communities behj.nd the coastal mangroves are provided by sauer

(1965)andClarkeandHannon(L961,1969,L97I).Wherethemangroves

(AUicenniy. marLna. (Forst. ) Vierh) are not in pure stands they may be

intermingLed v¡ith Atthrocnemum. A zono-tion through SaTeocotnía,

Suø.edø. austt,aLis, TrigLoehin stv'iatum and Samolus Tepens to Spot'oboLus

uír,ginieus (L. ) Kunth followed by Juncus ma.v'ítirm.¿s Lamk. var

au3ty,aLiens¿s Buch. and Batntea juncea (R. Bq) PaIIa forms behínd the

frontal mangrove zone (Cla::ke and Hannon 1967) '

Manyofthesegenero.arealsopresentaroundinla¡dsaltlakes

and desert salt pans. The pioneer stages of the salt marsh zancrtron

w.rth ATthTocneflrffit and SAt,cOCOI,niq. are similar in most Australian marsh

ecosystems but the later stages of zonatìott differ with the t'ype

of ecosystem and the geographic area' In South Australian arid

ecosystem s SporoboLus ui'ginicus, ,ILtncL,Ls mat'itimus var dust\aLiensís ('{k""u's¡

and. Cypexus Uagi.ø,tus R.Br, form tire later stages of zonotion with

At:tipLeæ paLud.osa R.Br. dominating the final community- rn less saline'

more humid, areas lkeLaLeuca haLmaturoTum and WiLsonia backhouseí

may be the primary colonists followed by a Su.A.edø., SAv'eoeOv'nia and

SamoLus association and Lhen Spot'oboLus anð' SeLLíerq' r'a'd¿cans (I{ood

L937¡ Chapman Ig74). fn Victorian salt marsh communities the primary

eonotion of. At'thv'ocnemwn is usually succeeded by bare ground' or

Mesembryanthennrn austI,aLe Ai-t. ot FtankewLa paueifLora which leads to

MeLaLeuca .ericifoLia smith scrubland and final:]y EueaLyptus oíminnLís

LabiII. woodland (Chapman L974) "

SpecíesofmanyofÈ}re.segeneraoccurinEuropean(Leet977)

and American (Ungar :':g74) salt marshes. Tz'iglochín, PuccineLLia,

DisbichLis, suaed.a and sa1,ícoTnia (eustralian material has only

recently been placed in the closely relateð. Sav'cOeOTniA) are
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cosmopolitan members of most salt marsh communities. A comparison of

most saline ecosystems throughout the world shows that estuaries,

inland permanent salt lakes, ephemeral salt pajls' inland salt marshes,

coastal mangrove communities a¡rd some desert saline areas all have

fluctuating environments and high water salinities, and they have

similarities in species composíti.on and productivity.

Lakes with water salinities between 2 and 6 o 
¡oo TDS often

contain species which cannot tolerate water salinitíes above LO 
o/oo

TDS. Potanogeton peetLna.Lus, Ruppía mav'itima and chat'a spp- are

reported in such lakes in the united states of America (ungar L974)

and show a remarkable simifarity to the species composition of the

Australian Fresh Dip Lake. In the American stuclies Potamogeton

pectirwtus is reported to withstand salinities of 13 o,/oo ToS.

Marine sea grasses often occur in estuarine areas, but the

halophyte Ruppia is usually the dominant species in these fluctuating

environments. Ruppia has been reported in Australian estuarine areas

byCongdon(Lg17)andCongdona¡tdMcComb(L979a)intheBlackwood

River Estuary of western Australia and by Higginson (L967) in the

Tuggerah Lakes system in New South Wales'

Ruppiaalsooccursasthedominantspeciesinpermanent

inland salt lakes in America (wetzeL L964; Ungar L974) ' Europe

(Verhoeven L979) and England (fee L977) irrespective of whether lakes

are evaporation pans or associated with salt deposits or marine

incursions. In most lakes of high salinity Ruppia is the only

submerged angiosperm present (e.g. Borax Lake, !{etzel 1964) ' Ungar

(Lg14) reports that it can tolerate salinities up to 74 o/oo 
XOS.

standing crop estimates from the stud-y sites and from saline

ecosystems elsewhere allow comparisons of plant producÈivity in a

variety of habitats. In this study standing crop was estimated by

measurement of t-he a-bove-ground parts from a dense area of each plant

association in November 1977 (g/m2ary weight rosoc). As the totar
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area sampled was small in each caser only general comparisons can be

made. Standing crop estJ-mates of 410, 2L3 a¡¡d tI .7 g/^2 were obtained

respectively from a perennial Ruppía (Form P) bed in Litt1e Dip

Lake (0.6 m) and annual Ruppia (Eorm E) beds in Fresh Dip Lake (0.6 m)

and the eulittoral zone of Little'Dip Lake (0.1 m). The maximum value

).
of 2L3 g/m' for the annuaL Ruppia in Fresh Dip Lake is half the maximum

val.ue of 4tO g¡^2 fot the perennial growing at a similar depth in the

saline Little Dj,p Lake, Yet it is twenty times greater than the

maximum value of 1I.7 g/^2' for the annual from the shallow eulittoral

zone of. the same saline lake. In Little Dip Lake the sta¡rding crop

of the annual is only 3% of that of the perennial. crop density

measurements in Ruppia associations in permanent and temporary habitats

in other salt lakes and salt marsh communities gave estimates between

)
3 and 5OO q/m' dry weight. These values are low when compared to the

standing crop estimates for the emergent salt marsh associations:

tlrese estimates ranged from 32 g/m2 (dry season) to 499 g¡^2 ro, u

Ruppia pool association to nearly 2ÐOO g/m2 in more complex associations

of emergent salt marsh species. Further analyses of the differences

in biomass of annual and perennial populations of Ruppía are reported

in Chapter 9.

These estimates falt within the ranges for similar plant assoc-

iations elsewhere. Westlake (1975) reports biomass yields in a

freshwater lake: species such as Chaz'a ot Wï'iophyLLum have crop

densities of from 4OO to 7OO g/m2 dry weight and the emergent reed

species from 3,000 to 10 ,OOO g/m2. Submerged marine associations have

crop densities between 3,OOO and 6 ,OOO g/m2 (Westlake 1975).

RtLppia is the only cosmopolitan genus which shows a wide

tolerance of salinity and habitat variability. Bíomass estimates for

Ruppí,a in an estuary j-n !ùestern Australia ratrged seasonally from

)
B Lo 5O3 g/rt" (Congdon and McComb 1-979a). In brackish and inland,

shalloru habitats in Europe, Verhoeven (1978) recorded biomass ranging
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.)
from 8. 5 g/^2 in winter to L32 g/m" in sunmer for Rt'tppía cív'r'hosa.

The occurrence of submerged macrophytes on the salt marsh and

.in permanent and temporary lakes can be contrasted. on the Lake

Eliza SaIt Marsh the annual Ruppía Form E occurred both in mono-

specific stands and wíth patches ot LepiLaena cAL¿vtÃr'oearpa. in

ephemeral pools and in the take proper. These species and Latrpnothattmiwn

pApULOSún also occurred in the ephemerally wet understorey of several

emergent pl-ant associations on the salt marsh. The perenníaL Ruppia

I.ormPwaspresentattheedgeofapermanentspring-fedpool.

Ruppia For:m E, LepíLaenrz and Latnprothørmíun were observed to act as

colonizing species in areas which had been cleared or damaged. These

submerged species covered such areas within L2-l-8 months of disturbance

and emergent species tended to regrow in the areas after this pioneer

colonizatíon. Similarly these species recolonized the eulittoral

zone of Little Dip Lake annually. The presence of Rt'tppia, LepiLaena

and. Lanrprothatrvtium in fresh and saline permanent lakes and in

ephemeral salt lake eulittoral zones, salt marsh pools and underlayers

of salt marsh associations is indicative of the wide range of environ-

mental conditions that these species can tolerate. The distinct

annual and perennial forms of Ruppia (Form E and Form P respectively)

are related to the temporary or permanent wetness of the habitats in

Little Dip Lake and Lake ELíza salt Marsh. In Fresh Dip Lake the

Rttppia acted as an annual even though its habitat was permanently

aquatic and its leaf widths were wider than annuaL Ruppía plants

from salíne locations. The growth form, life cycle type, salinity

range, type of ecosystem a¡d species associaÈions for RUppiA from the

study sites are suÍtmarized in Table 6.1 and are considered further

in Section 3.
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AUTECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE GENUS RUPPIA
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CHAPTER 7. OBJECTIVES

The general ecological character of the halophyte communities

occupying permanent and temporary habitats in a range of saline

ecosystems is described in Section 2. The evidence presented suggests

that the wide variability of environmental factors, such as salinity,

water depth and its permanence, Iimits the disLribution and diversity

of plant communities: once water salinity exceeds 40loo TDS the

macrophytes are restr:icted to two genera of angiosperms, RUppia and

LepiLaenn, and a few species of algae. It is of interest now to

explore the nature of adaptations evolved by plants in response to

their unçertain environments, and for this purpose the angiosperm RUppiA

is selected as the focus of the studies in Section 3'

Ruppía inhabits virtually the entire range of environments

considered j-n the synecological study. Over this range it is represented

by two forms which are distinctive in growth form, life history and

habitat. An annual growth form (Form B), typically small and delicate,

occurs most commonly in temporary (but occasionally in permanent)

vraters O.I - 0.4 m deep with salinities up to 18Oo/oo lOS. A perennial

growth form (Form P), typically Ìarge (to 2.5 m) and robust, occurs

only in permanent waters. It has been recorded in water up to 3 m

deep with salinities between 3 and 45o/oo rOS. Ruppia is present

contínuously whether actively growing or dormant: the plant persists

in permanent waters whereas it roithstands drought as seeds or

perennating organs in temporary habitats.

The two forms of Ruppía were investigated from both taxonomic

and ecological standpoints to determine whether differences in form

were due to species differences, or to wide phenotypic variation which

may be exp::essed under conditions of fluctuation and stress.
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A review was made of the taxonomic history and nomenclatural

status of the genus Ruppia both in Australia and elsewhere' Loca1

material was then examined to determine whether one, two, or more

species\^tererepresented.Fielddat'arincludingobservationsof

distribution, habÍtat a¡rd morphology of individuals and populations'

a¡d raboratory data, including data on cytology' anatomy' physiology

andpalynology,wereusedtoselectsuiÈabletaxonomiccriteria.

Ecologicalinvestigationsweremadeindependently:comparative

studies of the reproductive biorogy, rife history and of physiological

requirements and tolerances were made to elucidate the apparent

distinctions between the two forms in relation to their habitats'
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CIIAPTER 8. SYSTEMATIC STUDIES

8.1 Previous studies

1. Taxa of RutPPia

The genus RuppiA in the monogeneric family Ruppiaceae vlas

previously ir-rcluded in the Potamogetonaceae (Hutchinson 1959; Takhtajan

196l). The Potamogetonaceae I sens1/t |.atO, has been divided into five

or six families: Potamogetonaceae, Posidoniaceae I Zost.eraceae,

Ruppíaceae, Zannichelliaceae and' sometimes cymodoceaceae (Engrer and Gilg'

However, not all authors accept this division and similarities in the

floral morphology of Ruppia and Potamogeton, reported by Gamerro (1968)

and posluszny and Sattl-er (I974a), have led to further re-examination

of relationships within the larger context of the Alísmatales

(Helobiae). Evolutionary trends within the group have been postulated

using evidence from floral development (uhI 1947; Singh 1964, L965;

Posluszny and Sattler L973, L974a, b; Posluszny and Tomlínson 1977) '

A close relationship between Potamogeton and Ruppid was suggested

by Davis and Tomlinson (Lg74) who described perennating organs and

sessi1e fruiting carpels of an Australian species of Ruppia, R' tuberosa

Davis and Tomlinsoni these structures para]Iel the perennating organs

and sessile fruit of many species of Potamogeton. Problems of

interpreting such similaritj.es as indicative of evolutionary relation-

ships within the group of families, or as examples of convergence'

are outsid,e the scope of this study.

' In spite of uncertainties at familial and specific l-evels'

Ruppía is clearly distinguished by its characteristic flowers and

fruits. Vegetativety it may be confused with the aquatic monocotyledon

Potamogeton pectinatus and with species of LepiLaena of the families

potamogetonaceae and Zannichellíaceae respectively. Rt'tppíA often grows

in association with these in Australia.

L964)
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Rrypì,A is cosmopol_itan in distribuÈion, with records from

Africa (Obermeyer 1966), North and South America (Fernald and Wiegand

I9I4¡ Gamerro 1968), Asia (Miki 1935) , Europe (Reese 1962¡ den Hartog

I97r), New Zealand (Mason L967) and Australia (Aston 1973¡ Davis

and Tomlinson 1974).

RUppiA is a submerged, rooted, aquatic monocotyledon found ín

fresh to hypersaline water of depth 0.1 to over 3 m. Long filiform

or llarrow linear sessile leaves with basal sheaths without liguJ-es

are borne alternately from nocles on the rhizome or elevated stemsi

Ieaves and stems branch alternately in the same plane. Basal

shearths, with two small auricles above, broaden below to enclose

developing inflorescences untit peduncles elongate and elevate the

flcwers for pollination, either at the surface or in the water body'

The ínflorescence is a terminal spike of two bisexual flowers

borne one above the other on opposite sides of the peduncle. Each

sessile flower consists of two anthers, one above and one below the

2-L9 free carpels; no perianth is present. Anthers contain two bilocular

thecae which dehisce longitudinally at anthesis. Each carpel has one

pendulous ovule and a sessile peltate stigrma; the carpel base, sessile

at first, may elongate during fruiting to form a long stalk or

podogyne. Dïupaceous fruits, usually with podogynes, develop on

peduncles before falling frorn the plant; decay of the exocarp leaves

a hardened, often sculptured, endocarp with an operculum marked by

h¡eaker tissue at one end. Figures B.I - 8.3 iLlustrate these generic

characters together with specific variations. A glossary of terms

used to describe the morphological characters of this genus is

presented in Appendix V.

Opinions on the number of species of RuppZia present in

countries from which it has been described fall into two general groups:
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those which consider Rttppia to have one widely distributed and variable

species, R. mAritímA L., with variation at a varietal or sub-specific

Ievel (Asch.erson and Graebner L9O7¡ Fernald and f'Iiegand 1914; McCann

1945¡ ehí11ips 1958;vanOoststrooma¡¡d Reichgelt 1964; Mayer 1969);

and those which distinguish at Least two species (Hagström l91I;

Setchell L924, L946¡ Luther L947¡ Reese L962¡ Mason 1967¡ den Hartog

I97I). Separation of species generally has been based on peduncle

length and structure after anthesis. fn Europe two species are

described, R. maTitima wit:n short straight peduncles' and

R. cirrhosa (Petagna) Grande, v¡ith long spiralling peduncles.

R. cìrrhosa replace! the incorrect, later îanLe Ruppia spinaLis t'-

ex Dum. (see Gamerro 1968). Setchell (L924, L946) found the two

European forms to be constant and intersterile and Reese (L962,

1963) also supported the distinction on morphological and cytological

grounds. He fcund that for R. maritima.2n -- 20, and for r?. cizT hosa

(syn. .R. spínaLís) 2n = 40. Den Hartog (1971) re-examined the two

species and considered them separate' at least in the Netherlands'

Additional species of more localized Cistribution have been

described fron, other continents. Those considered to be good species

by den Hartog (1971), from literature examination, included

R. oeeidentaLis Watson from north-western U.S.A. and Canada (Watson

IB9O) , Ã. tm,meatífoLia. ¡ttlki- from Japan (Miki 1935) , and .R. nggc:earpa

Mason and R. poLucarpa, Mason from New Zealand (Mason L96l).

Australian material has previously been referred to Ruppia

maritíma or Ruppia ciz,y,hosa (iucorrectty designated -R. spíraLís) '

Thompson (196I) recognLzed both species while Aston (1973) ¡ re'c('c¡-'

nizing the variability and world-wide taxonomic uncertainty within the

çJenus, placed all nrateriaf under the oldest name .R. mL?itima' pending

revisj-on of the genus. The spirally coiled peduncles of most

Austratian material (sutton I9l9; Thompson 1961; Eichler 1965';
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Aston 1973) key it to R. eíru,hosa (syn. .R. spínaLis) raÈher than

R. malitima ín the British Flora(clapham, Tutin and warbutq L962) '

However, such keys, designed for use elsewhere are inadequate for

identification of Australian species as clemonstrated by the fact that

inotherimportantclraractersAustralianmaterialdiffersfrom

R. civ'r'hosa (syn. -R. sPinaLís) '

An Australian specíes, Ruppia tuberosq Ðavis E. Tomlinson,

was described from a hypersaline habitat in western Australia (Davis

and Tomlinson 1974) - It was distinguished on the basis of two

morphological characters not described for other species; the occurrence

of individually sessile fruiting carpels and the development of swol-Ien

shoots forming overwintering buds. Lucas and womersley (1971) a¡d

Aston (I973) have described similar perennating organs in specimens

from south eastern Australia.. Jessop (1978) suggested that some

south Austrarian material may be r?. tubev,osa. unfortunatery Davis and'

Tomlinson (Lg14) have described .R. tttberOSa from a narro\^I range of

Iocarities. A full examination of its life cycre and distribution is

necessarytoestablishitsdistributionandvariability.

TheonlyotherspeciesdescribedfrorntheAustralasianregion

are from New Zealand, namely R. poLycaÏ'pa and .R. mega.eayp1', separated

byMason(Lg67)onmorphotogical,cytologicalandecologicalgrounds'

Their occurrence in Australia has not been considered prior to this

study.

2. Taxonomic criteria

Wide variation in the size and growth form of the leaves'

stems, flowers and fruit occurs in the genus Rt'tppia. Species have

been defined by a variety of characters including leaf width, leaf

apex, peduncle length, carpel number and shape and size of fruit and

podogynes. Characters which are not subject to wide genetic

variabilityorenvironmentalmodification,andthusremainconstant
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throughout the range of the taxon I aTe the most useful taxonomically

(Davis a¡d Helnvood 1963). The environmental constancy of characters

is particularly important in a genus such as Ruppía where morph-

ological variation is associated with fluctuating environments'

Morphological forms which are characteristic of a species are not

always easily separated from responses to environmental gra<lients

(Bradshaw 1965¡ Helrurood 1968) -

The difficulties of species definition within Ruppia lnave

arisen because characters useful in one geographic a-rea do not separate

species adequately in other parts of the distribution range; fruit

size and shape, dístinguishing features of the New Zealan<l Ã' poLAcarpa'

and .R. meg1,cLrpa (Mason Lg67) have been reported to be affected

by salinity in other specíes (Mayer 1969). Similarly, the shape of

the leaf apices, considered useful to distinguish rR. círrhosa anð'

R. man'Ltima (Reese Lg62), is affected by age and by treatment of

material in some areas (Mason L967 ¡ d'en Hartog I97L) '

If variation in the structure or behaviour of an organism falls

into discrete classes which cannot logically be subdivided further'

it is a valid basis for taxonomic separation (Sokal and Sneath f963).

In practice, bimodal distributions of character states may also be

useful. A combination of characters related to the morphology arrd

anatomy of the plant is probably most useful for separating material

from one area. However, such a combínation of characters may not

apply in other areas2 and may be difficult to apply retrospectivel.y to

descriptions from the literature and to herbarj-urn specimens in which

the appropriate vegetative and reproductive characters are absent or

inadequately preserved. Thus characters used at species or generic

levels must be criticatly evaluated if taxa are to be soundty circum-

scribed. characteristj.cs of the habit, vegetative and reproductirre

parts and chromosome number have been used by various aut.hors in the
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classification of. Ruppia.

Plant form and height is determined by leaf length, stem

elevation into the water and by branching patterns. Leaf length

accounts for plant height in forms in which stems do not elongate and

in which leaves arise from nodes on the rhizome. In Neh/ Zealand, the

species that maintains a creeping rhizomatous habít (Ã. poLyearpa)

has longer leaves than the species with lengthened stems (n, mega'caTpL)

lrlhen stems raise nodes into the water the stems contribute to the

height. Prol-ific branching, with leaves crowded <listally on branches'

and the production of shoots and roots from elevated nodes, are

associated with the tatler R. megaearpa (Mason 1967) '

Asexual reproduction by lateral growth of rhizomes is a

characteristic of the genus; the modification of the rhizome and

Ieaf bases as perennating organs has not been reported for Ruppia

outside Australia.

species have been separated by leaf width in Europe (den

Hartog I}TL) and in New Zealand (Mason L967). Leaf cross-sectional

dimensions recorded as width:breadth ratios by Mason (L967) have been

used as taxonomíc characters.

The size and shape of the two lacunae found on either side of

the vascular bundle, and the number of parenchyma cells between the

Iacunae and epidermis also tdere considered distinctive characterístics

by Hagström (191I) and Mason (1967). Mason (L967) and Ogden (L914)

stated that the number of lacunae varies along the stem, but that

leaves are more constant in having two lacunae on either side of the

central vascular bundle. Den Hartog (1971) doubted the reliability

of using differences in epidermal cell width as he found no clear

distinction between size classes. The shape of leaf apices was

used to differentiate species in German (Reese 1962), New Zealand
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(Mason Lg6'7) a¡d Dutch (den Hartog 1971) mater.ial. This character

ca¡rbeusedonlyforyoungandundamagedmaterial.Leafcolourand

Ieaf sheath swelling, used by some authors I are only useful for fresh

materíaI.

Reproductivecharactersareoftenstatedaslesssubjectto

environmental ínfluence than vegetative ones. small changes in

reproductive organs may cause infertility or incompatibitity within a

çfroup, whereas vegetative changes, irrespective of theír advantages'

are unlikely to result in reproductive isolation. Ftoral and fruit

characteristics are the most frequently used taxonomic characters

ín ktppia.

In Europe R. maritima has been distinguished from

R. ciyrhosa by the length and degree of coiling of the peduncle

(Reese L962¡ den Hartog 1971).- These features are related to the

potlination mechanisms of the two species. R. maz'itíma with consis-

tently short straight peduncles is fertilized under water' R' cíz'thosA'

with long spiralling peduncles, is fertilízed aL the surface. The

spirallíng was postulated to provide a means of adaptation to

variablewaterdepth(denHartogIgTl).similarlongspiralling

peduncles are characteristic of most Australían and IIew Zeafand forms'

Mason (Lg67) found that a peduncular swelling at the inflorescence base

is specific for R. poLycarpa ín New Zealand'

Anthers are 'french roll' and 'kidney' shaped in the European

R. naritima and R. ciy,r,hosa respectively (Reese L962¡ Schwanitz L967) '

Mature anthers must be examined to record this character state

(den Hartog t97l). Differences i.n pollen shape have been interpreted

by schwanitz (Lg67) as developmental rather than taxonomic.

There are generally four carpels per flower in European

material. Rare ,¡ariants with two to ten carpel-s were recorded by Roze

(1894).NewZealandspeciescanJ¡eseparatedbycarpelnumber:

R, ïpgaearpa. has fou4, with variation from two to six: .R. poLycaz'pa
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usually has more than eight but ranges from two to sixteen (Mason

1967). FaIIen or aborted carpels must be taken into account if this

character is recorded from fruiting materiaL.

F ruit size \n/as used to separate species in New Zealand (Mason

L967). Fernald and Wiegand (1914) also used fruit size and shape as

distinguishing characters in American material. Mayer (1969)

accounted for size differences by endocarp thickness and indicated

that this was influenced by saliníty. His evidence, ho\^¡everronly

accounts for the small differences found between varíeties of

R, maríl;íma. ín North Ameríca. Differences in the shape of fruit are

attributed to the degree of swelling of the fruit by den Hartog (1971).

The length of the stylar beak rel-ative to fruit length and shape of

the perforation, or window on each side of the endocarp, have been

used to separate species in New ZeaLand (Mason L967). Den Hartog

(I97f) also considered perforation shape to separate species in the

Netherlands. The ratio of podogyne length to peduncle Iength was

used by Reese (1962) to separate .R. eirrhosa from Ã. maritima, However,

den Hartog (f97f) rejected podogyne length because of its variability.

The shape of podogyne attachment to the fruit is distincÈive in

New Zealand species (Mason L967). The lack of a podogyne distinguishes

the Western Australian species B. tuberosa (Davis and Tomlinson 1974);

sessile or subsessile fruits have not been recorded outside Australia.

Different chromosome numbers are reported andprovide afurther

basis for species distinction. The cytotaxonomic study of Ruppia

by Reese (L962) indicated that European .R. mayLtima has 2n = 20 and

R. eirv,hosa 2n = 40. New Zealand material is not polyploid' but

chromosome numbers differ: R. poLAcarpa. 2n = 18 and ,R. mega.earpa

2n = 20 (J.8. Hair cited. in Mason L967).

fn sunnary, Ruppia species cannot be distinguished relia-bly

on the basís of one or a few morphological characters. Fruiting'
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fJ-owering and vegetative characters together with ehromosome number

and information on the life cycte, environmental tolerances and

distribution are needed to delirnit taxa. It is essential to examine

material from alt life cycte stages, Consequently,herbarium collections

often do not provide sufficient information for determination of

the species: the maÈerial described in this thesis is based on

field collections over several growing season from 1975 - L978,

supplemenÈed by examination of specimens in The State Herbarium of

South Austral.ia.

9.2. Ruppia ín the south-east of South Australia

I. Introduction

Three taxa of Ruppia occur in the saline ecosystems in the

south-east of South Australia. Two of these taxa (a and C) generally

grow in ephemeral habitats and have annual life cycles: the growth

form of these taxa has been designated Form E in Section 2. The other

taxon (B) grows in permanent habitats and has a perennial life cycle:

this growth form is referred to as Form P in Sectíon 2. Descriptions

of these three taxa follow: Taxon Ã is described from the ephemeral

habitat in the eulittoral zone of Little Dip Lake (Figure 8-I),

Taxon B from a habitat in the permanent \n¡ater of Little Dip Lake

(Figure 8.2), and Taxon C from an ephemeral roadside habitat'

Blue-Green Alga1 Pool (Figure 8.3). The character states which

distinguish material of the three taxa in these locations are

summarized in Table 8.I.

The distribution of the taxa and the ranges of their

dístinguishing character states in the south-east of South Australia

were cletermined from an examination of populations of Ruppia in alt

stucly sites and from populations outside the study areas. A close

examination of pa::ticular characters \¡¡as undertaken to establish

the reliability of using these characters taxonotni-cal1y and hence to



Figure 8.1 Ruppia Taxon A

a habit showing growth and flowering from rhizome (x 1)

b growth by rhizomes from perennatír,g otguì= (x 3)

c turion type f (swollen rhizome) dried (x 8)

d turion type II sprouting (x B)

e turion type I (swollen leaf ba.se) (x 8)

f turion type I sprouting (x B)

S turion tlpe I dried (x 8)

h leaf apices (x 20)

i junction of leaf sheath and blade (x 8)

j germinating seed (x 8)

k mature endocarp (x 8)

I fertilized carpel (x 8)

m inflorescence with developing fruit (x 8)

n TS anther (lower) (x 8)

o TS anther (uppermost) (x 8)

p carpels with sessile peltate stigma (x 20)

q inflorescence (before anthesis) (x 8)

r inflorescence in swollen basal sheath (x 3)

s inflorescence side view (x 3)
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Fígure 8.2 Ruppía Taxon B

a habit showing branching (x 0.4)

b junction of leaf sheath a¡d blade (flattened) (x 6.4)

c leaf apices (x 16)

d germinating seedling (x 6.4)

e mature endocarp with tapered persistent podogyne (x 6.4)

f immature fruit - exocarp with tapered persistent podogyne (x 6.4)

g TS anther (x 16)

h,i carpels with sessile peltate stigma (x 16)

j inflorescence before anthesis (x 6.4)

k upper branch with tenninal inflorescence encl-osed. in extended

sheath (x 2.51





Figure 8.3 Ruppia Taxon C

a habit showing growth from rhizome and branching (x 2/3)

b leaf apices (x 20)

c perennating organ (tlæe r), swollen leaf base (x 8)

d immature fruit - exocarp with straight slender podogyne

endocarp visible through exocarp (x B)

e mature fruit - endocarp with persistent straight slender podogyne (x B)

f fruit developing in inflorescence (x 8)

S fertilized carpels after anthesis before podogyne elongation (x 8)

h inflorescence before anthesis (x 8)

i inflorescence before a¡thesis side view (x 3)

j carpels with sessile peltate stigrma (x 20)

k inflorescence in leaf sheath (x 3)

I TS anther (uppermost) (x 20)

m TS a¡ther (Iower) (x 20)
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determine the validiÈy of the division into species. Further

evidence is provided from chromosome studies lvhich examined the

possibilities of polyploiäy, hybridization and chromosome nu¡nber

clifferences. Transplantation experiments in the fíe1d and laboratory

were designed to examine the viabil.ity and stability of the three

taxa under differing environmental conditions (see Chapter 9) - A

map of the distribution of the taxa A, B and C in South Australia

was compiled from field collections and data from herbarium mater:íal

from '!he State Herbarium of South AustraLia (Figure 8.4) -

2. Descriptions

Ruppia Taxon A (Figure 8.1)

Sr:bmerged plants ín water 0.02-0.4 m depth, occur in the

eulittoral zone of Little Dip Lake when wet; annual growth from seeds

or perennating organs with rapid rhizomatous spread; plants individual,

not clumped. Stems present as sl-ender rhizomes; elevated stems

usually lacking or, where present, branching never extensive- Leaves

20-150 mm arising from rhizomes; blades 0.18-0.5 run wide x 0.05-

O.15 mm thick, often flattened in transverse section; width:thickness

ratio 3.5; apices rounded, obtuse to acute finely serrulate,

occasionally tnrncate or bidentate in older or damaged material

(rigure 8.Ih); epidermal cells t9 x 14.5 x 22 Um length (Iongitudinal)

x width (tangential) x breadth (radial) ¡ 2 círcular lacunae on either

side of the vascular bundle separated from the epidermis by I

(occasionaLLy 2) mesophyll cells approximately 50 ¡m in diameter.

Inf l.orescence (Figure 8.lq,rrs) before anthesis 4.5-6 mrn long x

I.8-2.5 mm broad; flowers with anthers oriented perpendicular to the

inflorescence axis; peduncle elongate, elevates inflorescence to

surface for pollination, usually retracted spirally in fruit; fruiting

inflorescence a dense spike (r'igure 8.1-m) rvithout a sv¡elling below the

lower flower. Flowers with clusters of 6-19 (usually >8) carpels.
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carpers sessire or subsessire in fruit (podogyne ( 2 nrm, not

persístent after exocarp decays) (Figure 9.1 1,m, prate g.2). f.ruit
(Figure 8.Ik), pyriform, nearly slzmmetric, L.6 (I.3-2.3) .mm length

x 0.9 (0.7-1.5) mm width x O.7 (0.6-0.9) mm breadth; l:w:b ratio

2-3:r.3:1; endocarp, sessire with very short styrar beak (<0.2 mm¡,

longiLudinar opercular ridge anól an ovate perforation (window)

on each side of the endocarp (Figure g.rk, prate B.r). Habitat

(eulittoral zone) wet midwinter to early suntrner (June to November or

December); salinity I9-24orloo TDS. Flowering time spring

(September to November); flowers protific. Re roiluction: sexual by

seeds, asexuar by perennating organs and rhizomes; seeds and

perennating organs dormant in the dry euJ-ittoral zone sediments from

late spring to late autumn (November - Mry). Occurs in mixed, st-ands

with LepiLaern eyLinátoeatpa oi occasionarry alone, stards often

surrounded by areas of the charophyte Latnpz,otha¡trnium papuLosun.

Ruppia Taxon B (Figure 8.2)

submerged, perenniar prants often in crumps in water of
0-5-2-5 m depth in Littre Dip Lake. stems elevated and bra¡ched

up to 2 m rong or as strong, lateral, spreading rhizomes; elevated

stems srender, sometimes zig-zag in one plane. Leaves 2o-250 nun

in length, arising from elevated stems or rhízomes; br-ades

0.4-l-0 mm wide, 0.3-0.7 mm thiôk, concavo-convex in transverse

section, width:thickness ratio I.5; apices bidentate ôr truncate,

obtuse in young material Figure 8.2,)¡ epidermal cells Il.5 x l_2 x

2ottm rength (tongitudinat) x width (tangentiar) x breadth (radiat);
2 ellipticar lacunae on eithe:: side of the vascular bundle separated

from the epidermì.s by 2 or in places 3 mesophyll ceÌls, 30 pm

diameter. Inflorescence (Figure 8.2j,k) before anthesis 5.0-5.5 mm

long x L.5-2.0 nrm broad; lower anther of the lower frower at 45o to

axis, upper anther perpendicnlar, peduncle elongate often to )1 m,
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elevating inflorescence to surface for pollination, often spirally

retracted in fruit; the fruiting inflorescence umbellate due to the

erongation of the individual podogyne (stalk) of each fruíting carper;

a swelling of the peduncle below the lower flower present in some

material. Flowers with cLusters of 2-6 usuailLy 4, carpels.

carpels each with a base elongating in fruit to form a stout podogyne

2O-4O mm long x 0.3-0.4 mm wide with the attachment to the fruit

tapering to a width of 0.8 mm (Figure 8.2e,f, plate 8.4). Fruit

turbinate with a swollen base, asymmetric with a marked convex

side (Plate 8.3) 3.I (2.8-4"6) mm length (excluding stylar beak)

x 2.3 (1.9-3.I) rnm width x 1.8 (1.5-2.0) mm breadth; l:w:b ratio

1.7:1.3:l; podogyne persistent after the exocarp has decayed in

mature and fallen fruit; endocarp with a longitudinal opercular

ridge and a deltate perforation on each side of the endocarp; terminal

stylar beak 0.9-I7 mm long. Habitat permanently wet, salinity

19-46o/oo tOSi flowering and fruiting late spring to early autumn

(November - March), flowering not prolific; seeds viable (laboratory

germination) but field germination has not been recorded. Reproduction

mainly asexual by the spread of rhizomes in the spring growing

season after a winter quiescent period; pJ-ants may produce roots and

shoots from nodes on the stem. Occurs in clumps often surrounded,

by carpets of Lønpnothatrmium papuLosun anð, CLadophora sp.

Ruppia Taxon C (Figure 8.3)

Submerged plants rooted in water 0.1-0.4 m deep in an

ephemeral roadside pool (Blue-Green Algal pool); annual growth from

seed or perennating organs with horizontal rhizomatous growth and

verticar extension by branching. stems present as slender rhizomes

or elevated stems from which branching initiaLes. L€âvês 5O-15O mm

long from branches or rhizomes; bl.ades 0.1-0.35 mm wide x 0.05-0.18

nm thick often flattened in transverse section; width:thickness

ratio 2:1; apices rounded acute to obtuse occasionalry truncate or
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bidentate in oÌder or damaged material (Figure 8.3b) epidermal cells

18 x 13 x 16 1.tm length (Iongitudinal) x width (tangential) x breadth

(radial); 2 elliptical lacunae on either side of the vascular

bundle separated from the epidermis by one mesophyll cell approximately

25 Um in diameter. Inflorescence (Figure 8.3h,i) before anthesis

2.4-3.7 mm long 1.4-1-.7 mm broad; flowers with anthers oriented

perpendicular to inflorescence âxis; peduncle elongate elevating

inflorescence to surface for pollination, usually retracted

spirally in fruit; fruiting inflorescence umbellate with individ.ual

carpel stalks (podoglmes) without a swelling below the lower flower.

Flowers- with clusters of 4-10 (av. 6.9) carpels. Carpe1s, each with

a base elongating in fruit to form a slender podogyne 10-20 mm long

0.05-0.IOnm wide, with a straight (non-tapered) attachment to the

endocarp (plate 8.8). Fruit pyriform slightly asymmetric 1.8

(L.5-2.4) mm length, 1.0 (0.8-1.4) nun widthr0.5 (0.3-0.7) mm

breadth excluding stylar beak and podogynei f:w:b ratio 3.922.I:1;

endocarp surface often rough or barbed with a narrow elliptical

perforation on each side; podogyne usually remains attache<l to

endocarp; terminal stylar beak very short <0.2 mm (Plate 8.7,

Figure 8.3d,e). Habitat (ephemeral pool) wet midwinter to early

sr¡lïrmer (June to November); salinity 9-35orloo TDS, flowering time

spring (September to November); flowers prolific. Reproduction

sexual by seed, asexual by perennating organs and rhizomes; seeds

and perennating organs remain dormanÈ throughout the dry season

from late spring to late autumn. Occurs in pure stands or mixed

stands with LepíLaerm cyLindnocaypq,.

3. Methods and Data

Fifty seven characters (most of which have been considered

in previous studies) were examined by the follov¡ing met-hods. Data

obtained are tabulat<-:d for each site in Apperrdix Vl . The charact.ers

which appeared., from initial descriptions and the resul-ts generated,



Plates 8.1 to 8.8

P1ate 8.1

Plate 8.2

Plate 8.3

Plate 8.4

Scanning electron micrographs of fruit of Ruppia
showing endocarp ancl podogyne (fruit stalk)
attachments.

Ruppia A endocarp, Little Dip Lake, fruit length 1-2 mm

Ruppia A, Litt1e Dip Lake, showing sessile base of fruiting
carpel

Ruppia B endocarp, Little Dip Lake, fruit length 2.4 nnt

Ruppia B, Litt1e Dip Lake, showing tapered stout fruit
stalk attachment

Plate 8.5 Ruppia B endocarp, Porters Lagoon, fruit length 2.6 mm

Plate 8.6 Ruppia B, Porters Lagoon, showing tapered stout fruit
statk attachment simitar to fruit of Ruppia B from
Little Dip Lake (P1ate 8.4)

Plate 8.8

Plate 8.7

Ruppia C endocarp, Blue-Green Algal Pool, fruit length 1.4 mm

Rttppia C, B1ue-Green A1gal- Poo1, showing slender straight
attachment of fruit stalk to endocarp
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to be useful for species distinction, are examined in detail:

measurements for characters examined quantitively are in Appendix

VII; means, standard errors, numbers of observations and. ranges

are presented for each characte::.

Morphological measurements

Most measurements were made on fresh or formalin-fixed

material.. The only dried specimens examined were from The state

I{erbaríum of south Aust-raria and parts were rehydrated in water

if measurements were necessary.

The shape of leaf apices from each síte was described,

according to the shape diagrams of Radford, et aL (L9j4 p135).

Several tips were examined on each of at least lO plants per stand,

of severar stands v¡ithin each ha-bitat. plants of varying age and

size were scored and, where present, shoots were included. Leaf

width and thickness were measured from whole leaves and transverse

sections. Measurements were taken 70-100 mm from the leaf base

or, where leaves were shorter, at the midpoint. Blades of varying

age were examined from each of severar plants in severar stands

within a habitat. Analysis of variance was used. to examine variation

in reaf width in reration to locality and plant form. Maximum leaf

length was ascertained for each site from measurements within and

between stands at each site.

The nunù¡er of cells separating the lacunae (of stems and,

leaves) from the epidermal cerls, the shape of the racunae and the

dimensions of epidermal cells were recorded from hand and microtome

sections. Freehand sections v¡ere difficult to obtain as most leaves

and stems are smarl and fragile. Limited success was obtained

using the method of ogden (L974) but dericate material tendecl to

disj-ntegrate under the pressure of the brade. An Ames microtome

cryostat was used to cut frozen sections of sterns and Ie:aves.
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Sections 30 ¡.r m in thicl<ness were cut and, taken up onto clean cold

albrlnen coated sIídes. Sections were flattened and fixed to the

slides by gentle thawing of the underside of the sliderand then

stored below OoC until staining. Indivíduat sections were stained

with anil-ine sulphate and haemotoxyLin L:7, rinsed carefully with

water and mounted in glycerine jelty: staining and mounting were

carried, out under a díssecting microscope. The inability to obtain

whole sections from some material may have been due to the collapse

and fracturing of cells around the large lacunae during sectioning.

Wax embedding might overcome this probtem. Results are presented

in Appendix VIII. Measurements are in micrometres and represent

the mean of I0 measurements from at least two leaves or stems-

These results show that epidermal cells of Taxon B tend to

be smaller and shorter than ce1ls of Taxon A. The number of cells

between the epidermis and lacunae varies within plant populations

and sometimes within a plant. In general, Taxon B has 2 ot 3 cells

while Taxa A and C have one, occasionally two. This character is

unreliabte as the variation between populations of A anc C overlap

the ranges of B. The sizesof the lacunaeare related to the diameters

of the leaves.

The dimensíons of the inflorescence and the number of carpels

for upper and lower flowers of each inflorescence were recorded from

stands at each site (Appendix VfI). The inflorescence measurements

vary according to the stage of development of each specimen; Iength

measurements may be biased by elongation of the axis between the

two flowers of an inflorescence afÈer anthesis. Where possible,

measurements were made on mature flowers just before anthesis. Means,

ranges, standard. errors and the nr,rnber of observations are presented

(Appendix VII). Carpel number has been anal-ysed by analysis of

variance. The shape of the thecae, the forrn of the peduncle' the

position of flowers, and the swelling of floral sheaths and pecluncles
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Ìrere recorded for samples from each habitat. Time and abundance of

flowering were recorded also.

Exocarp and endocarp were exa¡nined where available and if

necessary the exocar:p was removed to reveal the endocarp with its

stylar beak a¡¡d podogyne. Length (excluding beak and podogYne) r

width and breadth of endocarp and beak tength were measured (appendix

VII). Shape, symmetry and podogyne characters of the fruiting

carpels were assessed subjectively from a wide range of material.

Data on fruit lengths were analysed by analysis of variance.

Features of the habit. a¡¡cl habitat of Ruppì.a were recorded

in the field and la-boratory.

Differences in pollen shape and size for fuippía marítímø and

Ruppia spínaLis were thought to be specific by Reese (L962). Pollen

examined in this study was prepared by staining with gentian violet

and aniline oil (Radford et aL L974). Preliminary examination of

size and shape of pollen from South Australian material suggested

differences between the taxa A and B, and C (Appendix IXa). Pollen

of Taxon A was generally elongate, dumbell shaped (Figure 8.5-1)

and longer than the squat, elliptical or dumbell shapes (Figure

8.5-2, 4) of Taxon B pollen; pollen of Taxon C was elongate and

boomerang-shaped at maturíty (Figure 8.5-3).

Mean lengths of pollen grains were a¡ralysed for three

habitats using Studentrs ttTrr test for comparison of means. Variation

between ha-bitats, between plants, and between mature and immature

anthers from the same plant and anthers of the same flower were

tested. Results are presented in Appendix I)(b. There were significant

differences in pollen grain lengths between habitatsi no significant

difference occurred between plants from the same habitat when pollen

grains from anthers at the same stage of maturity were scored.

Significant differences between mean pollen lengths of immature and'
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Figure 8,5 Pollen grain shape Ln Rutppia
I dunbell, elongate
2 dumpy
3 boomerang
4 elliptic
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mature anthers were obtained for two sites. No significant difference

v/as recorded for pollen of Taxon C from Lake Robe but this material

may all have been immature as no dehisced thecae were found. Differences

betv¡een pollen grains within an anther, or between anthers from the

same fl-ower, were not significant. The variatíon within and between

anthers may be attributed to the age of the pollen. Developmental

changes probably occur suddenl-y with a1l grains maturing simultaneously

rather than gradualty and sequentially, or alternatively full

development may not occur until irmnediately before anthesis and thus

mature potlen would be difficult to obtain from intact thecae. These

observations confirm those of Schwanitz (L967) who found differences

in fu,tppía pollen in Europe to be developmental, with pollen maturing

immediately before anthesis.

The differences in pollen grain shape between Taxon B and

the annual taxa, A and C, may reflect the later flowering times of

B (see Appendix IX ) as material was collected in November L977, whiclt

is late in the flowering period of A and C yet early for B. Alternatively,

the developmental regime of poIlen of A and C may be such that pollen

matures well before anthesis, whereas in B it matures immediately

before anthesis. Systematic examination of pollen changes at short

intervals throughout a flowering season in each habitat would be

necessary to test these hypotheses.

Chromosome nudbers

Studies were carried out to determine whether the chromosome

nurÍbers of the three taxa of Rttppia differ: any differences would give

a¡ indication of the genetic basis and evolutionaay history of the

variation observed. As polyploidy has been recorded in thís genus

in Europe, but not in the species in New Zealand (see Section 8-2) ' the

possibility of it occurring within the genus in South Australia

warranted further exam-tnation. Polyploidy may have occurred, by the

doubling of the chromosome number in a single species or by the
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doubling of the chromcsome number foliowing hybridization

(Dobzhansky 1970).

Rtppia collected and fixed in the field included germinating

seeds and perennating organs of A from Little Dip Lake, rhizomes with

growing shoots of B from Little Dip Lake and young flowers of A, B

and C from various locations. Although only actively growing material

was col-lected and fixation took place at various times of the day,

no mi.totic material was isolated from these coll-ections.

Laboratory germinated material included: seeds of A from

Little Dip Lake, seeds of B from Littte Dip Lake and Porters Lagoon

(north of Adelaide), seeds of C from Blue-Green AIgaI pool and

perennating organs of A from Beachport Salt Lake and !'faltowa Swamp

(26 km from Wellington). La.boratory grown material v¡as more

suitable as the time l-ag between collection and processing was

eliminated and sampling of material at intervals during a 24 hour

period allowed the determination of the optimal time for cell

division. The optimal time for division was between 0730 and 1000

hours.

DevelopÍng anthers and root and stem meristemb were

suitable as potential areas of cell divisíon. Squashes made of

cells of stem meristems from the base of the sheath near the endocarp

or perennating organ were the most successful. Attempt.s to obtain

and fix the meiotic cells of developing anthers \^rere unsuccessful ,

possibly because division is complete at a stage when the flowers

can scarcely be distinguished in the leaf axils. Root tip

preparations of both field and laboratory material failed to yield

dividing cells.

A variety of methods of pretreatment, fixation, hydrolysis and

staining were used on both field and laboratory rnaterial. Material

was pretreated with various mitotic inhibitors (including satrrrated

aqueous solutions of cc-bromonapthalene, O.002 M 8*hydroxyquinoline,
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O.2t colchicinerinflol acetic acid, and cold (4oc overnighf-)) and

the lengths of time used for fixation and hydrolysis were varied.

vegetative material from rooÈs and shoots v¡as fixe<l in a

mixture of alcohol:acetic acid (3:t) for periods from L2 to 24 hours'

Flovrering material was fixed for varying times in a nixture of

alcohol:acetic acíd:chloroform (3:1:4) -

Hydrolysis with lN HCI was found to be the most satisfactory

procedure, although a direct fixation hydrolysis technique with

5N HCI followed by sÈaining with toluidine blue was also used with

some success. various stains, including toluidine blue, aceto-

orcein, feulgen (leuco basic fuchsín) and a haemotoxylin ferric

chloride and iodine staín, were used. The most successful method

for obtai.ning chromosome squash preparations is outlined in Appendix

x

chromosome numbers were determined for the three forms A,

B and c. Although some overlapping of chromosomes occurred in

most cells examined, a chromosome numbet of 2n = 20 was counted in

several cells of each form. Thus polyploidy is not evident.

Camera lucida drawings of chromosomes for each are presented (Figures

8.6, 8.7, 8.S) . This chromosome number is consistent with the basic

diploid number 2n -- 20 found for the European material (Reese 1962)

arrd for .R. megaeaYpq from New Zealand (Mason 1967). The 2n = L8

recorded for Ã. poLAcaï.pa, in New Zeal-and (Mason L967) could have

occurred by reduction in the basic chromosome nuÍiber (2n = 20).

Detailed karyotype studies of both Australian and New Zealand

material could elucidate this further.

TransPlantation exPeriments

The stability of growth form differences in Ruppia in

dífferent habitats was examined by field and laboratory transplant-

ation experiments. If the observed differences are constant for

each form, therr they should be mai.ntained in all habitats- However'
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if growth form is a response to environmerrtal conditions such as

the ephemeral or permanent nature of the ha-bitat or sal-inity, then

the growth forms of A, B and C should change under different

environmental regimes. One field trial and eight laboratory

trials were conducted to examine these alternatives. These exper-

iments are described and discussed in Chapter 9 (Section 9.2,

Table 9.2) .

There is no evidence to suggest that the growth forms of

Ruppia A, B and C change with habitat. Although the results of the

field trial were not definitive, they indicated Elnal Ruppia A and

Ruppia B would not grow in alternative habitats. In the lalroratory,

the annuals, A and C did not grow perennially under permanently

submerged conditions and the perennial, B, failed to regenerate

after the dry phase of the ephemeral cyc1e.

8.3 Analysis of taxonomic characters

A set of characters most likely to be useful for the separ-

ation of species of Ruppía ín South Australia, was chosen as a

result of the preceding examination of the South Australian material

and the literature. Ta-ble 8.1 lists the characters by which taxa

A, B and C were initially distinguished, and the characteristics

examined for each taxon in each habitat are tabulated in Appendices

XI and XII. To show differences bet$¡een taxa, quantifiable

variables (leaf width and breadth, fruit dimensions, carpel number

and inflorescence dimensions) together with qualitative morphological

differences of podogyne, fruit and per:ennating organs and sorne

parameters related to ha-bit and habitat (growth form, flowering time

and abundance, depth and permanence) were analysed. The constancy

of these differences was used as a guide to the validity of the

taxa A, B and C.



Table 8.I Comparison of taxa A, B and C from 3 localities
in the south-east of South Austra]-ia

iaxon A (LDL) Taxon B (LDL) Taxon C (BGAP)

SECdS

asexual perennating
organs of one kind
a) swollen stem

bases at junction
with rhizome

rhizomes

seeds (not seen
germinating in
the field)
no perennating
organs

rhizomes

seeds

asexual peren-
nating organs of
two kinds
a) swollen stem

bases
b) swollen rhizomes
rhizomes

Reproductive
potential

Range I sE

I.5-2.4 I.8 0.03
0.8-r.4 1.0 0.02
0.3-0.7 0.5 0.02
thin straight
persistent
10-20 mm

pyriform

<0.2 mm

2, narrow elliptrc

Range ; sE

2.8-4.6 3.1 0.04
1. 9-3. I 2 .5 0.04
I.5-2.O 1.8 0.03
stout tapering
persistent
10-40 mm

asymmetrical
turbinate

O.9-1.7 mm

2 | deltate

Range I sE

L.3-2.3 1.6 0.04
0 . 7-1. 5 0.9 0.02
0. 6-0.9 0.7 0.02
sessile- subsessile
non persistent
<2 mm

pyriform

<0.2 nm

2, narrow ellipt-ic

Fruit:
Iength
width
breadth
podogynes

shape

beak
endocarp per-
forations

4-I0 average 7

0. 1-0. 35x0. 05-0 . l8
2.I

2-6 usually 46-19 usually >8
Flowers:
Carpels

0.5-1.0 x 0.3-0.7
I.5

0. 18-0. 5x0 . 05-0.15
3.5

Leaves:
VrIxB (mm)

W:B

-annual growth
with stems
branched or
growth from
rhizomes

-not clumped
-growing season
June-November

-flowering
September-
November

-robust perennial,
stems branching
to 1.5-2.O m

-clumped
-present 12
months

-flowering
November-
March

-delicate annual
stems aÌ¡sent or'
very short -
height mainly
due to leaves
from rhi.zomes

-not clumped
-growing season
June-November

-flowering
September-
November

Habit

saline temporarv
waters g4E o /o;
TDS 0. l-0. 3 deeP

saline permanent
^al

waters L9-46- /oo
TDS 0.5-3.0m

deep

saline temporary
waters tg-zÁ o/oo

TDS up to
0.4 m <1eeP

Ha-bitat
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!.rom the trveh,'e quantitative characters measured for RUppía

from each site (Appendix xlr), eight were selected for further

analyses. The matrix of scatter diagrams (Figure 8.9) shows the

variatíon in each character and the relationship of this to the

variation of each of the other seven characters. Each poj-nt represents

the mean values for two characters in one ha-bitat. these values

and their standard errors are presen'bed in Appendix xII. The

presence or absence and state of the podogyne (fruit stalk), divides

the mal,erial- into three distinct groups which correspond to the

taxa A, B and C. These podogyne characteristics are represented

on the scatter diagrams (¡'igure 8.9): podogyne absent characterizes

Taxon A) podogyne present, stout IO-40 mm in tength with a tapered

attachment to the endocarp, characterizes Taxon B, and podogyne

present, slender 10-30 mm in length with a straight attachment to

the endocarp, characterizes Taxon C (Plates 8-1 - 8.8).

scatter diagrams for characters measured from individual

plants were constructed for a linrited number of plants. Conbinations

of unrelated characters such as vegetative and fruiting characters

were difficult to score, as mature fruits usually had fallen from

the parent plant. Figure 8.10 shows a plot of fruit length against

leaf width, with habitat permanence (shown by symbols for each

Iocality). Material scored was from B1ue-Green AIgaI PooI, (C),

Little Dip Lake, (4, B), a¡d Porters Lagoon, (B) . This scatÈer

diagram shows a discontinuity beblveen t$/o taxa only; B is separated

from A and c by these characters, but A and c are not separated

from one another. Three characteristics of the fruit, (length,

wj.dth and podogYne features) from 14 habitats are plotted in Figure

8.I1. The ranges of fruit length and width for A and B are discrete

taken separately, l:ut are overlapped by the range of C' Podogyne

form, ho,,vever, divides the material distinctly into the three

categories corresponding to A, B antl C.
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The quantitative characters most likely to separate the three

proposed taxa were selected from the matrix of scatter d.iagrams

(Figure 8.9). Graphs of carpel number, leaf width, a¡rd fruit tength,

width and breadth are plotted for each location and also for each

taxon (Figures 8.I2, 8.13, 8.I4, 8.15, 9.16). Differetlces between

sites and between taxa can be compared in each figure. The sample

numbers for fruits and carpels are small for some localitíes as a

result of the scarcity of flowering material. Carpel nrunber clearly

separates A, B and C: fruit measurements show a similar trend

although the ranges of A and C overlap. The ranges of A, B and C

for the leaf width all overlap, even though three groups are evident.

Carpe1 number, fruit length and leaf width were chosen for

statistical analyses.

For each of these three characters an Anova table was

constructed and an analysis of variance carried out on differences

between sites and between forms (Tables 8.2, 8.3, 8.4). The F

values indicate a significant difference beÈween sites and between

taxa for each of these three characters.

Localization of this variation was made using the New

Multiple Range Test of Duncan (Li 1964 p27O) to rank and compare the

differences between treatment means. This test works on a principle

similar to the principle of least significant difference (LSD) using

the value shortest significant range (SSR). This value Ís cal-

culated from the formula SSR = ÆO.O2S x s¡lwhere s-, the

standard error of the mean (=t ,ØO, 
^nd 

ño.ozs br Æ.o.Oo5)

the significant studentized range, are read from tables at 5% or

tg levels of significance (Appendix tables 8a, 8b in Li 1964).

Values are read for g, (the number of means in the group to be

compared) and v" (the number of degrees of freedom of the error-¿

mean square as calcul-ated for the Anova).



Table 8.2 Statistical Analysis of Data on Ca-rpel Number

a) Anova Tables

Differences between sites Differences between A. B, C

Source of
Variation

among sites
(treatments)

within
Iocations
(error)

total

*1 !' = I.75 2F 0. 05 (2 , L2,O)
3 .07

0.05 (15, 120)

F0.01 (15, 120) = 2.L9 to.ot (2, r2o) 4.79

F = 2.780.0o1 (15, 120)

.'. P<0.00I . There is a sig-
nifica¡t added varia¡tce
component due to differences
in carpel nu¡riber between
sites

b) Multiple Range Test

alinity (o /oo
Site Taxon ;* ) range for

t ha-bitats

Fo. oot (2, Lzo) = 7 '32

.'. P<0.001 . There is a significant
added variance comPonent due
to differences in carPel nu¡nber
between forms A, B, C.

n

L77 1I.08

101 6.31

lIB 4.O7

There is no significant
difference between means

Form x

Brlp SL
LDL
LESM

Cw

LR
FP
ML
LR
.FDL

BGAP
WL

CNL
PL
LDL
LESM

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
c
c
c
B
B
B
B
B

12.8
1r.9
11. I
10. 5
r0. 4

64-r08
L9-24

6-25
>38
20-50
37-90
L2-33
20-50
2.I-3.3
9-35

>38
=38
L2-29
t8-39
20-24

A

B

c

5
I
0
3
7

699
9
6
6
6
4
5
4
3

2

.60

.50

.42

.09

.96

.58

.11

.32

.84

5653.64I8 547L.O395botal
t420.9

4232.7

403

15

*1
80.0282.2

3.5

1889. 2

4.3t692.7

3778.3

393

2
among
ArBrC

within
ArBrC

*2
438.6

df FMSSS MSSSdfSource of
Variation F

* for values of n see Appendix VII.



Ta-ble 8. 3 Statistical Analysis of -!-ruit Length
Meäsurements

a) Anova Tables

Source of
Variation

among sites
(treatments)

within
locations
(error)

total

*1 F

F

0.05 (13, L2O)

Differences between sites Differences between A, B, C

,Ê2 F 3.O7I. 80

2.30

0. 05

0.01

(2, t2O)

0.01 (13, L2O)

F0.001 (13, 120)
2.90

.'. P <0.001. There is a
significant added variance
component due to differences
in fruit length between sites

b) Multiple Range Test

Site Taxon x

.12

.09

.03

.59

.26

.02

.95

.7L

.55

.25

F (2, 120)
4.79

F = 7.32*0.00r (2, 120)

.'. P<0.001. There is a sigrnificant
added variance component due
to differences in fruit length
between A, B, C

2.96

r.98

L.75

The differences between
means are all significant

I'orm* x

PoL
LDL
LR
LESM
FDL
FP
B/p SL
LR
BGAP
Cw

LR
LDL
LESM

B
B
B
B
c
A
A
c
c
A
A
A
A

3

5

3
2

2
z

1
I
I
I
I
1
I

B

c

A

.89

.83

.79

95.892s8 95.74259total

11.6t

84.28

246

L2

257

2
among A, B
and C

within A, B
and C

trl
148.85

0.05

7.02
*2

393. 19

0. 09

36.08

23.58

72-15

Source of
VariationFMSSSdf MSSSdf

* î.or values of n see Appendix VII



Table A.4 Statistical /\nalvsis of Leaf Width
Measurements

a) Anova Tables

Ðifferences between sites

Source of
Variation

¿ìmong sites
(treatments)

within
locations
(error)

total

*IF

Differences between A, B, C

*2F0.05 (18, L2O)
L.75

F0.0I (18, 120)
2.L9

çr . = 2.78'o.oo1 (18, 120)

.'. P<0.001 . There is a sig-
nificant added varia¡ce
component due to differences
in leaf width between sites

b) Multipte Range Test

Site Taxon x *

0.05 (2, I2O) 3.O7

F0.01 (2, L2O)
4.79

F0.00I (2, L2O)
7.39

.'-P<0.001 , There is a significa¡rt
added variance component due
to differences in leaf width
between A, B, C

0. 48

0. 35

o.23

Significant differences
occur between all means

x-Form

PoL
vÍL
CNL
FDL
LDL
C$¡

EH
LESM
B/p SL
BGAP

LDL
LR
LR
PL
FP
BL
ML

B

B
B

c
B
A
B
B
A
c
A
A
c
A
A
A
A

0. 55
0, s5
0. 53
o.52
o .46
o.42
0. 39
0. 38
o.26
o.22
o.22
o.20
o.2I
o -20
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Means (for sites and for taxa) were ranked according to their

magnitude and the standard error of each mean calculated, (from the

formula 
"- = Øn where 

"2 
i" the error mean square and n the

v
number of observations). As the sample sizes were unequal, it

hras assumed that n - no where "" = # Þ") K-IL /f",1 (sokar and'l
2

a

Rohlf 1969) where k is the number of treatments and n the number of

scores for each sample. The shortest significant range (SSR), for

each of the k-l comparisons to be made, was therefore calculated as

the product of the standard error of the mean and the significant

studentized range for the nuniber of means being compared. The

difference between a pair of the ranked means was considered

significant if it exceeded the corresponding SSR value for that

nunber of comparisons. In this way differences between sites and

between taxa were localized for carpel number, fruit length and leaf

width. In TabLes 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 the ranked means are aggregated

into groups (marked by bars). There are no significant differences

between means within each of these groups.

For carpel number, significant differences are evident between

A and B, B and C, and A and c. The variation between sites supports

these divisions; significa¡rt differences were recorded when each

site for A v¡as compared with each site for B and C, and when sites

for B were compared with C. No significant differences occur between

the three sites for Taxon C. The seven sites for Taxon A faIl into

three groups with considerable overlap and a similar situation occurs

for the five sites for Taxon B (ta¡te 8.2, Figure 8.12). It may be

postutatecl that the differences within groups A a¡d B are due to

variation of environmental parameters between habitats: for example

salinity increase may stimufate smal-I increases in the number of

carpels (salinity ïanges for the plant habitats are presented in

TaÌ¡te 8.2). Another source of variation coul-d be the small sample

sizes for some sites. However, this analysis indicates that the

k
In

I
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differences between the groups A, B and c are significant when sites

are grouped' thus taking the variation between sites into account.

Analysis of fruit length data al-so supports the division into

three groups as differences between A and C, B and C, and A and

C are significanÈ (Table 8.3). There is no overlap between A and B

or B and C, but there is some overlap between A and C and again

some variation between sites for each taxon. fhe fruit lengths of

A and B from Lake Eliza Sal-t Marsh and of C from Fresh Dip Lake

are significantly clifferent from aII other sites and from each other.

The fruits of A and B from the salt marsh are significantly smaller

than the fruits of these taxa from other sites. These differences

seem to be related to environmental factors such as the short wet

cycle in habitats with A or the shallow depth of locations with B

(Ta-ble 5.1), although the small sample size may have biased these

results. Fruits of C from Fresh Dip Lake are longer than from other

sites, possibly attributable to the fresh water in this habit.at.

Although the analysis of fruit length again supports the same three

groupings, thís character is more variable than carpel nwnber (Table

8.3, Figure 8.14).

Significant differences in leaf width between the three

taxa, A, B and C are observed, notwithstanding some variation between

sites (Ta-ble 8.4, Figure 8.13). Groups of sites for A and B are

separate, except for the Coobowie site (C\{), which has plants with

v¡ider leaves than other sites of A. However, these measurements

were made on leaves from only one collection. Further collections

are needed to substantiate the observation that the leaves are wider

and the plant form more robust at this site than at the locaLities

of A irr the South-East. Leaf width of C is more variable than for

A or B; leaf widi-hs of C overlap with both A and B. The leaves of

material from the fresh sit-.e (FDL) are consistently wider than
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the 1eaves from the o-'her two sites for C. Examination of material

from a wider selection of hal¡itats is necessary to determine the

effects of salinity on teaf width in all of these forms.

The subdivision of Ruppía in the south-east of South

Australia into three taxa is supported by the anal-yses of carpel

nrrriber, fruit length a¡d l-eaf width. Taxon A is distinguished from B

a¡¡d C by its greater carpel number per flo$¡er' small-er fruit and

narro\iver leaves and by the sessile indívidual fruiting carpels.

Taxon B is distinguished from A and C by the small number of carpels

per flower, robust and wider leaves and larger fruiting carpels with

a stout persistent podoglme with a tapered attachment to the endocarp-

Taxon C is intermediate between, but distincÈ from, A and B in

carpel nurìlf,er, Ieaf width and fruit length. It is also distinguished

by the slender persistent podogyne with a straight attachment to the

endocarp. Fruit dimensions and leaf width are more vafiable in

group C than in either A or B. The greater variability within C can

possibly be explained by the wider range of habitats in which it

occurs; it is found in both permanent and ephemeral habitats of

varying depth and in satinities ranging from fresh to hypersaline.

A and C share some characters which are absent in B'

perennating organs are found in A and crboth of which grow in

ephemeral and permanent habitats and are always annuals, B

is a robust perennial found in permanent $¡ateïs: perennating organs

have nevei been recorded for this taxon. In addition a greater

overlap of fruit length and leaf width occurs between A and C than

between A and B/or c and B. Flowering times for A and c are similar

(August to November) and distinct from B (usually November to

March). In Little Dip Lake and Lake Elj-,za SaIt Marsh,where, A and

B grow sympatricatly, reproductive isolation occurs as the flovrering

times do not overlaP.
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On the basis of the above findings there is a strorrg

argument for the designation of the three taxa of Ruppia as separate

species. Ruppía B is easier to identify in the field tlnan Rttppia

A and Ruppia C as it has distinguishing vegetative characters which

separate it from the other two. Species A and C are vegetatively

similar and often occupy similar habitats; thus flowering and fruiting

material are needed. for reliable identification.

The most retiable taxonomic criteria for distinguishing the

three species are carpel number and podogyne characters. Fruit

dimensions and leaf width are useful but as their ranges overl-ap

(particularly A and C) they should not be relied upon without the

support of other distinguishing characters. The wider l"eaves of A

from Coobowie and C from Fresh Dip Lake indicate that this character

may be influenced by the environment. Howeve4, the need for a

vegetative character for field identification may necessitate the use

of this character. Although leaf tips of À and C are generally

rounded, obtuse or acute, whereas tips of B are bidentate or truncate,

this character does vary with the condition of the plant. Obtuse

or rounded tips are found on new shoots of B and truncate or bidentate

tips are often found on old or damaged tips of A and C. The formation

of truncate and bidentate tips by decay and breakage of the upper

portions of the leaf blades has been observed in both A and B.

Leaf tip shape should therefore be used only as a population character

8.4 Nomenclature

The names appl-icable to these three species can only be

ascertained by comparison with the type specimens; if the character-

istics of o¡re taxon or specimen fall within the accepted ranges of

a species, then that name could be correctly arppJ-ied to the taxon.

The characteristics of described species have been tabulated from

Iiterature (Appendix XIII) and specimens have been examined where
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possible z Ruppía. poLAeavpa. eLnð, Ruppía. megacarpa. fxom the DSIR i

Herbarium (CHR) Christchurch New Zealand (specimens now d.onated to

AD) anð, Rttppía maï,¿tima, and, Rttppia cinrhosa from coll-ections made on

the isla¡rd of Texel, the Netherlands. Australian specimens from

outside the study area have been examined and extend the ranges of the

species described" These include specimens from The State Herba-rium

of South Australia- (AD) and field collections for South Aust-ralia

(Figure 8.4), specimens from the National Herbarium in Sydney (NSw)

for New South Wales, from Herbariu¡u Australiense (CANB) for the

Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory and parts of New

South lrlales, the Western Australian Herbariun (PERTH) a¡rd University

of Western Australia Herbarium (uWA) for Western Australia, the

National Herbarium of Victoria (MEL) for Victoria. Limited field

collections from Victoria and ûrtestern Australia have also been examined.

Unfortunately the only herbarium specimen of Ruppía tuberosa, the

species described from Western Australia, is the type specimen and

this has been mislaid from the Herbarium of the University of

Florida (FLAS). The species has not been seen again at the type

locality, Shark Bay, Western Austratia which has been devoid of Ruppía

in its growing seasons in 1978 anil 1979 when collections were sought.

The names previously applied to Ruppia in South Australia are

Ruppia maritima and. Ruppia spiraLis (syn.R. eirv'hosa). Examination

of specimens suggests that these names are not valid for any of the

taxa proposed. Ruppda maritima is characterized by short (<5 cm), non

spiralled peduncles which bear flowers that are fertilized underwater.

À11 the south-eastern South Australian specimens examined have long

(>10 cn) peduncles which are usually spirally coiled and bear flowers

which are fertilized at the water surface. Rttppda cirrhosa ís a

polypJoidwith 2n = 40 (R. nnr,ítima 2n = 2O), has four carpels per

flower, and fruit with a mean length of 2.6 mm. Specímens from the

taxa A, B and C have 2n = 20. Ruppia A and Ruppía C have more than
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four carpels per flower and Ruppia B has fruits which are larger

and more asymmetrical than the fruits of Ruppia cirT'hosa.

Ruppia tubev,osa has characteristics ín conìmon with Ruppia a

while Ruppia megaeavlpq. and, Ruppiq. poLAea?pq,, described from New

Zealand., show simílarities to Ruppia B a¡¡d Ruppia C respectively.

These comparisons are drawn in Ta-ble 8.5.

The ranges in variability of some characters described for

Ruppia tuberosa are narrower tha:r those observed ín Ruppia e (e.9.

carpel nurriber, Ieaf width, salinity rangei see Ta-ble 8.5). However,

the ranges of R. ktberosa are spanned by those of Ruppia A with no

discontinuities. It is probable that R. tuberosa was described from

an extreme of its range, as the type collections were made over only

part of the life cycle from only one location in one growing season.

The characteristic features of. Ruppia megacqrpa in New

Zealand are for the main part shown by Ruppia B¡ for example the branched,

often zig-zag growth form, crowding of leaves at the shoot tips

and the ability to form roots from stem nodes are characteristic of

these species but are not found in other described species. The

average fruit length is greater for Ruppia mega,earpa than for

Ruppia B but the range overlaps with that characteristic of Ruppía B.

Salinity tolerances are probably also greater for the Australian

species z R, mega,earpa is generally found in saline estuarine waters

of New Zealand (Mason pers. conìm.) whereas Ruppia B is found in

brackish to hypersaline waters. There are no clear discontinuities in

the characters used to distinguish these species.

Ruppia polAcarpa is unusual in that it is the only species

described that grows in fresh as well as brack.ish waters (Mason L967).

Ruppía C also grows in fresh water as well as in saline and hyper-

saline waters. Ruppia poLycarpa and Ruppia c have many other features

in common: the fruit stal-k, fruit size, shape and perforation shape

and the growth form are all closely similar. Carpel number is more
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variable in ,R. poLyearpa tha¡ in Ruppía C and leaf widths are more

varia-b1e in Ruppía C than in .R. poLyca:npa, but for both characters

the ranges are continuous. The peduncular swelling below the lower

flower in .R" poLAeqrpa is not characteristic of Ruppia C and has

only been recorded sporadically in any Australian materíaI. The peren-

natìng organs produced by Ruppia C in some of its habitats have

never been recorded for the New Zealand species. The development

of perennating org¿rns could be associated with the ephemerality of

habitats in Australia. If so, the absence of such overwíntering

buds in New Zealand, where atl habitats are permanenÈ, is not

surprising as there would be little adaptive advantage in having such

organs in permanent habitats where plants repro<1uce successfully

by rhizomes and. seeds. A chromosome number of 2n = 18 was reported

for ¿1. pOLAeAf,pA whereas chromosome counts of 2n = 20 were made for

Ruppia C. The possibility of chromosome number reduction by

translocation and loss,or other genetic processes could have caused

this. This difference cannot be reconciled without karyotype

studies of chromosome number and structure in a range of habitats

of the two species. Apart from chromosome nunber differences and

the absence of a peduncular swelling in Ruppia C, species specific

characters for R. poLycarpa are consistent with those of. Ruppi,a C.

The three taxa described from the south-east of South

Australia are covered by descriptions of established species and

thus it is proposed that the names fu'tppia tuberosa for Ruppia a,

Rttppia mega.earpd, for Ruppia B and Rt'tppia poLAcav'pa Í'ot Ruppda c

be accepted.

A key for the identification of these species in South

Australia ís presented. Specimens from all sj-tes examined are

located in The State Herbarium of South Australia (AD). Duplicates

of some specimens are located in the National.Herbarium (USW) j-n
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Sydney and the herbarium of the Botany Division DSIR Christchurch

New Zealand (CHR).

8.5 Key to Ruppía Ín the south-east of South Australia

O Fruiting peduncle etongated, usually )I0 cm and

spirally coil.ed; flowers fertilized at the

surface I
*

0 Fruiting peduncle (5, cm not spirally coiled;

t

flowers fertilized undenvater

Carpel nurnber usually 4 (2-7) i mature fruit

turbinate, asymmetrical, 3.0 (2.L-4.6) mm in

Iength, 2.3 (I.5-3.1) rnm in width, 1.5 (1.0-2-5)

mm in breadth; individual fruit stalked,

stalks persistent, stout, 10-40 mm long,

tapered attachment to the fruit; stylar beak

of fruit 0.9-2.0 mm long, oblique; (flowering

time usually November to March; Ieaves 0.48

(0.25-0.6) mm wide; leaf tips truncate to

bidentate (obtuse \^¡hen young) ; branched

habit, to 2.5 m; permanent brackish to hyper-

saline $/aters, 0.5-3 m deeP

Carpel number usually >6 (4-I9); mature

fruit pyriform, smaller than in I; individual

fruit sessile or subsessile or with a

slender persistent stalk with a straight

attachment to the fruit; stylar beak of fruit

<0.3 mm; flowering time usually September to

November; Ieaves general-ly <0.35 mm rvide

(0.1-0.8 nm); leaf tips rounded to acute

(occasionally truncate or bidentate in old

Ruppia
marit¿mq, L.
group

Ruppía
megdcav'pa Mason
= Ruppia s

*I



or damaged materíal); Ieaves from rhizome,

sometimes branched to 0.5 m; ephemeral or

permanent habitats, fresh to hypersaline

waters to 0.6 m deep

Carpel number 4-19 (mean no. 11) usually

>8; individual fruit sessile or subsessile,

fruit stalk if present <0.3 mm, never

persistent in mature fruit; fruit I.8

(L.2-2.5) mm in length, 1.1 (0.7-1.9) mm in

width, 0.7 (O.4-L.2) nm breadth; leaf

width 0.23 (0"1-0.5) nmi growth mainly from

rhízome', branching rif presentrnot prolific;

water salinity 13->230 orloo 
TDS

Carpel number 4-11 (mean no. 6); individual

fruit with a slender stalk 10-30 mm long,

stalk persistent with a straight attachment

to the fruit; fruit 2.0 (I.5-2.8) mm in

length, L.4 (0.8-1.9) mm in width; 0.8

(0.3-1.6) mm in breadth; leaf width

variable 0.1-0.8 (mean 0.35) mm,usually

(4 mm; branched habit or growth from

rhizome; water salinity 2-66 o/oo ,tDS

2
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Rttppia tuberosa
Davis &

Tomlinson
= Ruppia a,

Rttppia poL7eav,pa.
Mason
= Rwpia c

2

2
*
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CHAPTER 9. ECOI,OGICAL STUDIES

9.L Introduction

The systematic study (Chapter 8) demonstrated that the annual form

of Ruppia included two species, Ðiz. R. ktbetosa and E. poLAearpq,

whereas the perennial form was a single species, R. megaea?pî. The

slrmpatric poprrlations of the annual .R" tuberosA and the perennial

R. megacaypa. !î Little Dip Lake were subjected to detailed ecoloqical

study. Since the third species, R" poLycd'Tpa, was not recorded from this

ecosystem, the population in Bl.ue-Green Algal Pool was used for

comparison.

The autecological investigation of Ruppía included studies of

the population biology, physiotogy and life histories of the three

species. The permanence and stability of the annual and perennial growth

forms with fluctuations of .rrrritonmental factors were assessed by field

and laboratory growth trials. Annual and perenniat growth forms were

compared by a more detailed examination of the effects of variation of

environmental parameters (salinity, habitat wetness, photoperiod and some

aspects of temperature) on physiological processes such as breakage of

dormancy, growth and osmoregulation. The population dynamics have been

examined through studies of the life cycles and reproductive regimes

of the three sPecies.

9.2 Growth exPeriments

Fielil and laboratory growth experiments were conducted to

examine the stability of growth form under varying conditions such as

permanent or fluctuating inundation, or salinity differences.

I. Fie1d transPlantation trial

A field transplantation trial was esta-blished in Little Dip

Lake in January Ig77. Part of the eulittoral zone on the south-eastern

beach, a habitat for.R" tUbeTOSA, and a sectíon of permanent r^¡ater

in the zone where R. megde7l¿p7 occurs, were selected as experimental
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sítes. The Èemporary síte was dry at this time and the permanetrt site

was covered by 0.4 m of water. Each site was prepared by clearing a

2m x lm plot of all. plant parts and. the top one centimetre of sediments

including most of the plant propagules and rhizomes. Experimental

plots were marked with stakes placed outside the cleared area to prevent

shading by the aggregation of windblown and epiphytic filamentous algae

or localj-zed nutrient increase from bird droppings. At each cleared

site, trvo 0.5m x 0.5m plots 0.3 m apart were seeded with material

collected from temporary and pe::manent habitats. For each habitat a

control plot (0.5m x 0.5m) was selected outside the region of trampling.

Seeds collected with an Ekman grab from around R. megacarpa cLumps v/ere

mixed with sediment and spread, 0.01 m deep, in a 0.4 x O.5m section of

the -R. megqca?pa plot at each siÈe. Rhizomes with four or five nodes

were cut and planted -in the remaíning 0.5 x O.Im blocks adjacent to the

seeded plots. Ir^7o O.5m x 0.5m blocks of dried sediment 0.01 m deep,

containing F. tuberosa seeds and perennating organs, vtere excavated

from the eulittoral zone and planted in the remaining erçerimental plots

in each habitat. The majority of seeds and perennating organs from

both habÍtats were probably from the L976-77 season, but viable material

from previous years also may have been present. Similar samples were

germinated in the laboratory to check the viabitity of seeds.

Plots were exanined in March, JuIy, Septenrber and November 1977

and in January L978. Those in the temporary habitat were replanted in

March 7-977 afLer disturbance by vandals. The temporary habitat was

inundated from July to November L977 by 0.05-0.2 m of water.

Results are presented in Table 9.1. No seed or rhizome growth of

R. megacarpct llras recorded in either experímental plot. Rhizome growth

occurred in the control plot of the permanent habitat ín November L977.

No growtir of R. tubev,osa occurred in the experimental plot of the

permanenL habitat. Growth of Ã. tuberosa from seed and perennatj-ng

organs v/as recorded in the experimental plot of the temporary habitat -in



Table 9. I Field transplantation trial: girowth of .R. tuberosa

and R. megq.cdrT)a. in temporary and permanent

habitats in Little Dip Lake in L977

+ growth

- no growth

+

seeds
R. mega.carpa

rhizomes

+

+

+

+

seeds
R. tubev,osa

turions

Control
Plot

Experimental
Plot

Control
Plot

Experimental
Plot

Species Material

Permanent HabitatTemporary Hal¡itat
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JuIy and September 1977. More prolific growth occurred

in the control plot of the temporary habitat and flowering

of .R. tuberosa was recorded in'these temporary habitats in

September (spring).

Thus although neither F. tubez'osa nor .R. mega,carpa

grew in alternate habitats no definitive conclusions can be

drawn as these species did not grow in the experimental plots

of the permanent ha-bitat. Since no seed germination of

R. megaearpa. utas recorded in the field (L975-L97e) it is

postulated that the germination requirements of this species

were not satisfied in either habitat throughout this period.

Sediment disturbance may have altered conditíons and prevented

seed or rhizome growth in the experimental plots of the

permanent habitat, while the relatively stable sediments around

the existing R. mega.cavpa clumps (ín the control) providetl

suitable conditions for rhizome growth.

2. Laboratory growth trials

Eight laboratory trials were set up to test growth

responses under different conditions and to propagate material

for physiological studies. The experimental conditions and

results of the trials are sunmarLzed in Table 9.2. More

detaited discussion of salinity trials and of requirements for

germination are given in Section 9.3.



Table 9.2 Laboratory growth trials: experimental conditions and results
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P - R. pollJcaryû I - ll. LubeMso
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v - vegcLÀt1ve Mtcrial
À - ånÌbienÈ teoFråLùre

Day
of Lr¡41

lxlrld
plàÊt¡c
Iinod bino
r@l of Dept

,l - R. wgaoatPd
a - ¡seda
D - drytlght
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Triq-Is were designed to propagate plants frorn vegetative material

to determíne suitable growth conditions, and to follow through the life

cycle of Ruppia transpJ-anted from various ha-bitats (Trials I, 3, 6;

Table 9.2). All material in Trial 1 showed a gradual decline in condition.

.R. tuberosa from the Lake Eliza Satt Marsh showed some new growth but

even this declined after several weeks. Coorong water was possibly not

suitable as a plant growth medium. In Trial 3, samples col-Iected from

ephemeral habitats were left dry until rainwaÈer covered the dry

sediments in May L977. Germination and growth of R. tuberosa occurred

in these trays. Growth of the perennial R. megacarpa by new shoots and

by roots from stem nodes occurred in late spring 1977 and srunmer L977-78-

Flowering was not recorded in these trials- Seedlings and mature

plants were set up in JuIy and September 1977 (Trial 6) under similar

conditions to Trial 3. Flowering lvas recorded for fr. tuberosa from

many of the ephemeral sites and vegetative growth of P. megacdrpq. was

maintained. Ruppia from Fresh Dip Lake, which was kept under permanent

conditions grew, flowered, then senesced without setting fruít. This

parallels the 1977-78 field situation where fruit did not set on plants

in Fresh Dip Lake.

These trials confirmed t}:laiu Ruppia can be propagated, at least

for short periods, in the laboratory under simulated field conditions,

a¡d that normal growth sequences are maintained under these conditions.

Responses of seeds, perennating organs and rhizomes to various

conditions were tested in Trials 2 and. 7 - Germination of R. megacatpa

seeds from Porters Lagoon r^¡as tested in Trial 2. These seeds were

col-Iected from permanent habitats and were allowed to dry in the trial

plots. Half these seeds were rewet by rain in March 1977 a¡rd the other

half in February 1978 after dry storage at I8oC. In each trial over

50% of the seeds germinated, and the 1978 plants \^rere grown until they

flowered. It is not known whether any of the seeds collected were

produced prior to the 1976-77 season, so the possibility of a long
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term dormancy of seeds could not be explored. These results show that

seeds from .R. mega.ealpa at Porters Lagoon are viabLe for over 12 months

and that germination can occur after the tlzpe of desiccation experienced

in ephemeral habitats.

Germination and growth of the three species of. Rttppía under

perntanent conditions of varying salinity were tested in Trial 7. GrowÈh

of R. tuberosa from perennating organs occurred in all three trial

salínities, and germination of E. megaearpa seeds was recorded in the

two lower salinities. Growth from rhizomes of R. megacaz,pa graduaLLy

deteriorated; seeds of .R. polycatpa failed to germinate. Seedlings

of ,R. tubenoso. transplanted from Lake Robe grew for a shorÈ time and

then died back. The paucity of plant growth under these conditions

may again parallel the situation in Trial I where salts from the Coorong

were used

The stability of growth form of Ruppia transplanted from ephemeral

lakes to permanent conditions, and of perennj.al- Ruppíø under ephemeral

conditions was tested (Trial 4) to confirm the results of the field

trial. Dried mats of the annual R. poLgear.pa. from Blue-Green Atgal

Pool, and submerged vegetative and seed material of the perennial

R. megaearpa from Little Dip Lake,were transplanted in July 1977. The

dried material from Blue-Green Algal Pool was set up in distilled water

I m deep; R. poLyca?pq. grew I flowered and produced fruit between July

and October. It died back in November, but further germination and

subsequent growth and. fl-owering occurred from January to March L978.

This seconil generation may have grown from seeds produced in October

L977 or possibly from dormant seeds from the original sediment mat.

OnIy one generation gre\^r in the control trial before drying occurred.

R" poLycarpa maintained its small growth form and annual life cycle even

under permanent cond.itions.

Shoots, rhizomes an<l seeds of F. meqd.ca?pa were allowed to

dry; no qrowth occurred subsequent to rewetting. Controls in permanent
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water grew shoots fronr hoth rhizomes and stem nodes in llovenber 1977.

These results support the hypothesis that .R. megaea?pq, does not

regenerate after drying.

The propagation and maintenance of Ruppia under varied salinities

was examined (Trials 5, 7, 8). Seeds of E. tuberosa and R. megacarpa

and shoots from perennating organs and rhizomes (respectively) \^Iere

transplanted. Initial growth was followed by senescence in all cases;

senescence occurred first in the higher salinities.

Water from individual collection sites or from Litt1e Dip Lake

(Tria1s 3, 6,8) appeared to be a more suitable medium for propagation

of. Ruppía than either Coorong water (Trials I and 7) or the artificial

Cerloffl Sofution (Gerloff and KrombinoJrz L966) plus sodium chloride

(Trial 5).

In sununary, these trials showed that under Laboratory conditions

the annual form .R. poLAea?pa. maintained its annual- life cycle and

delicate growth form when permanently submerged. Vegetatj.ve parts

(rhizomes) of R. mega,cavpa. failed Èo regenerate following drying.

GerminaÈion of some R. megq,eaypa, seeds after drying was recorded in the

laboratory arrd these seedlings were more robust than seedl-ings of the

annual species.

These preliminary trials suggested that rewetting stj.mulates

growth of annual Ruppia in ephemeral habitats, and that decrease in

salinity stimulates germination and growth of R. megaearpa." These

hypotheses are tested in the germination trial (Section 9.3.1).

9.3 Physiological experiments

1. Germination and Dormancy

Field observations suggested that the annual species of

Ruppia were propaç¡ated from seeds and perennating organs and t-he

perennial species regenerated mainly by rhizornes even though rzialrle

seeds were produced. No germínation of the seerfs of .R. neqctelilp1
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!{as recorded in the field a¡rd Èhis confirmed the observations of

Higginson (1967) ancl Congdon (pers. comm. 1978) who rarely saw germin-

ation of seeds from perennial populations in New South Vtales and

Western Australia respectively. Preliminary invesÈigations of Higginson

(L967) suggested that cold treatment, salinity decrease and seed coat

breakage enha¡rced germination of Ruppì,a in the Tuggerah Lakes (coastal

New South lrtales).

Dormancy of seeds and perennating organs limits the time and

place of plant growth by predet-ermination of the environmental conditions

under which growth will occur; advantageous conditions are thus probable

while detrimental conditions are avoided (Leopold and Kriedmann 1975).

Dormancy can be imposed and maintained by properties of the seed coat,

by the immaturity or physiological state of the embryo, or by a com-

binatíon of these facÈors (Villiers in Kozlowski 1972). Most aquatic

angiosperms have dormant seeds and Sculthorpe (L967) suggested that

this is largely due to either the mechanical constriction of the embryo

in a tÍghtly sealed endocarp or the impermeability of the endocarp.

It appeared that the breakage of dormaacy was important in the

propagation of both annuat and perennial forms from seed and this

postulate was examined further by la-boratory trials. Some of the environ-

mental factors previously reported to affect seed dorma-ncy, a.g.

photoperiod, water salinity, drying and diurnal temperature ranges,

were tested using the annual -R. tuberosa and the perennial

R, megaearpa from Little Dip Lake.

A large scale factorial experiment and a series of supplementary

trials were establishe<l to examine the factors affecting dormancy

breakage ín Ruppía seeds, In all tr-i-ats it was assumed that seeds

were collected from statistically normal populations. Seed viability

was tested with Leo 2¡3,5 triphenyl tetrazolium hydrochloride (Lakon

L949) a¡d viability was estimated to be greater tha¡ 60s" for F. megd.cal'pa

and 3Os" for R. tuberosa. The lower viability for ¿?. tztberosa is likely
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to be caused by the inclusion of relatively large nr¡nbers of empty

seed cases $/hich were more easily detected and removed from the

R. megacarpa, seeds. To ensure their maturity' all seeds \¡tere collected

from sediments rather than from their parent plants, thus the age of

seeds could not be accurately determined.

Germination Tria1s

Trials designed to test the after-ripening requiremenÈs of

seeds were started concurrently with the factorial experiment and

continued for 20 months from March 1977 to October 1978. Gernti.nation

was recorded in the first growing season for seeds of all three species

(Tables 9.3 and 9.4). In the second growing season over 40å of the

initíal number of seeds of .R. meg1.cq,?pa germinated after either

permanently wet or dry and rewet condítions (fab1e 9.3). Seeds of

R. tuberosa from Little Dip Lake sediments also germinated in the

second season but the germination percentage hTas lornt (Tabre 9'4) '

The germínation of .R. poLAea,rpa. in the second season could not be

directly related to the initial seed bank as seeds which set after the

first laboratory generation had not been removed. As the initial numlcer

of seeds of a¡nual Ruppia present in the sediments was not known,

accurate germination percentages for the annual species were not

avaílable. However the necessity for an extended after-ripening period

for a proportion of the seeds is suggested frc¡m these data-

Anaerobic muds were examined as potential inhibitors of germ-

ination in ,R. megaearpa seeds. Laboratory trials tested germination of

seeds wiLh and without the anaerobic sediments (table 9.5). Seeds were

placed in distilled water, saline water (LDL), or with sediments in

saline water or under ephemeral conditions. All trials were diluted

by periodic rainfall. Seeds without sediments germinated in dístillecl

wate:1, but not in saline water. A similar result was recorded in the

subsequent growing season after the water level v¡ã,s reneldecì with distiLled

water. Seeds within the sediments germj-n.eted in both trials after



Table 9.3 Germination of seeds of perenniaL Ruppia megaearpq.
in successive growing seasons

Table 9.4 Germination of seeds of the annuals Ruppia tubey.osa
and Ruppiø poLAzarpø in successive growing seasons

Table 9.5 Germinatíon of seeds of Ruppia megacarpa. with and
without anaerobic mud. sediments

Iake water diluted
by rain

roof, Zoology Dept.
gravel substrate
dried after March 77
rewet by rain Feb.78

distilled HrO

window ledge in lab-
oratory

no sedíments
permanently wet

Conditions

35
50

40
42

Germination %

of initial no.
of seeds

Feb 77
March 78

Porters LagoonLittle Dip Lake

Trial ccmmenced

I
Seed germination

J
Seed germination (low B)

Feb. 77

July 77

Sept.77
Ja¡¡. 78

Sept. 78

Tria1 comrnenced

Seed germination

Flowering, seeds set
Seed germination

R. poLAcarpq.

Blue-Green Algal PooI

R. tubev,osa

Litt1e Dip Lake
Date

rain April - July 78retopped Feb.78water
addition

Trial commenced

Germination

Trial conm-
enced

Ge ation

Tria1 commen-
ced

Trial commenced

Germination

Germination

Feb. 77

March 77

Feb.78

March 78

Aug.78

dry, rewet permanent
10cm HrO

Distilled H 0 Saline HrO
2

Date

Seeds and sedimentsSeeds only
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seasonal rain diluted the overlying water. Thus seeds of the perennial

R. megacazpa genninated with or without sediments but did not gerrninate

unless salinity decreased.

Factorial experiment

A factorial experiment was designed to test parameters

affecting seed dormancy and to detect synergistic effects. The

factorial experimental design enabled the examination of independent, as

well as combined, effects as equal number of observations for each set

of variables were included.

l4aterials and methods

Seeds from the annual R. tubenosa and the perennial

R. megaearpa popuLation from Litt1e Dip Lake were colLected and kept

in sedíments from their respective habitats in January L977. ,R. tuhenosa

seeds (8, ) were collected from the dried salt- and vegetation-cr:ust and
I

were stored at 18oc. R. megacavpd (Eo) seeds, collected with an

Ekman grab from around R. megacarpa clumps in 0.5 - 2.0 m of water,

were washed gently from the muds with a mixture of sea water and

distilled waÈer adjusted Èo the salinity of Little Dip Lake. These

E- seeds were stored at lSoC in water fron LÍttle Dip Lake, or
o

outdoors under normal diurnal temperature and light.

Germination dishes were prepared by lining sterile plastic petri

dishes (5 cm diameter)with two V{hatman No.t filter papers. Twenty

seeds per dish were spaced with maximum distance between them to minimize

any possible inhibitory or stimul.atory effects of substances produced

by germinating seeds.

Five parameters, cold treatment (a), seed coat breakage (b),

water salinity (c), líght (û and species (¿), were tested, each at

two levels (Table 9.6), except parameter b which was tested at one level

onlv for E-o seeds as insufficient seeds were available. The Eo seeds



Table 9.6 Treatments for each parameter tested in the
germination trial

ephemeral habitat, annual, LDL, small
seed lR. tuberosa)

permanent habitat, Perennial, LDL,
Iarge seed (R. megaearPa)

perennial, Porters Lagoon (R. megaearpa)
roof tanks

annual, Blue-Green Alga1 PooI (R. poLycarpa)
roof tanks

EI

E
o

Ez

E
3

e Species

16 hrs tight : I hrs dark

8 hrs light :16 hrs dark

24 lnrs light : 0 hrs dark

0 hrs light :24 hrs dark

D

D
o

Dt

Dz

d tíght (8 Growtux
fluoro tubes)

controls

distilled water

water conductivity 25 mS. (19o,/oo fnS)
(l,pt:distirledr 1:r)

water conductivÍty 50 mS.
(LDL water)

(42o/oo r.oS)

c

co

ct

c Salinity

control

weL/dry (two cycles wetting with distilled
H2c)

mechanical breakage (shal<ing with sandpaper)

no seed coat breakage

B

B
o

B I

b Seed coat breakage

control

4 - zooc daily, 14 days

4oc,7 days

no cold treatment

A

A
o

oI

4 Cold pretreatment

control

TreatmentLeveIParameter
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were subjected to the wet/dty seed coat breakage treatment (B) and

this was compared with a control in which no seecl coat breakage

occurred (B. ) . Treatments and the experimental design are seÈ out
I

in Table 9.6 and Figure 9.1 respectively.

The trials were conducted with Èhree replicates in a constant

temperature room at t8-2OoCi they were checked for germination daily

and watered when required. The trial r,r/as run in March and April 1977

and was discontinued after B weeks. 80 seeds were und,er each treatment

combination giving a total of 1280 seeds for E, and 640 seeds for E

E, and Eo were analysed to compare species.

controls were run simultaneously. General controls under

simulated field conditions with normal day lengÈh (d) , salinity fluctuations,

(c), diurnal temperatures (a) and seed coat breakage (b) were set up

outside with E and E- seeds in sediments from their habitats.OI
Similar controls were set up for Eo in the laboratory without mud and

in distilled water (Table 9 -7) . Controls for the factorial experiment

had no col-d treat-ment (AI) , no seed coat breakage (BI) 
' highly saline

water (50 mS.) (Cl) and 24 hours light (Df) or dark (OZ) (see Ta-b1e 9.6).

Results

The total nunber of germinations per treatment combination

and the percentage germination for R. megacanpa (Eo) and Ã. tubet'osa

(E-) are tabulated for the factorial treatments and controls in Table 9.7.
l.

The controls which compared cold (Ao) with no cold (AI) both

showed approximately 30% germination for .R. Luberosa and no germination

for F. megaclT.pa. The similarity of results with and without cold

-suggests that cold treatment did not affect germination significantly.

The germination percenta-ge for .R. tubez'osa without any mechanical seed

coat breakage, (BI), is probably not representative as the seed stock

from which seerls were extracted was collected dry and seeds had probably

alrearly undergone the wet/dry regirne in the fíefc1. There was 24ea

germination of R. 'l;ubeTosa in the hiqh salinity control (CI)



Fignrre 9.1 Factorial experimental deslgm used in tJre ge:minatlon
trial.



Tabte 9.7 Results of germination trials
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Ta-ble 9.8 Germínation of .R. tubenosa seeds under various
treatment combinations: analysis of variance
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Table 9. 9 Germination of R. megaear."pa seeds under
various treatment combinations: analysis
of va::iance

seeds (LDL)R

b treatment for all seeds was $ weL/dry x 2

Analysis of Variance
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Table 9. t0 2 x 2 Contingency tables .rrd X2 analysis of
independent treatments

G - germinated
NG - not germinaÈed

Table 9.11 Contingency table and X2 analysis for treatment
combinations of seed coat breakaqe (b) and
salinity (c) for Ã. tuberosa

GNG

A 32O y2 = O.OO75

Ae 320 P> 0.5
Not significant

19I 449 640

GNG

c 32O y2 = 2O3.I1

Ce 320 P<0. 005
signíficant191 449 640
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De 320 P<0.005
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I
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L42
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icantI39 I4I
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I39 LI4L t280
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I7
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G 38
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Coc

values for C and Ce in the presence. of B X2 = 18.33
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X
2

B
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compared wíth no germination for .R. megaear,pa seeds. This confirms

and extends the results of the distilled water and salinity treatments

(C^ and C, ) which suggest that .R. ktbey'osa seeds germinate in saline
OI

water whereas R. megacarpa seeds germinate in fresh water. The higher

germination rate f.or R. htberosa with 24 hours light or 24 hours dark

(D, or D^) than with either diurnal regime (D or D^) may indicate
L¿-O

that disturba¡rce (i.e. physical movement of seed trays from dark to light)
may lower germination.

Germination did not occur in seeds of the perennial species from

Little Dip Lake (Eo) or Porters Lagoon (84) when subject to no seed

coat breakage (Bl), salinity of 50 mS. (CI), 24 hours tight (DI) or

24 hours dark (D). This may indicate that one of these factors has

a dominating inhibitory effect. Lack of seed coat breakage and high

salinity are the most like1y factors as the opposing treatments

produced a significant percentage of germination in the main trial.

Analysis of results

The resuLts were sr.:bjecte<1 to an analysis of variance to

examine the significance of the individual treatments and their inter-

actions on germination. F values wil-h a probability of 1% or less are

accepted as highly significant and probabilities between I and 2.5e"

as significant. Probabilities between 2.5 and 5% are considered

to be of doubtful significance because of the relatively small sample

sizes. The analysis of variance tables for R. tubez,osa and.R. megq,eqrpa.

are presented in Tables 9.8 and 9.9 respectively. These analyses

indicated highly significant effects of salinity (c) for: both species

and for seed coat breakage (b) for .R. tuberosa. An F value with a

probability of 2.5so was obtained for photoperiod (d) Lor R. mega.ea,Tpa

seeds. This factor need.s further examination. The only interaction

with a significant F value was seed coat breakage and salinity (be) for

R. tuberosa, The factors b and c ancl theír interaction bc must be

examined more closely to determine whether these effects are significa.nt

independently as well as in combination.
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'Ihe null hypothesis that the percentage germination of seeds is

independent of the l-eveL of a parameter is re-examined for each factor

by chí-square test. The total nr¡rnber of germinations for each level

are tabulaÈed separately for each parameter and are preseuted ín 2 x 2

conÈingency tables (Table 9.10). The null hypothesis is accepted for

parameter a (cold treatment) for R. megacanpa and R. tuberosa and for

parameter I (light) for R. tuberosa. Significant chi-square values

for the parameters b (seed coat breakage) and c (salinity) for F. tuberosa

seeds arrd for c for R. megacarpa seeds confirm that these factors are

significant, as in<licaLed by the analysis of variance. A signifícant

value is also obtained f-or d for R. megacarpa. The null hypothesis

is rejected for these parameters"

Thus salinity (c) has a positive effect on the germination of

rf. tuberosa seeds and a negative effect on the germination of R. megq,elrpa

seeds. Seed coat bre.ekage (b) by wettíng and drying has a positive

effect on germination of R. tubey,osa seeds, and the shorter photoperiod

@) has a positive effect on the germination of Eo seeds. As previously

stated, no conclusions ca¡r be drawn from factor d as deviations are

not as highly significant as for other parameters. Tluenty four hour

light and twenty four hour dark treatrnents produced no germination in

R. megacarpa buru parallel triafs for R. tuberosa both yielded higher

germination percentages than either diurnal regime (ta¡te 9.7 rll.

The synergistic effect of salinity and seed coat breakage (bc)

was analysed further for Ã. tubez,osa by testing the independence of

these characters. A contingency table of the germination of seeds

under each treatment combination of seed coat breakage ald salinity

(b and c) was constr:ucted, and the two treatments levels for each

parameter \^¡ere comlrared by chi-square at each -l-evel of the other

factor (Table 9.1I) "



Tab1e 9.12 Germination percentage of seeds of
R. megaeaz,pa and R. tttberosa at
different levels of salinity: data
expressed as percentage germinatÍon
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In each case the null hypothesis that the two factors are

independent is rejected. Thus the differential effects of C and Co

and B and B are significant irrespective of the level of the other
o

factor present. The significance of the bc interaction in the anal-ysis

of varíance is probably due to the numerical differences in the values

of b and c even though individuatly they are always very significant.

Discussion

Salinity and seed coat breakage by wetting and drying

stimulate germination of the small seeds of F. tuberosa (El). A

further increase in salinity from 19 to 4Z o/oo TDS in the control

trials increases this germination percentage (Table 9.L2). The seeds

of .R. mega.ear.pa respond to salinity in an opposite way, \^Iith high

germination levels in clistilled water but apparent inhibition in saline

waters (Table 9.L2).

Higher germination nut".rrtages for seeds which have undergone

seed coat breakage by wetting and drying rather than mechanical breakage

are recorded for F. tuberosa seeds" A1l- trials for .R. megacarpa

underwent this wetting and drying treatment and 30% of seeds germinated.

Supplementary trials showed that seeds of Ã. megqcarp7 germinated in

lower salinities with or without drying. This indicates that the main

factor controlling germination is salinity rather than seed coat breakage.

These trends can be used to interpret field observations on

dormancy and to account for differences in the life cycles of the two

growth forms of. Ruppia. The wetting ahd drying of seeds and substrate

in the ephemeral ha-bitats is likely to bring about seed coat breakaqe

and to make seeds permeable to water. Imbibition of water by the seed

initiates the development of enzyme systems which are thought to induce

embryo grolth (Leopol-d and Kriedma¡n 1975). In ephemeral habitats

where aquatic plants have short annual life cycles, the seed coat
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breakage during the dry Season may prove advantageous aS seeds are

ready to germinate when the habitats are rer¡Ieti plants thereby maximize

their use of the short wet phase for growth. Seed coat breakage by

drying wor:ld be rare in permanent habitats of the perenníal Ruppia.

The differential effects of salinity on the germination of seeds

of the annual and perennial forms may also reflect differences in the

life cycle strategies of the two forms. The strong correlation of

Iow salinity with germination of seeds of the perennial is consi.stent

with the lack of seed germination records from permanent saline habitats

and the failure of Ë. mega.earpa to germinate or esta-blish when trans-

planted to temporary (more saline) habitats (ra¡te 9.1). The seeds of

the perennial Ã. megacarpa. remain dormant in permanent relatively

stable environments conducive to vegetative growth and rhizomatous

spread. Germination is most like1y after heavy rain when the waters

will- diLute and conditions are conducive to germination and seedling

growth. Thus the potential for propagation by seeds is conserved until

a disturbance such as safinity decrease within the habitat results in

seed germination.

Whereas satinity is usually inhibitory or toxic to seed germinatíon

(Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1963) the annual species .R. tubenosa

clearty shows the opposite trend (Table 9.I21. This positíve response

of seed germination of the annual .R. tuberosa to high salinity is

probably an opportunistic strategy which ena-bles this species to survive

in epheme:ral, unpredictable and extremely saline conditions. The

ability to germinate in highly saline water rather than in fresh water

would protect seeds from germinating prematurely when the first rains

leave temporary fresh pools on salt pan surfaces for short periods

before the lalces refill. Germination would be stimulated when

salinity increased as the salts in ephemeral lake basins dissolved as

the takes refill. this v¡ould enable annual species to ut-ilize to a
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maximum the short growing season. The effects of saline water on the

processes of germination in this halophytic plant need more detailed

examination to substantiate a¡rd understand the physiological basis for

seed germination under saline conditions.

2. Salinity

The effects of salinit--y were compared by relating d.ata on

salinity tolerance (Tabfe 5.5) and the effects of salinity on growth

(ta¡te 9.2 Trials 5, 7, 8) and germination (Section 9.3.1) to ha-bitat

characters (Tab1e 5.1) and f:ruit size (table 8.10) for each species.

These data are collated in T¿rble 9.13.

Species of Ruppia have been recorded regularly in salinities

from 2.1 to >108 o/oo TDS in the field sites,and on occasions plants have

been recorded in salinities up to 23O 
o /oo TDS in salt pans of the

Coorong region a:rd on the Yorke Peninsula. In these extreme salinities

there was littl-e active plant growth: this is likely to be the result

of increased temperature and salinity an<l decreased depth resulting from

high evaporation. Many of the Ruppía populations in extreme salinities

remained vegetative; those that did flower in water a.bove 50 o/oo 
t'oS

were identified as R. tuberosa. Laboratory trials supported the view

that senescence of plant growth was induced by higher salinities

(ra¡te 9.2) .

Salinity tolerance ranges for the three species in the study

sites can be estimated from Table 9.I3: R. tubeyosa grew over the

salinity range from lO-tOB o/oo TDS; P. poLyearpa grew in salinities

from 2-50 o/oo tos i R. megacaï'pa grew in salinities from L2-5O o/oo

TDS. Seasonal salinity variation within individual habitats was also

high; ranges of 30 o,/oo 
TDS were recorded for ¿9. megacarpa and

R. poLycarpa arlð, a range of over 5o o/oo TDS \das recorded for R. tubez,osa

in the study sites (over lOO o/oo TDS ín other areas)



Table 9.13 Comparison of seed length with habitat salinity,
depth and perrnanence for F. mega.earpa' R. poLycaypa
and ,R. tubey,osa
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No general correfation of seed size with salinity is apparent

(Tabte 9.13). However seed size of each species cloes appear to increase

with increases in the duration of the wet phases of the habitats.

Correfations of seed size with salinity can be hypothesized within

each annual species but not within the perennial species. Seed size

increased with decrease in ha-bitat salinity for the three .R. polAcarpa

populations whereas there hras a general increase in seed size w.ith

increase in sal-inity for the six habitats of R. tuberosa. The

only J-aboratory trial which grew to set mature fruit supported this

for .R. poLyearpa; R. poLAcarpq, from Blue-Green Algal PooI was grown

in a ta¡k of permanent water of salinity <Lo/oo TDS and fruit

producecl from these plants had a mean endocarp length of 2.18 mm

(n = 20 SE = 0.I8) which was larger than the field mean endocarp

leirgths of 1.83 rarn (n = 25 SE = O.O3) for seeds produced in salinities

from 9 to 35 o,/oo Tos. s".à character differences between species

were greater than differences between populations of one species.

These correlations of seed size with salinity need to be examined

extensivel_y both in the fíeld and laboratory to establish the

siqni{iconce of these initial observations.
J

3. Osmoregulation

Ruppia occurs in a wider range of salinity than any other

angiosperm. In the field sites studied R. tt¿bexosa occurred over a

range of 98 orloo Tos , R. megaca.rT)a. over a range of 38 o/oo TDS and

R. poLycarpd. over a range of 48 o/oo TnS. A plant completely sub-

merged in sal-ine water must ej-ther tolerate the high level of

solutes in the medium or possess osmoregulatory mechanisms that

enable it to reduce the effect of such irigh salinities. The

actual range of salinities that individual plants wj-11 experj-ence in
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one habj.tat is possibly as important as the maximum salinity or range

of salinities that the species can r4tithstand as it indicates the physio-

logical tolerance of cells of the individual organism. Populations

of Ruppia are known to withstand fluctuations of over 50 o,/oo tOS

in some study sites. Informa'tion on the methods and mechanisms that

enable a physíological system to function while submerged in hígh and

variable salinities can be explored through an examination of the

osmoregulatory mechanisms of RUppia. Previous studies of osmoreg-

ulatory mechanisms in halophytes have dealt mainly with emergent salt

marsh or crop species (see Sectíot 2.2) -

prelíminary trials investigated the osmotic potential of the

ce11s of Ruppia from various habÍtats and the values ob*-ained were

compared with the osmotic potentials of waters from these ha-bitats.

Actively growing shoots oL RuppíA \dere coLlected to minimize

bías due to the age of the material. Plant 'sap' was collected with

a capillary tube after extraction by grinding in a mortar and pestel

in the field. As evaporation of fluid during this process may have

been considerable, a mechanical tissue grinder h/as used in the fietd

when available. Samples vlere ftozen on dry ice and transported to

the laboratory for osmotic measurements. Some samples were frozen

whole, then ground and centrifuged ín the laboratory. The osmotic

fluid was extremely difficult to extract from the plants and as a

result measuïements for samples of .8. meg1cdrap7 are not available'

Measurements of f.reezíng point depression were made on a

Halbmikro Osmometer (Knauer) and results are presented in Table 9'L4'

fhe relationship between the osmotic potential of the plant sap,

water salinity and the osmotic potential of water samples is shown

in Figure 9.2.



Ta-ble 9. 14 Measurements of the osmotic potential of the
sap of Ruppia plants and of the lake water
from their habitats: measurements in milli-
osmols made by the freezing point depression
method on a Halbmikro Osmometer (Knauer) in
September 1977
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The osmotic potential.s of plant fluids in all cases were greater

than the osmotic potentials of water frorn the plant habitats.

Evaporation during extraction of plant fluids may have exaggerated

the diffeTences between plants and their habitat waÈer. However these

results indicate that in a less sâline environment the osmotic potential

of the plant fluid decreases but remains aÈ a leve1 welf above that of

the surrounding medium. The value of 480 milliosmols for Ruppia

in water of only 65 milliosmols suggests that there may be a lower

Iimit to the osmotic potential of the plant fluid. Samples measured

from plants from waters of higher salinities had osmotic potentials

relatively closer to those of the external media.

The observation that the osmotic potential of the plant fluid

is higher than that of the environment in all- salinities tested implied

that solutes must accumulate in the plant fluids (vacuolar, cytoplasmic

and intercellul-ar fluids were not separated).

Previous work indicates that, in halophytes, metabolic reg-

ulation is necessary to maintain lower fevels of salts in the cytoplasm

than in the external medium/ as enzyme structure and function and many

cell and organelle processes are impaired at high levels of sodium

chloride (Ernst in Freysen and V'toldendorp 1978) . This regulation may

be achieved in hatophytes by excluding salts from metabolic sites,

by compartmental-ion and possibly by the storage of ions. Selective

accumulation of salts in vacuoles by the maintenance of an osmotic

equilibrium between cytoplasm and vacuole has been proposed as an

osmoregulatory mechanism ,(Wyn Jones et aL 1977a¡ Ernst f978).

Accumulation of proline (Stewart and Lee L974¡ Calvalieri and Huang

L979), glyceroL (tsen-Amotz a¡d Avron 1973) and betaine (Storey and

Wyn Jones l-977 ¡ Wyn Jones et aL L9l7b) are reported to achieve this

regulation in some species.
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It has been postulated that amino acid accumulation may function

as a salt tolerance mechanism by adjusting the osmotic potential of the

cytoplasm to counterbal-ance high vacuolar solute levels induced by

high external sal-iníties (Stewart and Lee L974¡ Treichel L975¡ Storey

and Wyn Jones Ig77). As the halotolerant genus Ruppia occurs over

a much wider range of salinity than any angiosperm species previously

used for osmoregulatory studies, .it provides an opportunity to

examine solute accumulatíon over an extended salinity range.

Consequently assays for proline were made in a series of samples of

Ruppia from habitats of widely differing salinity l-evels and with wide

seasonal saliníty fluctuation. Plants of different age and species

were assayed.

Materials and methods

samples of Ã. megacarpa, R. tubev'osa and ,R. poLAcarpa

were taken from a number oi fi.td sites in the south-east of South

Australia in August, September and November L978. Growing shoots of

uniform age were collected and frozen immediately on dry ice. Roots,

rhizomes and other material were excluded from samples. The fxozen

sampJ-es vrere stored at -2OoC within 24 hours of collection. Samples

were freeze dried, weighed, ground and stored at 4oc in sealed bags.

Samples of 20 - 50 mg of ground tissue were weighed for each

determination of free proline. Proline estimatíon followed the method

of Fa-ber and Aspinatl (L977) modified from that of Troll and

Lindsley (1955) and Singh et aL (1973). Quantitative assays of proline

were made by reading the optical density of acidic solutions of proline

and ninhydrin. Other interfering amino acids (lysine, ornithine and

hydroxylysine) v/ere removed by shaking with Permutit resin.

Each sample of ground tissue was homogenized with approximately

1.5 S of Permutit resin (Fo]in Decalso-F) and 5 ml of M.C.W. (methanol;

chloroform:water L2z5z3 by volume) until rro large segments of plant

material remained. The mixture r^/as decanted into a centrifuge tube
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together with a further 10 mI of M.C.W. which was used to rinse aII

traces of tissue from the homogenizer. Eight mI of water was added

to each tube and tubes were centrifuged at 2000 r.p.m. for fíve

minutes. The upper aqueous layer of each tube was transferred to a

boiling tube and 5 mI of glacial acetic acid and. 5 mI of ninhydrin

reagent added (ninhydrin reagent z L25 g ninhydrin + 3 ml glacial acetic

acid + 2 mI 5M orthophosphoric acid per sample dissolved over gentle

heat <70oC, within two hours of use). Tubes (with boiling chips

added and marbles on top to prevent evaporation) were boiled for 45

minutes in a water bath and then cooled to room temperature. Ten mI

of toluene (crystallizable) was added to each tube ancl shaken vigorously.

Layers were allowed to separate for 30 minu-tes and optical densities

were read at 520 nm. A series of standards with known amounts of

proline were measured to esta-blish a standard curve.

The proline concentr.tion was determined from the standard

curve a¡rd calculated on a dry weight basis from the equatíon

v-b Dv = r--3 x Í (where x = Ug prolíne/g dry vrt.¿ y = optical density,mVt
b = y intercept for lowest dilution in toluene, m = slope of line for

lowest dílution in toluenê, D = dilution factor, W = initial weight of

plant material). Proline determinations are reported in the liter-

ature in uníts of either mg proline per gram dry weight or as

f-tmoles proline per gram fresh weight. Vor Ruppiø this conversion

can be made on the basis that dry weight is estimated as 153 of fresh

weight (Chapter 5) . Therefore I mg prol íne/g dry wt. = # "r#U
nmoles,/g fresh wt. (l'{!,I proline = 115.5), = I.3 }tmoles proline/g fresh

wt.

fr¡renty eight samples comprising RLtppia of three species (from

10 sites collected on three occasions) and two samples of

Lepilaena cyLíndrocarpa. were assayed. Three proline determinations

were made from each sample.
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Results and discussion

The dat-a (Ln mg/q dry weight and l.nnoles,/g fresh weight)

together with means and standard errors'are presenÈed in Appendix

XIV. Prol-ine concentrations are plotted against the salinity of the

habitat water for each sampling time (Figure 9.3) and these data are

separated for individual species (Figures 9.4, 9.5, 9.6). Changes in

salinity and proline concentration throughout the growing season

(August - November 1978) are plotted in Figure 9.7. Germination of

R. polycarpa and R. tuberosa occurred in JuIy and Ã. megaca.Tpa

began to shoot from rhizomes in August.

Although trends vary wit-h stage in the growing season and

species, a general increase in the proline concentration of tissue

occurs with increase in habitat salinity for each samplíng time

(figure 9.3). This finding is consistent with the observation

that many halophytes, including Ruppia, accumulate proline when

subjected to high salinities (Ståwart and fee 1974). However, the

Ruppía analysed by Stewart and Lee \^ras grown only in water salinities

of up to 12 o/oo ToS (200 mM NaCI) whereas in the present study, the

Ruppia tested was coll-ected from waters with salinity concentrations

from brackish to over 70 orloo TÐS (>1ZOO mM NaCI) . For .R, mav'itima

Stewart and Lee reported that proline increased from I to 5 pmolesr/g

fresh weight with salinity increase from O-9 o,/oo roS (O-I5O mM NaCl):

the material tested in this study had proline concentrations which

increased from 0.6 to 5.0 mg dry weight (= 0.8-6.5 Umoles/g fresh

weight) over the same salinity range, and proline levels generally

continuecl to increase with increase in salinity. The highest proline

level recorded was 47.7 mg prolLne/g dry weight (62 pmoles/g fres}:.

weight) for Ë. tubetosa growing in water with a salinity of 65 o,/oo toS.

This value is very símíIar to the highest values obtained by Cavalieri

and Huang (1919) for L'Lntonium c.aroLínianLon (i^lalt.) Britt. and
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Juncus roemer|an?,¿s Scheele (60-70 pmotes,/g fiesh weight) grown in

growth chambers at NaCl concentration of >8OO mM (>55 o,/oo TDS).

However, Stewart and Lee (L974) recorded higher values for the

halophytes Tr"Lglochin maritíma L. (>300 pmoles/g fresh weight) and

htecineLLia matitimø (Huds.) Parl, (80 pmoles,/g fresh weight). The

values for all of these halophytes are considerably higher than the

highest record of 24..I mg/g dry weight (3I.3 pmoles/g fresh weight)

for specimens of barley grown under conditions of stress imposed by

Nacl (singh et aL L972).

The species ,R. ktberosa and fr. megaearpa show increased proline

content with increase in salinity (rigure 9.4, 9.5). Little information

is available for R. polyearpa (Figure 9.6) as sites had similar

sal-inities. The high values for R. tuberosa probably reflect the

higher salinity tolerance of this species.

Studies of proline content and salinity change throughout the

growing season (Figure 9.7) suggest that, although salinity increased

over the period studied at aII four sites for.R. ttlbet'osa, at three of

the four sites the proline content of B. tuberosa reached a maximum

a¡d then declined. Flax Point was the only site in which proline

leve1s continued to increase in November. Plants at this permanently

aquatic site may not have reached their maximum growth by this coll-

ection date. Data for R. megacaz'pta and .R. poLAearpd., although

Iimited, also show a decline in proline concentration later in the

growing season. This decline may be related to a decrease in metabolic

activity as the plant passes its maxj¡num photosynthetic activity.

A similar decrease in proline content was shown in TrigLoehi.n marítima

by Stewart and. Lee (L974). This is consistent r^Iith the hypothesis

that proline functions as a source of solute for intracellular osmotic

adjustment rather than as a stress response to decreased protein

synthesis and breakdown.
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The contribution of proline to the cytoplasmic osmotic potential

can be assessed by comparing the concentration of proline (convertecl

from ymoÌes/g fresh rveight to a m.1,4 concentration) with the concent::ation

of solutes (mM) in the water from the ha-bitat. If free proline is

restricted to the cytoplasm, as suggested by Stewart and Lee (L914),

Flowers et aL (1911) and I¿Jrench et aL (L977), and if the cytoplasm

is estimated to occupy l0% of the total cell volume, the concentration

of proline in the cytoplasm of Ruppia accounts for 30-50å of the

solute concentration of the external ha-bitat in waters of higher

salinities, Thus proline makes a significant contribution to the

cytoplasmic sol-ute potential and would function in helping to

excl-ude the vacuolar salts from entering the cell. It is possible

that other amino acids accumulate in the cytoplasm with the same

effect. The amino acicl betaine also has been shown to have an

osmoregulal-ory role in some halophytes and crop species (Storey and

lüyn Jones J-978a, b; I{yn Jones and Storey I978a. b). Although assays

for the presence of betaine ín Ruppia were not undertaken in this

study, work in this area may serve to elucidate further the role of

-amino acids as mecha¡isms for salt tolerance.

Àlternatively the role of proline may not be entirely osmoreg-

ulatory. It has also been suggested that proline may associate with

enzymes in such a way that serves as protection for the enzyme in

the cytoplasm (Bar-Nun and PoJ-jakoff-Mayber 19'17; Schobert L977¡

Vürench et aL 1917) .

9.4 Population dynamics: life cycJ-e patterns

Both annual and perennial forms of Ruppia have continuous life

cycles; annual-s are present as dormant organs (seeds or turions)

between their active growth phases, and the perennj-als maíntain their

vegetative plarrt structure throughout periods of quiescence. Grov¡th
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experiments (Section 9.2) gave no índication that these life cycle

types are reversible in the alternate habitats.

Confirmation of these results was sought through investigation

of the life cycles of the sympatríc annual and perennial populations

of R. tuberosa and R. mega.car¿pa. in Little Dip Lake and of -R. poLAearpa

from Blue-Green AIgaI Pool.

Methods

Life cycles were followed by measuring seasonal changes

in the standing crop of annual and perenniaL Ruppziø populations.

Samples were taken with a Tvärminne sampler (Figure 4.1) at different

depths and locations. Macroscopic organic matter (plants and animals)

was sorted from inorganic and microscopi-c parts; Iivi.ng plant parts

were separated from the macroscopic fraction and then Ruppia pLartts

were removed. These plants were partitioned into roots, rhizomes,

leaves and reproductive parts to estimate seasonal changes in the

relative weights of parts of annual and perennial populations.

Samples were selected from the densest part of each population.

All samples v/ere sorted, dried to constant weight at IO5oc, cooled

in a desiccator and weighed. Mean dry weights are given for replicas

and all weights are in grams dry weight per square metre (owg/m2).

!'Ihere dry summer samples from the eulittoraL zone were sorted for

seeds and turions, subsamples of 25% of each sample hrere processed.

Profiles of standing crop with depth and distance from the

shore $/ere construcl-ed to detect changes in total macroscopic organic

matter (plant and animals), total macrophyte parts and Ruppía

(Figure 9.8). Data for these profiles were obtained by systematic

sampling at 0.05 m depth intervals (from O - 0.75 m depth) along a

transect through both F. l;uberosa and Ã. megaea.Tpa. habitats in

Little Dip Lake in November L977. For inter-ecosystem comparisons Rt'tppia

salr¡¡ks from other l-ocalities were taken, also in November L977.
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Resul-ts

1. Dry weight of Ruppia compared with total plant
parts and total organic matter.

The values for dry weights of macroscopic organic

matter, Iive macrophytes and Rupltia. are presented in Table 9.15.

Comparisons of the dry weights of Ruppia with macrophytes and. total

organíc matter can be made within and between ecosystems for the one

perennial an<l two annual species. The dominant animal species

associated with Ruppía in these ha-bi.tats was the benthic gastropod

CoæíeLLa stv,iata (Reeve); the gastropod Physastra gibbosa Goul-d

was sometimes found. Not all macroscopic organic material was live;

many of the shells for example were empty. P1ant species associated

with the annual species of RtLppía (R. tuberosa and .R. poLycanpa)

in ephemeral habitats included Lønprothatrmium pdpuLosutn arrd

Lepilaena cyLindroeanpa and. a mat-producing blue-green alga.

Lønpnotharnnium papuLosum and. Cladophora sp. occurred with both annual

and perenniaL Ruppzia species in permanently wet ha-bitats of varying

sal-inity and depth. Perennial Ã. megaeaypa clumps are generally

monospecifíc, but may be surrounded or shaded by these other species,

whereas the annuaL Ruppia species grow in mixed associations of

species. Potamogeton pectina.tus and. MyriophgLLum pnopínquum are

found in association wíth the annual R, poLycar.pa íî Fresh Dip Lake,

but not in localities with higher salinities. In the more saline

situations Ruppia comprises a high percentage of the total plant

standing crop, which increases with increasing depth. The dry weight

of Ruppia per square metre is generally higher for perennial than

for annual forms; depth differences may contribute to this effect.



Tab1e 9. 15 Standing crop and species composition at particular depth and salinities within lakes in
November L9772 dry weighÈs of Ruppia, total plant parts and total organic matter.
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Table 9.16 Percentage of total dry weight allocated to roots,
rhizomes, Ieaves and reproductive parts for the
perennial- species, À. mega.car¿pa., and the annual
species. À. tuberosa and. .R. poLAcarpa. in
November l-977
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2. Dry weights of roots, rhizomes, Ieaves and

reproductive parts in annual and perenníaL Ruppia
populations

Variations in the dry lveights of plant portions of the

three Ruppía species are shown in Tab1e 9.16. During the dry phase of

ephemerar habitats, seeds and turions of two structural types (see

Section 9.5) were the only live parts present. In late spring

(November), leaves comprised. 50% and rhizomes 20% of the dry weight of

the F. meg(rcdrpd. ptants, while the pr:oportions found in the annual

¿ç. ù,Lberosa from habitats which were stirl wet were ress than 20%

for leaves, approximately 40? f.or rhLzomes and over 20% for turions.

These annual ,R. tztherosa plants had passed their most active photo-

synthetic stage a¡rd were producing turions. At this time the annual

R. polyeazp.from the permanent habitat in Fresh Dip Lake rvas flowering

protificalry with no sign of'senescencei this popuiation regressed

in Ja¡uary 1978.

3. Changes in the structure of R. tubey,osa and-R. mega.cqrpa,

populations along a transect in water of increasing depth

Figure 9.8 shows changes ín Ruppia, total plant matter

and totar organic matter along a transect through ephemerar and.

permanent plant habitats in Little Dip Lake. The occurrence of other

species is also recorded. Dry weight d.ata extend to a depth of 0.75 m

but prant occurrence was record.ed to the centre of the lake. The

R. tuberosa habitat was partiatly dry at the time of the survey a¡d

sampres in this zone \^/ere taken at 0. 05 and 0. r m height above the

water level. The .R. tubey,osa poputàtions extended. to 0.2 m depth.

No Ruppia occurred between 0.2 and 0.25 m. patches of R. mega,carpa.

were located at O.25, 0.35 and 0.45 m with a more extensive dense band

between 0.55 and 0.75 m. The differences in dry weights of the two

forms are marked: differences in the amount of organic matter per

plant unit, rather than the density of plants are reflected.
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The graph of tot-af plant matter (Figure 9.8) indicates that the

percentage of dry weight of other plant species increased where the

dry weight. of Ruppia ís Low. LepiLaern eylíndnocarpa arrd Larrcpz,othatrmíum

papuLoswn occur throrrghout the .¿?. tuberosa habitat; bot'n CLadophora

attð. Lønprotha¡rmíum occtlr from 0.I m to the centre of the lake.

4. Seasonal changes of total dry weight of Ruppia and'

of the proportions of parts for the three species

Seasonal changes in the dry weight of Ruppia are plotted

for the 13 months from November L977 to November 1978 in Figure 9.9a,b,c.

The aquatic regimes of these habitats are indicated on the abscissa.

The dry weight of plant parts as a percentage of the total Ruppia

present is also presented"

The annual populations died off as the ha-bítats dried. leaving

seeds a¡rd dormant turions alive over the dry phase (November to June).

The perennial population had a quiescient period over winter (April

to September) and then increased to a surmner peak of organic matter.

Senescence and decay of many of the older plant parts in the perennial

populations occllrred during this period. The minimum total dry weight

of RuppíA per square metre for the R. megacat'pa popuLation was greater

than the maximum for either annual species. As mid-winter figures

for ,R. megq.C1rp7 are not available, only a general comparison of the

differences in organic matter between the annual and perennial life

cycles can be made. The minimum dry weight for .R. megqcaîpa

.)
was 103 g/m' in September and the maximrm was 383 g/m' irt November,

whereas R. tutbeTosa and R. poLAcaytpa. had minirna of 4.2 g/m2 and

t - .2
I.6 g/m' respectiveJ-y from November to June and maxima of 60 g/m-

a
and 88 g,/m" respectively in Septernber" The similarities in magnitude

and timing of these maximum and minimum figures for the annual forms

are emphasized when contrasted with the greater weights and
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differences in timirrg of growth phases of the perennial .R. nega.carpa.

Both the annual species reached their growth peak in Septembe:l (spring),

two months after germination whereas the perennial had not commenced

its annuat growth phase at this time. By November, when the annual

populations had set seed and their habitats were nearly dry, the

perennial population !{as actively growingrboth by production of new

shoots from old stems and new rhizomatous spread at the edge of old

Ruppia clumps. Seasonal increases in temperature, light, water

depth or decrease in salinity may stimulate these growth phases.

The annual populations show a more immediate response to such factors

since the shallow ha-bitats refill and warm quicJ<ly whereas a time lag

a¡ld buffering of these effects occurs in the perennial ha-bitats.

Discussion

Although these data are sufficient for comparisons of

life cycle strategies, extensive biomass sampling within these

populations is necessary for detailed studies of the energetics of the

populations. The comparisons of annual and perennial life strategíes

by estimates of ttre live organic matter produced may be biased by

inclusion or exclusion of parts of the perennial plants which are

visually difficult to classify as dead or alive. This source of

error is less marked in annual populations.

partitioning of Ruppia into plant parts reveals differences

between annual and perennial forms as well as seasonal differences

within each life cycle. In the perennial species the leaves and

above-ground stems constitute over 40% of- the plant matter throughout the

year and may comprise up to BO% of the total. Rhizomes constantly

make up 10 to 20% of. the total, and roots between 5 and 30u - The

function of rhizomes for storage and propagation is important in the

perennial species. The low percentage dry weight of flowers and

fruits is consistent with the observation that reproduction is mainly

asexual, by spread of rhizomes.
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Both annual species show a pr:oliferatj-on of leaves during ti-re

short growing season. The maximum ccntribution of roots is less than

7z by dry weight and occurs in the early growth phases. Rhizome

growth replaces this as the growing season progl:esses. The proportion

of the dry weight of parts that function reproductively is much higher

in the two annual forms than in the perennial. Even when vegetative

growth of the annuals is at íts maximum, the percentage of dry weight

accounted for by reproductive parts is higher than at any stage

of the life cycle of the perennial. During the dry period of seve-n

months, all surviving parts of the annuals are reproductíve" The

differences in reproductive strategies for the three species and their

roles in propagation are examined more extensívely in Section 9.5.

9.5 Reproductive biology

Both annual a¡d perennial species of Ruppia propagate sexually

and asexually. The predominant method of reproduction for the perenníal-

species, R. megaearpat is asexual, by rhizomes and rooting from stem

nodes: a limited number of viable seeds supplement this vegetatíve

spread. On the other hand, the annual species, .R. tubexosa and

R. poLycarpa, flower and fruit prolifically and produce large numbers

of asexual turions, and also spread laterally by rhizomes.

I. Seeds

Seeds of the perennial species díffer in síze shape and

podogyne charac'Lers (Section 8.4) as wefl as in their physiological

requirements for breaking dormancy (Section 9.3).

2. Vegetative spread by r:hizomes and shoots from nodes

The perennial species, .8. megacarpa., conforms to

pattern of reproduction found in many aquatic argiosperms. Most

propagation occurs by the lateral spread of starch-fille<l rhizomes.

The limited nunrber of seeds producecl may be dormant for long periods
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before germination (Sculthope L967: Hutchinson 1975). Regeneration

from mechanically broken plant fragments is common in l?" mega.carpa

and has been recorded in other aquatic species (Spencer and Lekic

L974¡ Hutchinson 1975)

The lateral spread of the annual species fr. tttbey,osa and.

R. poLycay,pa. by rhizomes is important in the short growing season.

The development of asexual perennating organs (turíons) may be

associated with the rhizomes in these species.

3. Asexual perennating organs (turions)

Turions function as organs of perennation (overwintering

buds) in some temperate aquatic species where vegetative parts senesce.

In Australia, turions produced by the annual species of Ruppia enable

the plants to withstand an extended dry summer. No turions have been

recorded for the perenniar R, mega,carpa. Turions formed by Æ. poLycaTpa

and .R. tuberosa detach from the parent plants and d.isperse; these

plants may thus act as rasexual annual-s' (Hutchinson l-975). Both seeds

and turions of R. polycarpa and R. tuhez,osa survive drying and

propagate these species in the subsequent annual wet phase.

Turions of two types were recorded (type I Plate 9.1, type

If P1ate 9.2). In F. tuberosa, turions occur prolifically in all

localities and both structural types may occur on the same plant.

However, only type I turions were recorded in R. poLyaa.ypa. ín the two

ephemeral habitats (BGAP and LR) and no turions were recorded in the

permanent ha-bitat (FDL) . Turions have not been observed in R" poLgca-rpa

in New Zealand (Mason L967¡ Mason pers. coflun. 1978).

Seeds and both types of turions germinated simuttaneously

shortly after the habitats refil-Ied with water. Turiorls \^¡ere produced

in several field sites where no flov¡ering was recorded in Èhe 1976-77

and 1977-78 seasons. lwo of these sites, Beachport SaIt Lake a.nd

Pipeclay Lake, produced seeds as well as turions in the 1978-79 season

when salinities did not reach the extreme levels of the previous season.
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A simirar situaÈi-on, in which more than one structural type of
turion occurs, has been recorded in the aguatic genus potamogeton

where five structural types of turions have been noted (Hutchinson 1975).

These turions were produced from the rhizome or were modificatio's of
buds borne on stems.

Turions have not been recordecr for populations of Ruppia

outside Australia and no disti'ction between types of turions has

previousr]'been made within this genus. Lucas and lrlomersley (197r)

described yellow-white swelli-ngs at the junction of leaves and rhizomes,

whereas Aston (l-973) referrecl to small brown turions about 3 rnm rong,

enveloped in a sheath of reduced leaf-Iike bracts produced at the tips
of the rhizomes. Davis and Tomr-inson (Lg74) considered that each

turion, formed at a reaf base, consisted of a singre short internode

with leaf and root primordia, surrounded by cortical- parenchyrna ce11s

enclosed by leaf sheaths.

Type I turions (plate 9.1) are similar to the turions described

by Davis and Tomlinson (1974). Those described by Aston (Ig73) appear

to be structually simirar to these, but were described as being

produced on rhizome tips rather than at the junction of the leaf
brades and the rhizome; this positioning is simir_ar to that of the

type rr turions found in this sLudy. The description of yelrow-white

swellings (Lucas and Womersley I97l) conforms with the appearance of
type II turions (Plate 9.2) except that the turions were described by

Lucas and tr{omersrey as occurring at reaf bases, whereas type rï turions
were observed at rhizome tips in this study.

Confusion between turions (particularly type II) and galJ_s,

formed as a pathological response to the fungus Tetnarnyæa panasitíca

Goebel, is possible as both structures appear as white swerrings on the

rhizome" Gal1s of this fungus have been recorded on Ruppia in Europe

(den Harl-oq 1963) , Gal-ts farmed by this organism occurred on Ruppia
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from Lake Eliza Salt Marsh and from Beachport SaIt Lake where both

types of turions occur. Gal1s were identifíed by C. den Hartog

(pers. comm. L977).

Anatomical studies were conducted to elucidate differences in

the structure of the turions.

Methods

type f and II turions were collected from populations

of. R, tuberosa at Beachport Salt Lake, Lake Robe and Little Dip Lake.

Specimens for sectioning were preserved. in 4% formalin and tra¡rsferred

to F.A.A. (formal-in:acetic acid:alcohol , 2zLz25) fot 24 hours.

Specimens were embedded in wax (Paraplast) and sectioned with a

Carrbridge Rocking Arm microtome by methods outlined in Johansen (1940).

Serial sections were made in both transverse and longitudinal planes

and were stained with Safranin and Fast Green (see Johansen 1940).

Specimens for examination with the Scanníng Electron Microscope \^lere

collected from dry lake sediments and oven-dried (IOSoC) before spatter

coating with gold.

Results and interpretation

Scanning electron micrographs (Plates 9.1 and 9-2) show the

external differences between type f and If turions. Type I organs

are asyrnmetrical, L - 2.5 mm long, and have a hardened brown outer

layer enclosing a swollen area from which shoots and roots emerg:e

when growth is stimulated. These organs are formed at nodes on the

rhizome and the enclosing tissues appear to be modified from the leaf

bases at each node along a section of the rhizome. When dry and

detached from the plant, pieces of the rhizome may remain attached

as basar extensions of these organs' Type rr turions are sl¡mmel-ricar'

spherical and cream in colour and are I.5 - 3.0 mm long, and were

observed to form at rhizome tips.
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The photorrticrographs (P1ates 9.3 to 9.2O) show tra.nsverse and

longitudinal sections taken through turions of type I and II. The

Iocation of these sections are shown in Plates 9.lb and 9.2b. Plates

9.3 to 9.8 are transverse sections and 9.9 to 9.Il longitudinal sections

through tlpe I turions: Plates 9.12 to 9.18 are transverse sections

and 9.19 and 9.20 longitudinal sections through type fI turions.

Plates 9.3 to 9.6 are representative of the serial sections taken from

the apex to the base of type I turions. Plates 9.I2 to 9.1-7 are

representative of the seríal sections from apex to base of type II

turions. The sections of type I turions are described in the legend

to Pl"ates 9.3 to 9.II and the sectj-ons of type I1 turions are des-

cribed in the legend to Plates 9.L2 Eo 9.2O.

Discussi-on

Turions of type f and II are both structures containing

dormant meristematic areas whích can be stimulated to resume growth

by favourable environmental conditions. Meristematic vascular traces

are located in both turion types. Type I turions consist of modified

hardened, leaves, originating from the old leaf base. These leaves

enclose a central vascular area in the position of the previous basal

meristem which would have marked the connection between the growing

stem, Ieaves and the rhizome. The dormant meristematic area of type

II turions is embedded in swollen leaf structures with numerous enlarged

starch-filled cells. The central vascular area resembles that of the

rhizome and connects with vascular areas of the stem and Leaf initials.

One of the major structural differences between the two types

of turions is the location of the swelling, and the nature of the

outer protective coating. The outside layer of cells of the enclosing

leaves in type I turions are modified and scale-l.ike. these feaves

protect and enclose the enlargecl region of starch-filled cortícal

parenchyrna cel-Is of the ste;n" The enclosing lea.ves of bype II turio¡ls



Plate 9.1

Plate 9.2

Turion type I
a. Scanning ELectron Micrograph

b. Position of sections shown in plates 9.2 to 9.I1

Turion type II

a. Scanning Electron Micrograph

b. Position of sectíons shown in plates 9.I2 to 9.2O
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Plates 9.3 t-o 9.11 Type I turions

P1ates 9.3 to 9.8 are transverse sections and 9.9 to 9.1I

longitudinal sections through type f turions. plates 9.3 to 9.6

are representative of the serial sections taken from the apex to the

base of tlpe I turions.

Type I turions are composecl of a central region of starch-

filted cel]s (ST) surrounded by leaf-like structures (SL) (plates

9.3 to 9.7). The outer cells of these leaves have thickened walls

and seem to be modified as a protective layer of scales (sL) (plate

9.7). The region of starch-filled cells broadens from the apex

to the base of the turion (Plates9.3 a¡¡d 9.6) and a central vascular

region (V) is visible in the basal sections (plates 9.5, 9.6).

This vascul-ar trace is small and not extensivery d.eveloped (prate

9.8) suggesting that it nay be a dormant meristematíc region.

Transverse sections nearer the base show an area of cells oriented.

longitudinally (Loc) (Plate 9.6); these are part of the rhizome.

The central vascular area (V) of the stem cortex is continuous with

vascular tissue (v) within this longitudinar series of celrs (prate

9.6) suggesting that the vascul-ar tissues of sLem, leaf base and

rhizome are connected. The longitudinal sections confirm the a-bove

deductions (Plates 9.9, 9.I0, 9.]f) and also show connection of

vascular areas lying perpendicul_ar to one another.

SL

- starch-filled cells

- scale-like leaf

- vascular region

- longitudinally oriented cells

V

ST

LOC
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Plates 9-L2 Eo 9.2O Type IT turions

P1ates 9.L2 to 9.18 are transverse sections and 9.19 and 9.20

longitudinal sections through type II turions. P1ates 9.L2'to 9.I1

are representative of the serial sections from apex to base of type

II turions. The sections 9.14 to 9.18 show a split in the turion;

this is an artefact introduced during the wax embedding.

In type fI turions a regi.on of swollen starch-fi.Iled cells (ST)

surrounded by two leaf-like structures (L) can be seen in the

transverse sections near the apex (Plates 9.L2, 9-13). Ho\,vever the

enclosing leaf-Iike structures do not have the modified scale-Iike

cells present in type I turions (P1ate 9.7). Plates 9.12 to 9.15

shorv that in type II turions both the ntunlcer and size of the

parenchyma cells of the inner leaf increase further from the apex

(SwL). The inner leaf becones even thicker and is continuous with

the central cortex in lower sections (Plates 9.7-4 Lo 9.L7). In

Plate 9.14 two vascular traces (V) can be seen in the central region;

one of these can be followed to the central stem and the other to

the enclosing leaf sheaths (Plates 9.13, 9.L4). Closer to the base

(plates 9.16 to 9.18) cel1s are oriented longitudinally and another

area of vascular tissue is visible: this probalrly connects the

vascular initials in the stem and leaf areas with vascular tissue

of the rhizome. Longitudinal sect-ions (Plates 9.!9, 9.2O) show a

transversely oriented vascular trace (TOC) : this is the, vascular

system of the rhizome seen in longitudinal orientation (LOC) Ín

P1ates 9.l5 to 9.I8.

ST - starch-filled cells LOC - longitudinally oriented

L - Ieaf-like structures cells (in TS)

. SwL - swol-len leaf TOC - transversely oriented

V - vascular region cells (in LS)
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do not have modified outer cells, but have a waxy non-celIuIar Ìayei:

on the outside of the extensive region of starch-fitled leaf par:enchyma.

The observation that tlpe II turíons internally resemble

rhizomes and are found at rhizome tips, suggeststhat the apical meristem

and undeveloped leaf primordia have been modífied to form a swollen

protected bud.

The occurrence of type II turions on .R. h,tberosa but not on

R. poLycarpa co:ul'd. be explained by differences in the habitat of these

species. After initial rhizomatous growth, stems of R. poLycarpa

elevate and branch into the water and thus apical meristems around

which turions can form will not be presen9 aE thízome tips in the

sediments. Alternatively, apical meristems are present at the many

rhizome tips of .8. tuberosa as this plant spreads laterally through the

sediments without branching into the wateri turions often form at

these locations. The smaller ntlriber of type I turions produced by

R. polycazpa can be explained similarly; more nodes of r?. poLycaz'pa

are elevated into the water leaving only a few basal nodes around. which

turions form in the sediments. The many basal nodes of R. tatherosa

enable many type I turions to form.

4. Reproduct.ive patterns

Introduction

Seeds, turions and rhizomes aLl function as mechanisms of

regeneration in Ruppia. Such a var-iety of propagative mechanisms often

accounts for ha-bitat differences between species (Grime L979). The

type of reproductive pattern that has evolved in a particular species

may be related Èo the accessory functions of seeds and turions as

units of dispersal ancl perennation, ancì., for seeds, as a source of

genetic variability (Harper 1977). An analysis of the allocation of

both resources and time to various reproduct-ive (both sexual and asexual)

and ncn-¡:eprocluctive functions in the life cycles of species of. futppía
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can be used to examine how eacir species has achieved a comprorni.se of

these functions in various habitats.

Although no simiLar studlr has been condrrcted for aquatic plants,

comparabl.e methods have been used to examine life cycle patterns of

terrestrial plants. Previous studies have examined reproductive

strategies by part.itioning the plant material produced in a generation

j.nto categorJ-es by measurements of dry weights. Hickman a¡d Pitelka

(1975) found that there was a good correlation between estimates of

energy allocation made by measurement of dry weíght with those based on

calorific determinations. It has been postulated that reproductive

effort may be fixed and constant in a constant environme¡rt and rnay be

variable and subject to environmental stress in fluctuating environ-

ments (Harper L961). Life cycle strategies have been examined for

a¡nual species (Senecío uuLgaris L., Harper and ogden L9'10¡ species

of. PoLygonLrn L., Hickman L975, L977) and for perennial species

(Tanaæacwn offieirmL¿ Ì{eber, Gadgil and solbrig I972i the composite

SoLidago L., Abrahanson and Gadgil 1973 ¡ TussiLago fa,vfara. L. by

Ogden L974), Annual and perenniaf strategies of speci.es of Lupírrus L.

\,¡ere compared by Pitelka (1977) and strategies of a crop species

of Me&Lcago L. and stoloniferous species of. TrifoLium L. were

considerecl by Turkington and Cavers (f978). All these studies

substantiate the ideas that the proporti-on of energy allocated to

reprocluction ís higher in annual than in perennial species. Studies

have generally considered annuals and perennials in l-aboratory or

field situations: Pitelka (L971) combined both approaches.

Data have been analysed variously in terms of plant strai-egíes

in stable and fluctuati-ng or in competitive and harsh environments.

The interpretation of the reproductive patterns in terms of r- and K-

selection (MacArthur an<l Wilson L967) have been niade by many workers

(see Harper L977); r-selection is characterízed. by the combj.nation of

early maturity, many small young. a short life and a large repr:odr-rc'b-ive
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effort, whereas K-selection is characterized by a combination of late

maturíty, few large young, a lorrg life a¡rd a small reproductive

effort. These terms are used either as fabefs for these combinations

of traits or as explanations of why those traits are found. together

(Stearns L976).

No previous studies have included asexual perennating organs

as part of the reproductive effort nor have they considered. reproductive

patterns in aquatic plants. Hence the populations of the aquatic

angiosperm Ruppia provide the opportunity to study a variety of

reproductive patterns in two annual and one perennial species.

Methods, resulÈs and interpretation

first, the proportion of the total plant dry weight devoted,

to reproduction ín annual and perennial forms was examined; second,

the allocation of this reproductive effort between asexual- and sexual

reproductive structures was compared for annual and perennial life

patterns and for individual species; arld third,the size, weight and

numbers of each tlpe of propagule $/ere compared for each group.

Figures 9.10, 9.lI and 9.12 show the percentage allocation of

dry weight to plant parts for the three Ruppía species. Figures 9.IO

and 9.I2 represent the life cycles of the annual species ,R. tuberosa

and F. poLAcarpd. from Little Dip Lake and Blue-Green Algal PooI

respectively and Figure 9.II represents the perennial fr. megd.cqrpd

from Little Dip Lake. These figures \^rere compiled from d.ata collected

and sorted as describecl in the discussion of life cycles (Section g.4).

The total dry weights (IOSoC) of. Ruppia were compared on a seasonal

and population basis in the pr:evious section (Figure 9.9). In Figures

9.10, 9.I1 and 9.12 plant parts are considered as a percentage of each

total sample.
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The allocation of dry weight to reproduction differed greatly

between annual and perennial species. In the perennial, a very sma11

percerrtage of the total dry weight of l-ive parts was allocated to

sexual reprod.uctive parts in any season (Figure 9.11). A maximum of

4.5% was devoted to seeds and floral parts in summer (January). The

rhizomes, structures important in asexual reproductj-on, comprised

between 10? and 30% of the live organic matter of the perennial plants.

The proportion of dry weíght in rhizomes decreased in the growing

season/ perhaps indicating a mobilization of starch reserves as plants

began to grow acl-ively and photosynthesis íncreased. Alternatively,

this decrease could simply reflect the increase in the proportion of

leaves compared with the more statíc rhizome stock.

The percentage of the total dry weight represented by reproductive

structures h/as much higher in all seasons for the two an¡ual species

(Fígures 9.10, 9.I2). In the short active growing phase, when

production of photosynthetic material reached a peak (572 f.or R. tube:r,osa

76% f.or R. poLycarpa) and rhizomes and roots also reached their annua.l

maxima, seeds and. asexual propagul.es reached their annual minima of

LAz for R. tubeyosa and 5% for R. poLAeq.Tpa. At aII other stages,

reproductive organs, both asexual and. sexual, comprised a much higher

percentage of the total live parts. fn the eight months from November

to .Tuly, when the habitats were dry, 100? of the live material for

these an¡rual species was reproductive. Rhizomes also functioned in

the spread of these plants, but they could not survive desiccation.

Rhizomes comprised up to 3Js" of the total dry weight during the growing

season.

The two a¡.nual species are remarkably similar in the proportion

of reproductive parts at the dífferent stages of their life cycles

(Figures9.10, 9.L2). fn the dry phase, 100% of parts were reproductive

for bot-h species. This dropped to l-3.2ga for R. tubez.osc¿ and €i.3%
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for À. polAcarpa, early in the growing season, then increased. to 24%

and 3I? respectively when total weight of Ruppia was at its maximum,

and increased further to 46% ancl 62ø" respectively in November before

Èhe ha-bitats dried. The magnitude of the observed differences between

.R. tuberosa and .R. polgcarpa was similar to the variation between

samples from within each population. This contrasts with the marked

difference between these species and the perennial R. megaearpa.

Notwithstandi-ng the generat similarities of total reproductive

effort for R. tubez,osa and -R. polycarpa, they differ in their division

of reproductive parts into sexual (seeds) and asexual (turions)

propagules. Of the total reproductive parts in the dry season l-1"4%

were seeds and 88.6% were tur:ions in .R. tuberosarwhereas 86% were

seeds and 14% turions in F. poLycar.pA. The type of asexual bud also

differed; onty type r turions were present for R. poLycarpa wheteas

both types I and Ir were recorded for.R. þ¿bev'osa (39% type I and

6J-% type II). Although the two annual species produce both seeds and

turions these data suggest that F. tuberosa relies on asexual

propagation from turions to a greater extent than does .R. poLAedrpa..

Both seeds and asexual organs germinated simultaneously in the

R, tubenosa population from Little Dip Lake and the R. poLgcarpa

population from Blue-Green Algal Pool.

An alternative way of examining reproductive effort is by

considering the number of reproductive units produced. The nurnber of

seeds produced by a plant will be determined by the weight of a plant'

the proportion of its weight allocated. to seeds and the average weight

of each seed (Harper L977). The nunber of asexual reproductive units

(turions) will be determined b1' ¡¡. same variables and thus a¡t

estimate of t-he total nrur,ber of reproductive units can be made. Asexual

reproductive units can only be consi<lered in this way if they become
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iridependent of Lhe parenÈ piant. Spread by rhizomes is nol- assessable,

as potentially every rhizonre is totipotent and could be stímulated

to spread and become independent of the parent plant. Bstimates of

the number of reproductive propagules were based on counts of seeds

and turions separated frorn the sanples sorted for dry weight deter-

minations. Estimates of propagules per plant were not possible as

indi.viduals were impossible to distinguish in the perennial populations

because of rhizomatous spread. Further estimates of seed numbers were

made from the number of fl-owers produced. f¡rom these figures the

number of reproductive units per square metl:e was calculated. Samples

vrere taken from the densest part of each population. Differences in

the sta.nding crops of these annual and perennial species are discussed

in Section 9.4 (Figure 9.9) .

Estimates of the nuniber of viable seeds and turj-ons per square

metre are presented for two populations of .R. tubez'osa and of

R, megacarpa and one of -R. poLAcarpq, (Ta-ble 9.Il). Differences between

annual and perennial growth forms, the three species and between the

two populations of R. ktberosa were examined" The number of generations

represented by the propagule bank was difficult to cletermine: seed

cases which had already germinated vrere removed (73ø" of total for

R. poLycarpa a\d 50? for .R. tubenosa), fevr .R. megdcarpa seeds showed

signs of either previous germination or non-viability; alI turions

appeared to be intact. It was assumed that non-viabílity of seeds

and turions would affect samples equally and that even where dj.fferences

in via-bility between seeds and turions occurred, this would not affect

the magnitude of the differenc.es between the groups being compared.

As it was not possible to determine the age of seeds or turions, the

numbers predicted are for the total bank of reproductive units rather

tha¡r those produced pe:: plant or per generation. There will always be

more than one gerreration present in situat-tons v¿here a J-ong perj-od of

dormancy is required for maturit-.y. Germ-inatiotr of proportions of the
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sane seed, ba¡k in successive years is suggested from evidence presented

for the perennial R. megacarpa buL not for the annual species. Thus

the estimates of seed number for Èhe perennial species would be

inflated as they would include more than one generation', whereas

estimates for the annuals would larqely be based on the production for

one generation, supplernented by minor proportions of older seeds

whích did not germinate in previous seasons.

These estimates (Table 9,I7a) show that the total nurnber of

reproductive units per square metre was similar for annual populations:

the estimate for R, poLycaï,pa was 3394 and for the two -R. tubenosa

popuJ-ations 3980 and 3119. These data contrast wíth the estimate of

372 seeds per square metre for F. mega.carpa. Comparisons of seed

nu¡nbers show that the Ã. poLyeaz,pa estimate inctuded more seeds than

either F. tuberosa or R. megacq.rpa, other seed number differences

were not considered to be of sufficient magnitude to be significant

when sampting b.ias and the inability to distinguish generations were

taken into account.

The potential seed production in one generation \,ras estimated

from the nuniber of flowers per pJ-ant or sample and the number of carpels

per flower (Table 9.f7b). These estimates cannot take into account

fertilization and development, viability or dispersal. ft was assumed

that only half the carpels would develop to maturity. These calculations

suggest that the two annual spepies could each produce over 1.0'000

seeds per square metre in a growing season whereas the perennial could

produce less than 500 seecls (Tal¡Ie 9.L7b). These estimates, although

considerably in excess of the actual nu¡nbers of seeds found, support

the initial observations that annual plants produce many more reprod-

uctive units than perennial plants"

The evidence presented for Ruppía is consistent with the

hypothesis tnat species j.n variable habj"tats produce many smal-l seeds

whereas species in more sta-t¡le" mature habitats p::oduce a smaller



Table 9.17

a.

Estimates of the number of plant propagules produced by
annual and perenniaL Rutppia popuLations.
a. estimate based on seeds and turions in the sediments
b" estimate of seed production based on flowers produced

per plant or sarnpfe

R. h,tbev,osa

R. megaeanpa

,ç. poLyearpa

b.

3394Total

LDL

Lake
Robe

LDL

BGAP

312

291_O

484
3t3

52
(27%)

( 100e")
72
J.2

264
L2

TotaI
seeds
turj-ons type T

3980

372
o

40
0

40
0

40
0

TotaI
seeds
tur-ions

3119

7.61
2.L39
L67 4

I8
230
r80

(50%)
( r00? )
( l-00e¿ )

18
230
180

Total
seeds
turions type I
turions type II

s07
632

19BO

54
68

2L3

(so?)
( r00% )
( 100% )

L2
l5
47

24\

I:J

(222)see<ls
tur-i-ons type f
turions tvDe II

No.
viable

/m2

No.
viabf e

/Tvs

No. viable
/subs

No. /subsLocation*'Species

a b. flowers
8A-9/78

8B-l/78
4c-9/78

* Sample no. of material used for estimates

R, tutberosa LDL

R. megacarpa LDL

R. poLycarpa BGAP
' R, tuberosa Lake Robe

Tvs = Tvarminne s4mpler = 0.11 sq m

subs = subsample

wt = weight

fl : flower
infl = inflorescence = 2 f]-owers

pI = plant

seeds & turions
37-8A-LL/77

LO-8P-LL/11

4-AC-Lr/71

52-6A-rL/77

11600

466

10300

4650

r40

4650

500

I5

500

0.5

3.3
seeds

o.74

25

l.67
seeds

37

2

2

25

2

3

6-19
( 10)

2-4
(4)

4_LT
(6)

R. tuberosa
(LDL)

R. mega.carpq
(LDL)

R. poLycarpa
(BGAP)

No.
seeds
/^2

No.pl
/m

est-
ímated
so. pl.
/tvs

No- infl.
/pL. or
tiller

No. infl.
/so pL.

or tilles
No. fl.
/infL.mature

êstimate)

carpelsNo

/f-r.
*Species
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nulrrber of larger seeds (Salisbury L942) .

DÍscussion

The reproductive strategies analysed. for the three species

of. Ruppía can be interpreted thror.rgh the principle of strategic

allocation. This principle as quoted by Harper (L971) states "that

organisms under natural selection optimize the partítioníng of the

limited time and energy in a way that maximizes fitness", and

this hypothesis has been developed and used to discuss the reproductive

strategies of many groups of pÌants and animals (Coay I966i Harper

L967¡ Harper and Odgen L97O; Odgen L974). Harper (L971) further

stated that this principle depends on the idea that structures or

activities of organisms are alternatives. Thus organisms which

recolonize fluctuating ephemeral habitats each year, for example the

two annuaL Rltppia speciesr mây d.epend on a high fecundity to maximize

the chance of leaving descendents, whereas in a more stal¡le ha-bitat,

such as that of the perennial R. megacarpa, fitness may be maximized

by vegetative vigour. The reproductive strategy of the annual species

R. tuberosa and.R. poLycarpa can be described as monocarpic (Harper

L977) or semelparous (Stearns 1976) as they reproduce only once and

produce large numbers of reproductive units. In contrast, the

perennial species R. megacatpa h.as a polycarpic (Harper L977') or

iteroparous (Stearns L976) reproductive strategy as it reproduces

more than once. over several seasons of the prolonged life cycle, but

produces smaller nr:nrbers of seeds on each occasion.

The life cycles of the annual Ruppia species, .R. h,tberosa

and R. polAearpa. with their monocarpic reproductive patterns, rapid

development of the plants, early maturity and a large amount of

energy allocated to producing large numbers of small propagules,

appear suitable for interpretation as an example of r-selection.
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The life cycle of the perennial -R. rnegacaepa,, with its polycarpic

reproductive pattern, slow development of plants, Iate maturity and

the small amount of energy arrocated to producing a small number of

large propagules, appears suitable for interpretation as an example

of K-selection. However more extensive consideration of the predict-

abirity of envíronmental fructuations in these habitats wouLd be

necessary before the basic assumptions behind the theories of r-

and K-selection could be satisfied. Theories of r- and K-serection

also imply the presence or absence of competition for which only

qualitative evidence is available. As the data. are consistent with

the concepts of semelparity and íteroparity it is more appropriate

to interpret them in this way.
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CHAPTI'R 10 CONCLIJSIONS

This study shows that both environmental flucl-uations and

maxímum salinity levels are important in determining the macrophyt.e

flora in saline environments. l"lost submerged hydrophytes are unable to

tolera,te waters with a salinity a-bove 4 a /oo TDS and emergent halophytes,

although more diverse, are sepal:ated from the much larger group of non-

halophytic species by their t-olerance of high root water salinities.

The adapta-b.ility of the small group of hal-ophytes whích does occur: at

salinities above 4 o¡oo TDS is determinecl by the ability to survive

a variety of harsh and f l-ucl-uat.ing condit-ions. The variation withj-n the

genus Rttppia is an example of how one halophyte has adapted to these

conditions. Even though extrapolation from thís exarnple to other

biotic systems must be made with caution, a knowì-edge of the variation,

life history and physiology of this genus contributes to the knowledge

of submergecl aquatic halophytes.

The systematic and ecological assessment of the variation

observed within the genus Ruppia in south-eastern South Austral-ia

revealed major taxonomic dífferences; these are related to habitat

preferences. Interactions between the genotype and the environment

are expressed in the life cycles of annual and perennial populations

adapted, respectively, to ephemeral a:.td permanent habitats. Systematic

examÍnation of this genus in South Australia indicated that the

differences between annual and perennial forms v/ere indeed of species

rank and that the variation within the annual- forms allowed a further

division j-n.to species. Thus, three species' one perennial and two

annual , occur in the sal-i¡te ecosystems studied. Al1 three occur

slrmpatric.-rJ-1y ín Lake Robe, ancl the perennial- and ol-re annual species

are found in both L.ittte D.ip Lake and the Lake Eliza Salt Marsh.
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Àlthough the three species of Ruppia are not ner.r, none of them

previously has been reported from South Au.stralia. AII South

Australian material - in fact all Austrafian material- - has been

described to date as Ruppia manitima or F. spinalis (= Ã. círv,hosa).

These names have been applied incorrectly to the three taxa present

in the study area and to most Australian material. The robust perennial

species of Ruppia is identified as R. megacarpa, and the delicate

annual species as .R. polycarpa and R. tuberosa. These species are

distinguì-shed by differences in characters such as car¡rel number.

fruit síze, sessil.e or stalked fruit, the shape of the fruit stalk

attachment and leaf width. R. megaearpa and R. poLycarpa were clescribed

from New Zealand, and R. tubey,osa was described from Western

Australia. Most of the specimens of this genus located in The State

Herbarium of South Australia belong to these three species. The only

exceptions to this are several herbarium specimens from central

Australia; these specimens fit into the B. maritima group as aII have

short peduncles and are fertilized underwater. Specimens belouging to

this group have been collected recently in western New South Vüafes

(S. Jacobs pers. comm. L979). All material collected from Victoria,

New South I¡IaIes and Western Australia and specimens examined from

herbaria in New South Wales, Austrafian Capital Territory, Victoria

and Western Australia are placed in one of the four species,.R. tuberosa,

R. poLycarpa, R. megacarpa or -R. mav,itíma. very few specirnens are

R. maritima and none of the Australian specimens conform to the species

description for R. ciz,z,hosa (F. spitaLis) .

The occurrence in South Australia of the two species described

from New Zeala¡rd and the one from V{estern Australj.a has wicle biogeo-

graphical implications. The presence of R. megacarpa and. R. poLycarpa

outside New Zealand suggests that they are temperate species with a

wide distribution, at least in the Southern Hemisphere. Recent records
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of these species from New South l¡Iales, Victoria anil !ùester¡r Ar:stral_ia

extend their known distribution in t-he ternperat.e southern areas of

Australia" simil-arry the wides¡:read occurrence of F. Luberosa ín

South Australia, together with recent isolated records of the species

on Rottnest Isla¡d, Wester:n Austr¿¡lia and in Swan Bay, on the

western side of Port Phillip Bay in victoria extend the recorded

distribution c,f this species across southern Austratia.

rn south Australia R" poLgcarpa and R. tuberosa are similar

in rife cycre, growth form and habitat preference and thereby show

closer affinities to each other t-han either does to Ã, megaca.r1pa,.

R. mega.earpa is similar to the majority of Northern Hemisphere species

in its perennial life cycle, larger growth form and perrnanently aquatic

habitat.

From the limited numbers of recorcls of plants from the .R. may,itima

group it appears that this species is confj.ned to the central and

northern areas of Australia. rt may be specurated that ,R. maritima

occupies northern permanent water holes and spr:ings as a relict species

of past crimates in Ai:stralia, and that Ã. megacanpa, R. tuberosa and.

R, poLyearpa for¡p. a group of temperate crimate species that have

evolved in response to fl-uctuating environments. An extensive exam-

ination of the distributic¡n and biorogy of the R. maritima group

and the distribution of R. tuberosa, R. megacaypa and F. poLgcarpa

throughout Australia are necessary before a complete rer¡ision of the

genus in Austraria ca¡r arlow further biogeographical specuration.

Turions produced by both R. poLycatpa and -R. tu.berosa ín

AustraLia provide the only records of perennating organs within this

genus: Ver:hoeven (1979) and others state that vegetative mat,erial of

Ruppia in Europe does not resist d.esiccation. In South Australian

ecosystems, J-arge numÌ:ers of turj-ons of t-rvo sl-ructural types form o1
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R. tuberosa, and a smaller number of onty one type for:m on R. poLycarpa.

In both species a swelling around a meristematic area at the junction

of the leaf sheath a¡rd rhizome is enclosed in resistant leaves and

detaches to form a turion: in .R. tuberosa a swelling at the extremity

of. a rhizome, presumabty around the apical meristem, may form a starch-

filled turion which becomes detached from the decaying plant. Both

structures serve as perennating organs and germinate when conditions

are favourable. AII records of tur:ions were fr:om ephemeral or very

shall-ow sal.Íne habj-tats. Turions have never been recorded for Ã. poLAea,ï,pa

in New Zealand where habitats for this species are always permanent

(Mason pers. comrn. 1979). This suggests that turions only occur in

ephemeral habit.ats. These observations have important taxonomic

inplicatÍons for the genus and family as the presence of turions in the

Potamogetonaceae and their absence in Ruppiaceae have been considered

as basic differences between these closely related families (Davis and

Tomlinson L9l4). The two structural types of turions described for

Ruppia in this study parallel the many types of turions found in the

Potamogetonaceae (Hutchinson 1975). A deta.iled examination of other

differences (e.9. floral morphology by Uhl L947) in Austral-ian material

may lead to further consideration of the close relationships of these

families.

Of the submerged angiosperms Ruppía has the widest tolera¡rce of

both absolute concentration and, range of safinity. The osmoregulatory

mechanisms that enable members of this group to survive in both fresh

and extrernely hypersaline waters provide further insight ínto mechanisms

of salinity tolerance. The cellular fluids of aII three species

of. Ruppia were found to be hypertonic to the surrounding water: these

concentrations of solutes would normally be damaging to metabolic

enzl¡mes. It has been suggested that the accumulation of certain amino

acids t ê.9" proline, in the cytoplasm of halophytes and water-stressed
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plants may function as a salt tolerance mechanism by counter-

balancing the high solute concenLration of the vacuolar fluids (see

Chapter 9). The investigation of proline concentration in Ruppia

shows that t-he lerzefs of proline increase ¡vith increase in habitat

salinity. This supports the idea that these plants can survive and

photosynthesize in a range of environments at least partially by

osmotic adjustment of proli.ne levels in the cytoplasm.

The ecological variation of Ruppía in different ha-bitats has

been considered .in terms of l-ife cycle patterns. The annual species,

R, tuberosa and F. polycarpa, synchronize their life cycle stages to

the wet and clry phases of their e-phemeral habítats; many seeds and

turions l-ie dormant in the dry lake sediments during the summer. The

perennial f.ife cycle of F. mega.earpa gives thís species an advantage

irr deeper permanent and more stabl-e habitats where annual recolonj zat-ion

by seeds would be a competitive disadvantage. Evidence from trals-

plan'tation experiments does not indicate that these annual or perennial

strategies are reversible in the alternate habitats, at fcast in the

subseo,uent generation.

Dif:ferences between the annual ancl perennial po¡:rrfations of

Ruppi.a were also evident fr:om seed germination: clormancy breakage is

stimulated by fresh water in the perennial R. mega,car.pa v¿hereas the

presence of saline water antf alternate wetting and dry-ing stimulate

germínation of seeds of the annual R. tubev,osa. These observations

are consistent with the life cycle patterns of the two species. The

seasonal drying of the ephemeral ha,l¡itat breaks aor-un.y and thus seeds

can germinate as soon as habitats refíIl: the plants can thus maximize

their use of the short growing seasoll to cornplete thej-r l.ife cycles.

The gernr-ination of the A. tuberosa seeds in response to hìgh salinity

also allows the plant life cycle to proceed j-n ephemeral-, unpredictabfe
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and highty saline environments. The correlation of 1ow salinity witit

germination c¡f the .R. megq.eayp(t seeds may also be advantageous for this

species as, in general, seeds lie dormant ín the lake sediments until

a major decrease in salinity occurs.

The reproductive patterns of the annual and perennial forms

of Ruppia are al-so adaptive in the ephemeral and permanent environments-

R. megacarpa does not flower and fruit prolificalJ-y, seeds rarely

germinate in the field and reproduction is asexual by growth from

rhízomes and rooting at stem nodes. This strategy is advantageous in

a stable permanent ha-bitat where competition for space appears to be

more important than the a-bility to recofonize from dormant propagules.

In contrast, both annual- species flower and fruit prolificalJ-y by

producing many more flowers per plant and more seeds per flower than

the perennial species. In general, seeds of the annualsgerminate after

one dry season. Many turions are produced by the annuals and these

resist desiccation and remain viable to propagate the species asexually.

Thus the large number of asexual and sexual reproductive units produced

enables the annual species to recolonize their habitats each wet season.

rn summary, the annual species, .R. tuberosa and F. poLycanpa,

occupy ephemeral habitats which are subject to wide environmental

fluctuations whereas the perennial, R. megaea,rpa, occupies permanent

habitats which in comparison are stablerconstant an<1 predictable.

Even though fluctuatj-ons in ephemeral ha-bitats are seasonally predictable

the tining and length of the wet phase is not predictable. In these

temporary habitats annual recolonization from seeds or turions is

necessary and consequently poputation size may vary with the avail-

ability of the reservoir of reproductive units as weII as rvith environ-

mental conditions" Rapid development of the plants, early and prolific
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reproduction and the allocation of large proportions of the plant's

resources to production of a large number of small reproductive units

(seeds and turions) are characteristic of these populations; the

reproductive patterns of the annual species are semelparous (monocarpic).

In contrast the perennial has an iÈeroparous (potycarpic) reproductive

pattern as it produces only small numbers of larger seeds in each year

and devotes most of its energy to vegetative growth.
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APP$IDIX I. Characteristics of sites not sampled regularly-

Lal<e Eliza
Lake Fellmongery

Lakes just past
t Karinya'

- w-est of road

- east of road

Lake St. Clair

Coorong Policemans Pt

Coorong North Iagoon

Lake north of }4eningie

Coobowie

Porters Lagoon easÈ
of Clare

west lakes Adelaide

Lake Name

(LE)

(LF)

(wKL)

(eKL)

(LSC)

(PP)

(CNL)

(ltu¡

( cv")

(por,)

(WL)

Abbreviation

3824

26

<2.5

8

2225

<2

<2

Area (ha)

large shallo¡r¡ salt lake

permanent fresh-brackish

permanent

permanent

shallow salt lake

permanent [-Coorong proper

permanent (Coorong proper

temporarlr roadside saiine
Pool

permanent marine saliner/
hypersaline lagoon

permanent saline lake

permanent estuarine

Characterisiics

Penola sheet
28-40-

2824L5

287 40L

28640L

29-39-

Naracoorte sheet
26L548

Bark-er sheet
242618

Burra sheet
185818

Adelaide sheet
151695

Grid Reference
L:25O,000 Series

10A

l0c

I4

I5

Bayly (1970)
i¡.ke No.

H
(Jl(¡



z>
TDS

2

r Kz5

TDS

\

5 xz5

TDS

K425
TDS

3 *25

TDS

Lo 
*25

g oz5

TÐS

TDS
I

Kz5

TDS

K^_
¿5

TDS
6

lz ¿>
TDS

"25
TDS

t L

ÀPPE\DIX II Lale conductivities
L9?5 - 1978

1975
À r.r JJ Às ON

49

34

73

54

59

42

(Krro" niLlisienen) and salinity (o,zoo r¡s)

r976
MJJ À

I977 1978
JJ À

4L

27

2I
13

ro2

a4

'72

53

72

53

I8
11

À ¡4 J J A S O N D J FMA U soliD
D J FM À SONDJF¡'t

d

dd
0

80

61

d

d

d

d

6l- 52

3'7

59

4l
65

47

85

66

11.3

95

92

73

77

59

d

d

66

16

55

JÓ

d

d

4T

2A

46

3I

48

33

26

16

38

25

2L

t3

33

2T

6'i

49

94

75

t06

88

rt0
92

d

c

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

4l
)1

L2

'7

4T

27

50

33

68

50

T7

11

l-3 10

23

14

57

41

!2

203

156

59 60

12 43

80

6I

l-09

9T

I9
12

I

4
0

36

24

54 51.33

2T

d

d

d

d29

19

44 38

29 25

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

¿t

d

d

d

cl

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

20

l?

81

d

d

10

6

2T
20

!2

48

332T

l-3

75

56

39 35

26 23

<1 a)

t09
66

I5
9

35

23

73

46

32

d
o

d

d

2!
t3

266

L20

d

29

52

36 d

44

53

36

5T

35

74 I50
55 !22

3] 40

20 27

2A 29

t8 19

25

t9

170

t32

d

29

69

5L

55

39

47

32 33

3-9
2?

3-6

2-I 2-2

5.0
to 2-8 ?-2

5t

34

22

34

22 29

62

t0t
óJ

93

74

85

66

68

58

55

38

75 107

89

L47

136

6t
4485

66

33

11

6

2r

33

2I t9

1.O

2-3

5.6

3.3

4.8

2.6 a)

?o

a)

4I
28

9õ

80

4.6

2-6

5t
36

d

55

39

35

39

24

4.1 4.

2.4 2.

22

't?

36

24

1A

25

2.6
2.3

45

30

52

36

3629

1,2 r
105

3I
20

33

2I
37

25

45

31

d

24

35

24

30

l9

d

d

d
32

20

50

35dd

l-0

6
20

126

108

I
a4

65

61

I
13

120

104

L2A

113

76

t4

1t2

95

13I

L16
6I
44

82

88 l-0 L0

111

94

65 61

47 44
6I
E5

65 73
83 85 109

9l_

11r

94
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H(n
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APPENDIX III Lake chemistry of South å,ustralian salt lakes: data extracted from Bayly arrd VÍilliams (L966), B,
and Williams and Buckney (L976') , A.

Seawater

Beachpo:t,/Aobe
Series B

Coorong S.A. A

s.E. sal-t Lalces A

No.

2

6

L2

1l-

Flax Foint
Robe

Beachport
Salt Lake

Lake Eliza
Cutoff

A

B

B

B

LccaLLLy/
Locaiity Group

I

I

5

1

I

I

I

Ido. of
Localities

77.L

7 4.7
(64.3-77.3)

7I.3
(68.3-72 .9)

82.r
( 80. 2-84. 3)

69.0
?2 0

76.5

76.3

I\ ct

1.6

2.O
(L.6-2.7)

1.9
(L.6-2.2)

1.8
(1.1-2.5)

2.2
'lo

2.O

L.9

K

3.5

2.6
(0.2-3.7)

4.0
(3.6-4.3)

)^
(o- 3-6.9)

3.9

2.2

3.1

2.4

Ca

17.7

20 -7
(L7.2-32.7)

22.7
(Le .6-25.6)

L4.2
(9. s-r7. 3)

24.9

2I.9

18.4

]-9.4

Mg

90. 3

86.4
(80. 1-92.9)

96.6
(9s.7-98.0)

95.6
(er-4-97 .7)

97.I
92.9

87.4

84. 5

cl

9.3

13.1
(6. 6-1e. 6)

3-1
(r.0-4.0)

3.4
(2.3-3.7)

2 6

6.6

L2.3

15. 3

so+

o.4

0.5
(0. 2-o. e)

o.4
(0. r-0. 6)

0.9
(o-1-3.s)

0.3

0.5

0.3

o-2

HCO3+ CO3

7.4

7.6

7.4

pH

49.3

LL2.5

t24.9

L59.2

Salinitvo/oo rcå

H(¡{



APPENDIX IV

ANGTOSPERMAE

Aizoaceae

Tetragonía atnpLeæieoma (MiS. ) Hook. f .

Woodts Well
Pipeclay Lake

Pipeclay Lake
Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

Pipeclay Lake
FIax Point

Amaranthaceae

Hemichz,oa pentandTa. R.Br. Lake Eliza salt
Marsh

Pipeclay Lake

Apiaceae (umbellifo:ae)

Apiwn prostra.twn Labill.ex VenÈ. Coorong sf
*BupLeurwn semiconrpositwn L. " sm

Hyfuoeotyle capiLlarLs E.Muell.ex K1att. " sm

H. medicaginoides Turcz. " 1m

H. píLifera Turcz. " sm

Asteraceae (Compositae)

Braehyeome eæiLis sond. Coorong lm
sm
sf

B. goniocaxpa Sond. & F.Muell.ex Sond. Coorong sm

CotuLa uuLgar"Ls Levyns Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

158.

Pla¡rt list from sal-ine lakes, and surrounds, of
the Coorong and south-east of South Australia

Records from personal collections and from
a survey of the Coorong by the Nature Conservation
Society in 1975, Alcock and Symon (1975)

* introduced species Im = lake margin
sm = saline marsh

' sf = samphire fl-ats
Locatíon Collection No"

Carpobrotus rossii (Haw. ) schwantes 06-775
78-975

LO-775

6L-775
74-97s
79-975

46-775
223-1275

A5L22

s10517

s10520

sLo47 4

sIo494

slo472
s1050I
A5II9

sI0509
sI0515

II7-975
118-975
120-975
L22-975
166-1075
sI047l-
s10487

t Hypoehoer,íe gLabra t .

*IrruLa graueoLens (L. ) Desf.

)Learia aæiLLaris (Dc. ) F.Muell.
ex Benth.

Coorong nat. Park
Coorong Im

sm

Coorong sm

Coorong sf

s10514

A5IO2

Erringtons HoIe 200-I075



Senecio gLossantltus (Sond.) selcher

S. Lautus Forst.f.ex Vüil1d.
* -8. uuLgaris t .

* Sonchus oLeraceus Tu.

Boraginaceae

CynogLossum auatï,aLe s..sr.
* Echittnt Lycopsis L.

MyosotLs austraLís R. Br.
Brassicaceae

Location

Coorong 1m
tt sm

Erríngtons HoIe

Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

Coorong sm

Coorong sf
Brj.neshrimp Lake
Coorong sm

tt sf

Im

Erringtons HoIe

Brineshrimp Lalce
Coorong sm

"sf

sm

159

Col-lection No.

sLo479
sIo496

L47-975

123-975
L39-975

s10502

A5105

978
s1052 1

A5106

s10480

10-978

s10470
sI0490

s 105 lt
A5024

s10475
s10519

CakiLe marLtima scop.

Hymenolobus procwnbens (L. )

ex Schinz & TheLl.

Caryophyllaceae
* Ay,ennr"La serpyLLifoLia t,.

* Sagina, apetaLa, Aîd,.

Centrolepidaceae

CentroLepis polygyrm, (R.sr.) Hieron.

Chenopodiaceae

Arthrocnerm.m Moq.

Atz.ípLeæ paLudosa R. Br.

MaiTearlcz oppositifoLia (n. uuell. )

P.G.WiIson

Rhagodia baccata (LabíII. ) I'toq"

Say,eocov"rtía quirquefLora (Bunge ex
Ung-Steinb. ) Scott

Lake Eliza Salt LIOtIl4-975
Marsh 235,236, 237-1215

Cantara 22-775
Yorke Peninsula 69-775
Mikes Lake 94-975
Brineshrimp Lake I62-Lo75
Lake Robe LO2-975
Coorong sm 5f.0482, S10484

s10491, S10500

Pipeclay Lake t3-775

Coorong sm SLO497

Lake Eliza SaIt
Marsh 142-975

Pipeclay Lake LL-775
FIax Point Le-775
Cantara 2L-775
Little Dip Lake ,rt 

_rrrrZ

Mikes Lake 90-975
Lake Robe 100-975
Lake Eliza SaIt 113-975

Marsh 140-975
24L,229 t234 ,242-L275

Nuttall 1m

sm
Coorong

It

lt

tt
1m



Suaeda austv,aLis lR.sr. ) Moq.

ÍhreLkeL&La &iffusa R. Br.

Convolvul.aceae

WiLsonia baekhousei Hook. f .

l"/. huniLí.s R.Br.

Cypera.ceae

Cyperu.s Laeuigatus t,.

Gahnia fiLun (Labill.) F.MuelI.

G. tr"ifidø Labill.

Lepidosperrna. canescens Foeck.

L. LongítudLrnLe ¡,abíLL.

L. gLadiatun La-bi1l-.

Machaeï'ivw. juncea (R. sr. ) Koyama

M. tetragona (Labitl. ) Koyama

Scirpus antarctícus L.

S. inundntus (R.Br.) Poir.

S. maritírm,æ t .

s. nodosus Rottb.

Dpacridaceae

Location
Wood' s I¡lell
Pipeclay Lake

Coorong sf
Pipeclay Lake

Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

It

Brineshrimp Lake
Porters Lagoon
Blue-Green Algal

PooI

Yorke Peninsula
Pipeclay Lake

Brineshrimp Lake

Karinya
Lake Eliza Salt

Marsh

Pipeclay Lake
Coorong sm

Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

Fresh Dip Lake
Coorong sf
Fresh Dip Lake

Fresh Dip Lake

Erringtons HoIe

Lake Bliza Salt
Marsh

Erringtons HoIe
Fresh Dip Lake

Erringtons HoIe

Coorong sm

Lake Eliza Salt
Marsh

Lake Eliza Cutoff
Vloodrs WeIl Coorong
Karinya
Erringtons HoIe

Lake Eliza Cutoff
Coorong sm

Lake Eliza Cutoff
LittIe Dj-p Lake
Fresh D:i-p Lake
Coorong

Collection No.

04 t07-775
14-775
222-r275
A5IO3
r87-1075

4A-775
L28-975
228-L275
17 1-1075
181-1075

195-1075

67 -175
220-I275

7-LO18

62-775
L27-975
t29-975
350-878
r89-975
s10526

340-l-77

-TL77
A5IO1

34r-177

342-I77
_LI77

L56-975

130-975

150-975
.LI17

L44-975

s10518

227-L275

249-L275

L-775
64-775
L49-975
158-975
250-L275
s10503

160-975
-978
-978
-978

Leueopogon pa.Tu¿fLovus (An<lr. ) Lindl.



Location

Euphorbiaceae

Adpí.ana kLotàchii (F. I'fue11. ) I{ueller-Arg. Coorong sf
Beyer"ia LeschernuLtíi (DC. ) Bailr. " sf

* Euphonbia panalía,s L. Erringtons Hole
FIax Point

Fabaceae (Papilionaceae)
xMedicago poLymorpha var uuLgar"Ls (Benth. )

Shinners Coorong sf
PuLtenea prostz,ata Benth.ex Hook.f. " sm

Frankeniaceae

Frankenia paue¿flora Dc . Lake Eliza Salt Marsh
lt

ll

It

Coorong sm
tt sf

Southern Coorong

Coorong-üIood' s !,IelI
Flax Point

il

Cantara

Gentianaceae

Fv,ankenia t . sp.

Sebaea aLbidifLora E.Muetl.

S. oüata (Labill.)R.Br.

Goodeniaceae

ScaueoLa I". sp.

SeLLiera radícqns cav.

Haloragaceae

Myríoplty LLun rm,teLLerL sond..

M. propín4uum A.cunn.

Juncaceae

Beachport SaIt L¿rlce

Lake ElÍza Salt Marsh

Kaagaroo Island
Fresh Dip Lake

Coorong lm
tt sm
tt sf

Beachport SaIt Lake

Mikes,,Lake

Little Dip LaJce
Pipeclay Lalce
Lake Eliza Cutoff
Lake EIíza Salt Marsh

l6J-.

Collection No.

A5rl.5

A5I16

148-97s

A5107

s10525

t3B-975
205- r075
244-I275
345-I88
s10483
A5104
163-rO75

o3-775
r9-715
BO-975
22A-975

sI0478
sI0512
sto477
s105r3

-I178
5L-775
346-L77

-378

s10481

sro492
A5123

- 1r78

24-775
92-975
34-7',75
190-1075
253-L275
49, 57-775
125-975
233-1275
343-177

Coorong 1m

sm
1m

SM

il

It

tt

* Juncus aeutus L.

J. bufonius r.

J. kratæsü Hochst.



iluncaginaceae

Tr,ígLochin centrocarpwn Hook.

T. rm,rcr,onatwn R.Br.

A. sophorae (Labill.)R.Br.ex Ait.

Myrtaceae

EucaLyptus &Luez,sí foLia Bonpt.

E. fascieuLosø F.Muell.
Leptosperrrum pubes eens Lamk.

MeLaLeuea haLmaturorwnv .Muel1. ex Miq.

M. LaneeoLatø otto
Poaceae (Gramineae)

Agropyron scabnum (Labill. ) Beauv.

Agrostis aetm,LLa R. Br.

A. biLlar&ieri R.Br.
* Auena barbata Pott ex Link
* A. satiua T,.

* Bv,orm,ts diandtus Roth.

* B. y,ubens L.

* CatapoclLum z,ígidun(L. ) Hubb.ex Dony.

DistichLis díst'LchophgLLa (r,abill. )

Fassett

T. stv,iatum Riuz & Pavon

Coororrg i*
tt sm

Lalce Eliza Salt Marsh

Lauraceae

Cassytha r,.

Lil-iaceae

DLarteLLa repoLuba R. Br.
Loranthaceae

Fresh Dip Lake

Beachport Sal-t Lake

Arnyema meLaLeuea¿ (Lehm.ex Miq,)tiegh. Coorong sm
Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh

Mimosaceae

Acacia pycnantha Benth. Coorong
Little Dip Lake

Coorong-Pipeclay Lake
Little Dip Lake

Pipeclay Lake, Fresh Dip
Lake, Little Dip Lake

Coorong

Erringtons HoIe
Lake Eliza Cutoff

Location

Coorong lm
I SM

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh
It

Mikes Lake
Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh
Erringtons Hole

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh

Coorong sm
tt sf

Lake El-iza Salt Marsh
I

Coorong sf
tt smtt sf

Brineshrimp Lake

sm
sf
sf
sf

Collection No.

slo4l6
s10493

r2L-975
L37-975
206-ro75
s10473
SIO4B5

L33-975
23O,232-1275

rt-78

11-78

sLo524

L6-775

153-975
25L,252-L275

88-975
59,60-775
199-1075

s10508
A51IO

239-L275
344-L77

A5IO9

s10507
A5lII

s10505
A5105

A5I14

A5094

Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh 245-L275

Coo"on g

ll

lt



Ilordeum mar"Lnum lluds.
xKoelería phleoides (Vill.) Pers.
* Pax,aphcsLi,s íncuyua (t. ) Hubbard

Phnagnites aus'by,aLís (Cav. ) Trin.
ex Steud.

Poa fan Willis & court
* Polypogon maril;ímus wi'LLd..

PuceineLLia stz,icl;ø (Hook. f . ) c. Blom.

* Seyv,afalcus hov,deaceus
iByomus moLlis L. =-8.
Spot obo Lus uingi.nicus

(L. ) Gren. &codr.
hordeaceus
(r,. ) Kunth

Location

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh

Coorong sm

"sm
Lake Alexandrina
Lake E1iza Cutoff
Coorong sm

tt sm

Lake E1iza SaIt Marsh
Coorong sf
Pipeclay Lake
Flax Point

lr

Mikes Lake

Little Dip Lake
Fresh Dip Lake
Pípeclay Lake

Lake Eliza SaIt Marsh

Coorong sm

l_bJ -

Collection No,

243-l-275

sI0510

s10489

-LI75
248-1,275

sr0495

s10504

246-1275
A5L22
L5-775
L9-775
85-975
25-715

-978
-978

-I178

L32-975
58-775

sLo522
A5I17

169-1075
-LL77

Lake Eliza Salt Marsh 42-775
" 116 r 135-975,, 204-LO75r 23L,233, 24O-L275

Coorong L64,I65-LO75
" sn 510486

Stipa t,. sp. Coorong sm
tt sf
tt sf

* VuLpia rnAuros (L. ) Gmel.

Polygonaceae

MuehLenbeckì,a adpressa (Labi1l. ) trleisn. Fresh Dip Lake
Pipeclay Lake

Potamogetonaceae

Potønogeton pectínatus L
Primulaceae

* ArngaLLis aruensís t .

Samolus repens (Forst. & forst. f. )Pers.

Ranturculaceae

sI0508
A5100
A511.3

SM s10506

-97A
-1178

7-tL78

Coorong sm 510516
" sf A5020

Pipeclay Lake 12-775
" 186-1075

Little Dip Lake 30,32,33-775
Lake E1iza Salt Marsh 38-775

" l0g,r24,L59-975

CLematis wtcropltyLLa oc.

Resti onaceae

Leptocarpus brounii nook. f..

Rha¡rnaceae

Pomaderris panicuLosa î.Muel-l. ex
Reisseck sf

Rosaceae

Acaena anser.iní.foLia (Forst. & forst. f. )Pipeclay Lake
Druce Brringtons l{ole



R. tutberosa Davis and Tomlinson

Scrophulariaceae
* ParentuceLLa LatifoLía (¡,.)car.in Parl coororrg sf
x Vetbascum UirgatLtm S|uokes in Vüithering ' sf

Solanaceae
* Lyeium fez,ocissírm.tm Miers

Rubiaceae

GaLiun rm,$,aLe (L. )ztll,
¡gqægae
Rt tppia megacdnpa Mason

R. poLyearpa Mason

Stackhousiaceae

Stackhousía spathuLata síet. ex spreng.

Location Collection No.

Coorong sm

Erringtons HoIe
Little Dip Lake
Lake El-iza Salt Marsh
Porters Lagoon
Coorong North Lagoon
Lake Hamilton Eyre

Peninsula
Willochra Creek
Kangaroo tsland (Murray

Lagoon)
West Lakes Adelaide
Policemans Point
Fresh Dip Lake
Lake Robe
Blue-Green AIgaI Pool

Lake Robe
il

tf

Little Dip Lake
lt

Mikes Lake
Coobowie Yorke Peninsula

ll

tl

Brineshrimp Lake
Pipeclay Lake
Beachport SaIt Lake
Lake Pliza Salt Marsh

tl

Flax Point, Coorong

Pipeclay Lake
Beachport SaIt Lake

Coorong sf
Fresh Díp Lake

Coorong sf

s10510

L54-975
247-I275
10-rr78
l9-ILl6, 3O-r7
I4-L278

20-1276
2L-L2'76

23-t276
t8-rt76
3L-L77

7-It7 7-Lr78
6-1078
4-978

202-IO75
6-978
6-1t78
8-778
8-r178
3-918
I3-1178
L3-r278
I5-L278
224-T2'15
I-978
T2-TL78
9-978
9-LL78
L92-LO75

A5125

À5096

-1178
-1178

A5083
-1178

A509 3S. monogyna. rabLL1-.

Zannichelliaceae

LepiLaena cylindroearpa (Koern,ex Walp. )Benth.
Coorong sm SI0523
Blue-Green Algal Pool, Pipeclay Lake,
Mikes Lake, BrineshrimP Lake,
Lake Robe, Fresh DiP Lake'
Little Dip Lake, Lake ELiza Saltmarsh



ALGAE

CTTLOROPHYTA

Characeae

Chara uuLgarLs n.

Lønprothanntiun papuLosum(\IalLr. ) ,1. cr.

Cladophoraceae

165.

Location

Fresh Dip Lake

Little Dip Lake, Mikes Laker
Lake Robe, Fresh Dip LaJ<e

Cladophoz,a Kuetzing

Enteromor.pha ¡,ink in C.G.Nees

CHRYSOPIIYTA

Vau.eherLa Decandalle

CSANOF'HYTA

CaLothr"Læ C.Agardh

HydrocoLewn KueÈzing

PHABOPHYTA

Nostoc Vaucher

Dasycladaceae

Ae e t abul az"L a p eni cuLus (R. Br. ) S o lms - Laub ach
Flax Point,

Ulvaceae

Flax Point, Mikes Lake, Little Dip
Lake, Lake Efiza Salt Marsh

Milces Lake

Blue-Green A1gal Pool, Mikes Lake

Blue-Green Algal Pool, Mikes Lake

Blue-Green Alga1 Pool, Mikes Lake

Coorong
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APPENDIX V

beak

carpel

elevated stem

flower

fruiting carpel

inflorescence

peduncle

perennating organs

podogyne

rhizome

Glossary of terms used in the
descríplion of tluppía

a hardened terminal extension of the endocarp
formed around the stylar canal

ovule-bearing organ, sessile before fert-
ilization with the carpel base often
elongatíng in fruit

an elongated often branched stem which
vertically supports the leaves in the
water

a cluster of carpels with two bilocular
anthers one above and one below the carpels

one fruit developed from one carpel
consisting of an outer fleshy exocarp which
decays on maturity leaving the hardened
black endocarp which surrounds the embryo

a terminal spike of only 2 flowers borne
on opposite sides of the ped.uncle

inflorescence stalk, often elongate and
spiral

over¡.r¡intering buds formed from stem bases
surround.ed by leaves or from the underground
rhizomes

elongate stalk of an individual fruiting
carpel

horizontal stems which spread the plant
laterally, partially or wholly submerged
in the sediments



Key to abbreviations used in Appendices VI Xr, xrlr

Leaf apex Podogyne

Lacunae
shape

Theca sha.pe

Thecae, Iong-
ituclinal-
sli-t for
dehiscence

f nfJ-orescence
locati-o¡r

eI
Peduncle form sp

st
ÄJrundance,
flowering,
branching
etc.

l'ru-it shape

Styl¿r 5ooU

Colour of
enCocarr:

truncate
bidentate
rou¡ded.
acuminate
obt,use

elliptical
circular

K kidney sìraped,
Ro rounded

S sunken
Ri ridged

bs basal s}reaths
tes terminal

elevated sheaths
t terminal-

elongated dunrbell
stout durnbell
elongated bent
(boomera¡rg shape)
elliptical
spiral
straight

prolific
common
occasional
uncommol'ì
ïare

py pyriform
asy asynmetric
sy sltmmetric
tu turbinate
sh short
ex ext-encled

Fruit
Sculpturtng

Endocarp
window

Ha-bit

Association

Habitat

Months JFMApMyJuJIAS
OND

subsessile /
sessile
thin
stout
straight
att-achment
tapered attachment
not tapered "
( straight)
many
variable
smooth
barbed
rough

nar:row elliptic
elliptic
deltate
annual
perenniaJ-

monospecific
co-dominant
LepiLaena
charophytes
CLadophora
salt marsh species
other algae
Potamogeton

perma-rient
temporary
hypersaline
saline
brackish
fresh

grading to,
ranging to
occasionaJ-ly
irregularly
character present
character absent
data not available

T
B

R.

A
o

E

c

SS

rh
st
ST

ta
¡rta

neI
eI
de

_--->

oc
irr

x

l'1

v
sm
ba
ro

Fl-ower sheath sw srvoÌIen
nsw not swollen

Pollination at the water
surface
underwater

PoIIen shape

uw

ed
sd
eb

p
c
oc
u
r

afi
pe

'ç
SMS

cd
L
ch
c1
Sms
A1
Pot

perm
temp
hysal
sal
br
fr

Location abbreviations and numbers
see I'a-ble 3-l

bl bl-ack
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ÀPPENDIX 1¡II

b. Rupyía Taxon B

I,EÀF
width (m)
thickness (m)

EPTDER¡AL CELLS
length (].tn)

breaclth (U¡n)

thickness (Un)

MESOPFYI¿ CELI,S
dimeter (Un)

TNFLORESCENCE
length (nun)

breadth (nun)

car¡æl no. (av. )

FRUIT
Iengt-h (m)
widtl (m)
breadth (mn)

Locality

o.46 0.02
0.35 0.11

24
t0

0. 30-0. 60
0. 30-0 . 40

II
L7
20

o.22 20
o.25 20
0.40 20

25 0.34 20

5.3
I.5
3.7

0.4r
0. 2r
0. 38

.15

I5
22

5.0
r-2
2.O

-5
-1
-A

-4
-3
-2

5
7
o

3.1
t<
1.8

0.04 20
0.04 20
0.03 20

2.4

1.5

6
1
0

I Little Dip LaÌe

x SE n Ra¡ge

0-38 0.o2 24
o.25 0.07 10

0.25-0.45
0. 20-0 - 30

I3
I3
L7

24

0
0
0

34 20
31 20
45 20

0_ 35 20

3.5
t?
2.4

0.3t 10 2-6 -4-3
0.20 10 1.0 -l--4
o.17 L8 2.O -4-O

2.6
2.O
L-Z

o.o4 2r
0.03 2t
0-05 21

2.3 -3-0
L7 -2-6
r.4 -2.O

9 Lale E1iza salt Marsh

i sn n Range

0.39 0.02 15 0.30-O.51
o-22 0.o2 I0 0-20-0.24

5
5
3

o.27 20
o.29 20
0- 38 20

o o.49 20

4.5 0.36
r-8 0-20
5.0 r.20

4 3.? -5
4 r,4 -2
4 3-O -7

0
I
0

fruit not available

10 Erringtons Hole

x SE n Rilge

o-47 0-o2 30 0.40-0.5
0-25 0-o4 10 0.20-o.4

0.55 0.02 21.0.40-0.60
0-15 0.02 10 0.r0-0.22

l-3 0.21 20
12 0.20 20
62, 0.65 20

T2
L2
25

0.
0.
0-

09 20
20}I

36 20

55 0.63 20 28 0-3L 20

30 t0 3.1 -5.0
lt 10 1.3 -4.0
LI l8 4.0 -6.0

4.5
2.O
4.9

0. 34 I 4. O -5.0
o.zL I L.A -2.2
o-75 23 4-0 -6.0

2

4

0
I
I

0
0
0

3.1
1<

].5

0.06 30 2.5 -3
o.04 30 2.0 -3
0.06 30 1.5 -2

6
2

5

3.0 0.r0
2.O 0. l-0
1.4 0. l-0

52
51
51

| -3.2
5 -2-4

Porters Lagoon

x SE n Rilge x

West Lakes

SE n Ra¡ge

0.52 0.01 20 0.45-C.65
0.35 0.04 10 0.30-c.40

not available
not availa.ble
not available

not available

4.4 0.40 r0 4.0 -5
1.5 0.25 r0 r.0 -r
4.6 0.13 36 4.0 -6

0

6
0

fruit not availa-ble

Coorong N. Lagoon

x SE n Range

H
o\
\0



APPENDIX VII

c- fupVía Taxon c

Character

LEAF
width (¡n¡n)

thickness (¡n:ri)

EPIDERMÀL CELI,S
Iength (Um)

breadth (Um)

thickness (un)

MESOPHYLL CELLS
dea:neter (Um)

INFLORESCENCE
Iength (m)
breadth (mn)

carpel no. (av

FRUIT
lengÈh (nun)

width (nm)

breadth (nm)

0
0

25
L2

0-01
0.01

30
10

0. L0-0.35
0. 05-0. 18

L7
13
l6

z5

0
0
0

27
11
47

2Q

20
20

0.36 20

3.4
1<

6.89

0.36 14
0.21 14
o.52 47

2.4 -3.7
1.1 -1.7
4. 0 -I0.

1

I
0

83
0l
47

0

0
0

n?
(\t

.02

25
25
25

r.5
0.8
0.3

-2
-I

4
4

4 BLue-Green À19aI Pool

SE :l Rånge

0
0

2T
10

0. 01
0.01

20
l-0

0.20-0.25
0. 05-0. 12

data not available
data not available
data not available

data not available

3.3
L.4
7.3

0

0
0

.32

.32

.45

10
10
30

2.4
I.2
4.0

3

1
9

7

6
0

r.89 0.05 20
1.39 0.08 20
o.72 0.04 20

1

I
0

6
0
4

-2-3
-r.9
-L.2

6 Lake Robe

SEnx Râ¡9e

0.02 35
0.03 10

0.20-0.80
0,20-0.50

0
0

52
29

35
2L
63

0. 36
0. 34
0. 78

20
20
20

50 0.63 20

3.7
r.5
8. 4l

0. 3t
0. 21
0.83

10
10
34

3.0 -4. 3

r.0 -1.7
4. C -11,0

2

1

t

26
76
29

0
0

0

06
o2
o4

20
20
20

2.O -2.8
ì < -t e

I.0 -1.6

7 Fresh Dip lrake

x SE n Râ¡ge

H{o



APPENÐIX VIII Leaf celI characters: microscopic measurements of leaf cell length and width (LS), cell
diameters and lacunae characters (TS) for Ètppia At B and C from various field. sites.
Measurements in micrometres (Um) n = 20 for each mean -

Taxon

A

B

c

LDL
LES
PL
FP
IVLIJ

BL
LR
B/p

LDL
LESM
EH

PoL
WL

BGAP

FDL

M

SL

Locality

5

5

9
4

I
4
0
7

0
4
0
5

5

13. 3

2I.O

0
ñ

5
5

5
ö
0
o

5

I
0
o

5

L7.6
35.0

19
23.
1)

L7.
L7.
r3.
lcì

13.

11
13
t5
13
L2

T4
I4
10
I4
L2
L2
16
10

77
13
15
L2
L2

0.3
0.3
o.2
o.2
0.2
o.2
0.r
o.2

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1

0.3
o.4

o.2
o.2
0.1
o.2
o.2
0.1
o.2
o-2

0

0
0
0
0

0.1
0.3

3

3

J
2

I

widthLength

X x SE

Longitudinal Sections

Cell- diameters (LS)

Transverse Sections

Epiderrnis
to Lacuna

No. celis
1
I
I
I

Ior2
Lor2

I
Lor2

2or
2

2

I
1

I
I

CelI diameters (TS)

Epidermis Mesophyll

iSE;SE
0.3
^î
o.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0

o.4
o.4
0.5
0.6
0.3

0.4
0.6

(TS)

width

BO

62
37
63
44
32
52
52

100
83
B1
70
o¿

50
263

Lacunae

Length

x

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.3
o-7
0.9
0.5

o.7
0.6
0.8
0.3
0.8

0.5
2-3

Ratio

L:W

r.0
1.6
1.3
1.6
11

L.1
2.5
1-1

I.3
L-4
I.7
11

I.2

I.8
1.3

SE SE

0.3
0.2
o.2
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
o-4

6.5
0.5
1.3
1.3
0.5

0.3
3.6

8i
100

50
100

56
54

L28
I

L25
116
L37

87
150

88
335

30
L7
15
19
L4
T2
18
l8

18
I8
t3
62
25

L6
63

ôq
0.5
o.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4

o.4
0.5
0.4
0.7
o.4

0.5
0.8

25
24
23
23
24
l5
¿5
13

25
24
40
55
zó

25
50

3

F{
P
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APPENDIX IX Pollen graín length, width and shape for
pollen of Ruppia from taxa A, B and C

a length and width and shape for study
sites

23 0.5 10

22 0-4 r0

23 0.5 t0

22 0.4 10

18 0.6 r0

2L O.4 t0

18 0-4 r0

2L O.4 I0

23 0.7 10

t9 0.7 10

2t o.4 t0

20 0.5 10

16 0.9 10

L43

L43

rt9

152

94

97

80

4B

68

86

3.2 I0

3.4 10

3.0 10

4.2 10

3.8 IO

2.O r0

1.8 10

L.7 IO

L.2 IO

1.3 10

67 L.4 r0

62 I.7 10

7L 1.5 10

I

1

1

I

r, 3

2

2

4

4

4

3

3

4, 3

LDL

I,ESM

FP

ML

LR

LDL

LESM

EH

PL

WL

BGAP

LR

fl)L

A

B

c

xSEnxSEn

Shape
(see

Figure 8.5)
LocalityTaxon

vridth (Um)Length (Um)
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APPENDIX IX b variation of po1len with p1ant. age ancl
habitat

M = Ivlaturity m = mature
i = immature

P = Plant number

A = Anther nurnber

Sig.= Significance S - significant at 0.05 level
NS - not significant at 0.05 leve1

7.5 L2 S

1.0 12 NS

I.9 12 NS

2I.49 L9 S

I.1 15 NS

2.O 12 NS

1.9 12 NS

o.29 29 NS

30.4 L2 s

2.O t2 NS

Taxon Loc- Specimen
ality No. Shape M P A

Length
(Um)

width
(um)

Comparison
x

SE
x

SE
=I0 n=10

ALR 6-97A 2 , 4 l- I 27 1.0 15 0.6 iPr vs iPz

2

3

t_ 2 26 0.6 18 o.7 mPt vs mPz

m I 56 t_. r I9 0.6 m within
flower
varíation
mvs iI

t

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

3 m 2 a 94

90

59

64

60

62

6t

T2

7L

4.L

1.0

1.8

1.9

L-7

r-0
0.6

0.5

1.5

IB

19

l_9

I9

20

19

I9

I

L7

0.6

0.6

0.3

o.4

0.5

o-4

o.4

0.4

0.9

f 3 m b

c LR 6-1078 a I iPl vs iPz

l- 2 mPr vs mP2

m t m within
flower var"
mvsim 2 a

m b

c FDL 7-97e m 1 mvs 1

m 2 a m within
flower
variation

3 m b 69 I.0 16 0.8

t DF Sig.
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APPENDIX X Method for preparing chromosome squash
preparations of Ruppia

Pretreat material at 4oC overnight.

Fix materi.aL 3-24 hours in glacial acetic acid:alcohol 1:3.

lVash in distilled water for 6-8 mínutes with at l-east

2 changes.

Hydrolyse in IN HCI for 6-10 minutes at 60oc (6

minutes optimal).

Wash in distilled water 1-2 minutes.

Stain 10-20 minutes in freshly mixed haematoxylin stain

with reagents added in the following proportions and order

5% alcoholíc haematoxylin
lOs" ferric chloride
Verhoeffs iodine (iodine 29,

potassium iodide 49, water I00 ml)

I

2

3

4

5

*6.

7 trVash well in distilled water 1-2 minutes

2.5
I

I

(2 changes)

8. Differentiate in 45% acetic acid at 6OoC lor 2 minutes.

9. Wash in distilled water.

I0. Store in I0% absolute alcohol if necessary.

11. Squash in 45% acetic acid or absolute alcohol.

L2. Mount permanent slides in Euparal or Xann.

* alternatively stain 2-3 hours in leuco-basic fuchsín and

follow Feulgen Squash Method of Darlington and La Cour (L947).





APPENDIX.XII Sunrmary of L2 measured characters oî Rttppia for taxa A, B a¡¡d C

LEA¡'
width (run)

thickness (rrn)

EPIDERMAL CELLS
length (U¡n)

breadth (Um)

thickness (Un)

¡/ESOPHYLL CELLS
diameter (Un)

INFLORESCENCE
iengi,þ (nim)

breadth (mn)

carpel no. (av.¡

FRUIT
leng-'h (mm)

wioth (mm)

breadth (mm)

Character

o.23
0-r0

0.0r
0. 0r

230
90

0. 10-0. 50
0. 05-0. 20

T7
13
L7

0-30
0. 40
0. 60

10 L2
r0 t0
10 L2

2?

16
22

22 0.50 160 13 25

4.5
2.5

1r. 1

0
0
0

40
40
2L

83
83

L77

3.3 -6.0
L.9 -4.3
4.0 -r9.0

1.8
I.I
o.7

0.03
0.03
0. 04

r17
LL7
LL7

L.2 -2.5
0.7 -1.9
o.4, -L-2

A

x SEn Range

0
0

48
26

0.01
0. 06

L29
60

0. 25-0. 60
0, 10-0. 40

13
L4
28

o.25
0. 30
2.50

100 11
100 12
100 13

15
L7
62

34 0.60 100 21 55

4.4
L.7
4.L

0. 40
o.25
0. 09

57
57

lrB

2.6 -5 .5
1.0 -4-0
2.O -7.O

3.0
2.3
1.5

0. 04
0.04
0. 06

78
'78
to

2.I -4.6
'ttr-?'t

1.0,-2.5

B

SE n Range

0- 35
0-17

o -o2
0.05

85
30

0. I0-0. 80
0.05-0. 50

25
L7
40

I
I
3

80
50
00
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APPENDIX XIII Tabutation of characters of descrilced species of
Rtppia. (For key to a-bbreviations see Àppendix VI) '
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Measurements of proline concentration in Rtppia.

I mg prolíne/g dr:y weight = 1.3 ymoles/g f.res}:. weight
* rhizomes

APPENDIX XIV
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